
has broken

promisiit
After receiving a civics lesson

.of sorts from, the nation's high
school seniors. Education
Minister ZevuJun Hammer
hacked down yesterday and held
a matriculation exam lottery after
all This determined that history,
Hebrew, and civics would be the
three exams the nation's 69,000
high school seniors will not have
Do take this year.

^-Hammer, who is abroad, said
Nftroogh spokesmen that he had"
Jetaoged his mind, because it is

'.important to him that students
fean entering the IDF not lose
Jteir confidence in the nation’s
institutions, especially the
Education Ministry. Hammer al$p

consulted on the matter with
Prime

,
Minister Binyamin

^Netanyahu, who supported his
decision.

.There: were handshakes and
smiles all around in the Education
Ministry hall .where, the comput-

subjects

whQhad raL

J“d parents groups, teachers, and
MKs to their cause ever since
Hammer’s surprise cancellation
of tte lottery just before itwas to
be^dlastHnnsday.
H was two of the .pupils, along

with a school principal, who ulti-

mately determined the fete of
their classmates, clicking on a
computer mouse to activate a
ministry prognjp which selected
the “lucky” subject, in an atmos-

phere that was pure Lotto-mania.
As cameras whirred and pupils

throughout the nation held feeir
breaih, Yebezkd Gabbai, princi-
pal of Jerusalem’s iRene Cassin
High School and representing tire

ite Hebrew from the list ofthis
(Biyan MeBurney)

Principals’ Association, took the
plunge and sent a computerized
book on a video screen flipping
open to reveal that civics was out.

SmAIrMLJI, Page 8

ri: Avi-Yitzhak
ought deal for

Second Palestinian

land dealer murdered

By AHEH O’SULUVAN

,

MARGOT DUDKEVHCH,
and agendas

The 1993 peace deal reached at
Oslo between the PLO and Israel's
formergovernment has foundered,
US Ambassador Martin Zndyk told
the US-Israel Chamber of
Commerce yesterday.

“The core bargain of Oslo has
broken down - Israel was
promised security and the
Palestinians were promised self-
government,” Indyk said, as Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu lis-
tened.

Netanyahu said in response that
trust resides in keeping deals. He
accused the Palestinians of violat-
ing accords that Israel observed.
US National Security Adviser

Samuel Berger, meanwhile,
brushed off a Palestinian call for
President Bin Clinton to intervene
dramatically in the peace process.
“Presidential involvement is

happening every day," Berger said
on CNN. “The point here is not
dramatic moments; the point here
is progress in the peace process.
And die parties themselves have to
be prepared to make the kinds of

compromises, the kinds of com-
mitments, that would make a dra-
matic 'moment not only dramatic
but successful"

Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafet sent Clinton a letter
on Friday declaring US special
envoy Dennis Ross’s latest mis-
sion a failure and asking Clinton
to intervene personally in Israeli-
Palestinian talks

.

Meanwhile, defense officials
said yesterday that plans to raze
hundreds of illegally built
Palestinian homes in the West

.

Bank are ongoing and not part of a
new program to prevent
Palestinians from creating facts on
the ground ahead of tire resump-
tion of final status negotiations.
“There are certainly hundreds of

structures, not all of them built
tins year, which are in die process
of legal proceedings to demolish
them because they are illegally
built,” said Shlomo Dror,
spokesman for die coordinator of
activities in the territories.

“We are not talking of thou-
sands, but a few hundred over tire

past two or three years,"Dror said.

See INDYK, Page 2
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BySARAH HON1G

Shas Party leader Aryeh Deri

V ir.ti adr: asserted yesterday that Ids former
attorney, Dan Avi-Yitzhak, had

' ; " r

sought a plea bargain for him just
after the last elections, so he could

r.:
defending him and become

;

^ justice minister.
’ The deal fell through, Deri said,

: '.';

.. . after it became clear Avi-Yitzhak
"
v.

would not get the job. Avi-Yitzhak
-. i . vehemently denied Deri’s claims.

Den also denied be is pushing
' for former justice minister
Ya’acov Ne’eman’s return to the
ministry, though he admitted

j advising Justice Minister Tzahi

\% 1ItllinS
Hanegbi to cede Ids portfolio.

Deri told Israel Radio' there had
. :

been an attempt to his pro-

. •
.
>

;h

*
!
longed, still ongoing trii for fraud

.
* and bribery with a plea -bargain.

“but that it was not connected with
die Bar-On case, as is so widely
supposed. It all happened far earli-

er before [Prime Minister
Binyamin] Netanyahu formed his

government. My lawyer, then Dan
Avi-Yitzhak, told me he expected
to get the Justice portfolio, and to

do that he would have to somehow
be freed ofhis commitment to me.
“He told me that to facilitate his

entry into the government, be had
spoken about my case with then
attorney-general Michael Ben-
Yair. Ben-Yair was ecstatic about
the prospect ofAvi-Yitzhak as jus-
tice minister and agreed to help
him get the job. He offered a plea
bargain wherein I would be con-
victed of a misdemeanor breach of
trust charge,” Deri said

See DERI, Page 4

Hews agencies

The body ofPalestinian land deal-
er Hariri Abu Sara, 46, of Em
Yabrud, near Ramallah, was found
in Ramallah on Friday. He had been
shot several times in the head
Family members deniedAbu Sara

had sold land to Jews and blamed
the Palestinian Authority for the

murder; but Palestinian Police
sources denied involvement
On Friday night Palestinian

Police received an anonymous call

saying there was a man’s body in

Ramallah. Police discovered Abu
Sara’s body, which they kept until

yesterday, contrary to accepted
Moslem practice.

Meanwhile, Farid Bashrti, 70, of

east Jerusalem, who was found dead
May 9 in Ramallah, his skull
crushed, hands tied behind his back
and mouth sealed with plastic tape,
was buried yesterday.

Ukrema Sabri, fee chief Modem
cleric /in Jerusalem, had declared
BashM an infidel for selling laud to
Jews raidsaid he could not be buried
in a Moslem cemetery in Jerusalem.
Hie feruily staged a burial Sunday

in Nebi Mussa, east of Jerusalem,
announcing to police and reporters
feat fee body had been buried there
and shoveling sand atop what they
said was fee grave, marked by an
unlettered stone.

But Asem Bashiti said later feat

his uncle actually had been buried
Sunday in a secret location.

CREATIVE BANKING
Because Standard Solutions Are Simply Not Enough
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Police crack drive-test

^ins^ corruption ring
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By DAVID RUPCE

„• Police attested 1 3 driving exam-
.-' iners - almost a third of those in

/ the North- and five instructors

.yesterday on suspicion of being

involved in what has been

.-••'described as one of the biggest

bribery and corruption cases of its

•-, • kind. Police said more arrests are

--.expected and that up to 100 other

- • driving instructors would be ques-

tioned. .

According to senior northern

‘.region police officers, over the

;/ past few years dtousands of stu-

dents have received licenses after

? their driving instructors bribed

?’ their examiners. Some of them

.."Have subsequently been involved

in road accidents, including fatali-

:

' ties, fee'officers said.

.-• The examiners are suspected of

- taking bribes from instructors to

£00007

pass their students in both theory

and driving tests.' Students report-

edly paid large sums to instructors

in advance, so that at the end of

'

their lessons they would pass.

According to fee allegations, the

students themselves were for fee

most part unaware of the “special

arrangements” between the

instructors and fee examiners. -

Dep.-Cmdr. Yitzhak Bashan,

head ofa special police unit, said a

covert inquiry was .launched sev-

eral months ago. The arrests were

carried out throughout die North,

including Haifa, Acre, Nahariya,

Karmiel, Nazareth, Afula, and the -

Galilee. The suspects
,

are to be

brought before Haifa Magistrate’s

Court this morning for remand

hearings. • • •

According to police, fee system

of payment for passes has operat-

ed for at least six years and

involved hundreds ofthousands of

shekels and thousands of drivers.

Police suspicions reportedly

were further aroused by the

lifestyles of some of the exam-

iners.

See DRIVE-TEST, Page 9

INAUGURATION OFTHE
ARONAND ERNA HEERTJE CHAIR FOR
VISITING PROFESSORS IN ECONOMICS

Lecture:

.
ProfessorArnold Heertje

Univecsity ofAmsterdam -.

Ifechnical Change and Welfare Economics

on Wednesday, 21 May 1997 at 3;15 pm.

at the Plenary Hall, Marceile Gordon University Club

Tel Aviv University Campos, Ramat Aviv

The public is invited
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IAF warplanes pound targets
in brief

TWo drown in first week of bathing season

Little more than a week after the bathing season began, two

people have already drowned and one was saved, Magen David

Adorn reported yesterday.

According to MDA statistics, a total of 1 82 people drowned

between 1993 and 1995 - 140 of them in the sea, 30 in swim-

ming pools, and the rest elsewhere.

Of the victims, 136 were male. 18 percent were under 12 and

6.5% were over 70. Over a third of the drownings occurred after

sunset In 70% of the incidents, resuscitation efforts were made,

and 62% of them were brought alive to a hospital emergency

room. Judy Siegel

High Court refers Geula Amir to police

In response to a petition from Geula Amir, the High Court of

Justice ruled yesterday that she should file a complaint with the

police if she thinks Avishai Rayiy should be chaiged with

attempting to murder prime minister Yitzhak Rabin and attempt-

ing to injure politicians and other public figures. The court also

ordered Attorney-General Elyakim Rubinstein to respond within

10 days to the inquiries Amir has submitted to his office. Along

with her petition. Amir, whose son Yigal assassinated Rabin,

submitted a 1994 photograph of Raviv holding her son’s pistol

and wearing a shirt wilt ^fiictufe of Rabin and the words. “No
sanctuary for traitors."

' torn

Greek FM arrives today
Greek Foreign Minister Theodoras Pangalos arrives today.

During his two-day stay, he will meet with President Ezer

Weizman, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu. Foreign

Minister David Levy and Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon. He also

will visit the Palestinian Authority. Jerusalem Post Staff

Knesset to mark Arad’s 39th birthday

A special gathering in the Knesset’s lecture hall tomorrow at 2
p.m. will mark the 39th.birthday of missing Israel Air Force

navigator Ron Arad. Computer users around the world are invit-

ed to participate with MKs via real-time on-line chats through

the Ron Arad multimedia website at www.ron-arad.org.il. Senior

members of the British Parliament and German Bundestag will

participate as well via broadcast satellite, closed-circuit video

conference, and Internet links. Judy Siegel

INDYK
Continued from Page 1

“It is routine work ... and there

is nothing new about it," he said.

He noted that Israel had demol-
ished 1 40 homes last year and this

year had so far demolished 80. He
ruled out the possibility of
destroying another 500 by the end
of the year, as Israel Radio had
reported.

Dior said no steps are planned
against Jewish settlers at Yitzhar

for the moment, since they and
Defense Minister Yitzhak
Moidechai are working on a solu-

tion to the illegal structures erect-

'

ed there.

“We must stress, however, that

anyone who builds a home with-
out a permit risks demolition."
Dror said.

Yitzhar secretary Yehuda
Liebman said last night that 10
families are living on the hilltop,

some in makeshift houses and
others in tents, since three houses
were demolished by the army two
weeks ago.

Dror said the Palestinian homes
slated for destruction are usually
considered a security risk since

they are near military bases,

bypass roads, or Jewish settle-

ments. He also said houses would
be destroyed if built on state land.

If built without authorization else-

where. then the intention, Dror
said, is to let it be. He also flatly

denied that anyone had been liv-

ing in the homes destroyed.

“There are illegal houses
throughout the area under our
authority," said Lt Peter Lemer,
spokesman for the Civil

Administration in Judea and
Samaria, “but there is no new plan

to demolish 500 houses."

He added, however, that there

are ongoing plans to demolish
“hundreds" of homes built with-

out authorization and that these

plans are approved regularly by
Mordechai. All the homes are in

the Israeli-controlled area C. he
said.

“These houses are in the

process of demolition," Lemer
said.

Last week Arafat presented
Ross a list of 1,300 families who
had received demolition orders.

Ross was reportedly surprised by
the size of the list and raised the

matter in his meeting with
Mordechai.

CYRIL SWIEL
passed away peacefully on Friday, May 16, 1997.

Deeply mourned by:

His heartbroken wife: Sbefla
Devoted children: -Denise and Peter Sanders,

Certy, Ella and Aynav
Nina and Izhar Damart,

Yael, Yuval and TaJ

Jonathan and Simons Swtol,

Yantv and Thandl
Sister and brother-in-law. Rita and Alec Ctmdowttz and family.

Shiva at 5/18 RehovTei-Hai, Ra'anana.

We deeply mourn the passing of

PESACH (Paul) ben BENYAMIN BREM*
Our pillar of strength

Husband to: Channeh Brem
Father to: Sandra and Rabbi David Eldensohn, Elton and Rabbi

Dr. Martin Gordon, Benjamin and Jeri Brem
Grandfather and Great-grandfather to: Razal and Jacob Guedalla and
children, Freyda Gordon, Tova and Yfshal Breslauer, Yonlna and
Doron Deutcti, Yitzy and Shlra Gordon, Leah and Mordechai WIgdor
and children. Shmuel Zalman and Dina Eldensotm and children,
Rachel Musftl and Ahron Stem and children, Shalne Blums and
Yankei Brtzel and children, Efraim, Harshel, Yaakov Zells, Raze!,
Nachama, Ahron and Shnelr Nachman Ektortaohn, Dovfd MeJr Brem.

Shiva at the Gordon residence, 1 Rehov Hahim, Jerusalem until May 23.

Raids on Hizbullah carry

into third straight day

By DAMP RUDCE

IAF warplanes blasted Hizbullah

targets in southern pans of

Lebanon’s Bekaa valley for the

third day running yesterday.

The air raid was directed at tar-

gets in the Beir a-Diyar region,

north of the security zone, which

was the scene of the clash between

IDF troops and Hizbullah gunmen
late on Thursday night in which

three paratroopers were killed and

seven wounded.
The IDF Spokesman said the

pilots reported direct hits on the

targets and that all the planes

returned safely to their bases.

Yesterday’s air raid occurred

shortly after Capt Eran Shamir,

22. of Mazkeret Batya, was laid

to rest at the military cemetery in

his home community - a week
after be, his mother, brother and
sister had visited the grave of his

father, who was killed in an IDF
training accident 20 years ago.

Shamir, the deputy commander
of die elite parairoop unit thai was
involved in the clash, was eulo-

gized by his senior officer; Maj.
Modi, who was wounded in the

same incident Hundreds of peo-

ple, including Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai, attended the

funeral.

The funerals of the other two
soldiers killed in the clash - Slaff-

Sgt Ze'ev Zommerfeld, 20. of

Asseret, and Staff-SgL Ran
Mezuman, 22, of Tiberias - were

held on Friday.

The air raid yesterday followed

further long-range mortar attacks

on South Lebanese Army outposts

in the zone’s western and eastern

sectors. There were no casualties

in the attacks and IDF gunners

returned fire.

Three of those wounded in

Thursday's clash were still in

Haifa's Rambam Hospital yester-

day. The rest were taken to

Safed's Rebecca Sieff Hospital,

where two were released after

treatment.

OC Northern Command Maj.-
Gen. Amiram Levine told

reporters in the North yesterday

that the IDF would continue to ini-

tiate operations in and north of the

zone, wherever and whenever nec-
essary. Levine also warned that all

those who tried to hit the IDF
would themselves be hit, including

the Lebanese Army.
He said Lebanese Army troops

had fired anti-aircraft weapons in

Thursday's incident while
Hizbullah gunmen only had fired

mortars and machine guns, inef-

fectually

.

He spoke to reporters at a cere-

mony in Kiryat Shmona to mark
the start of the annual Golani
Brigade inarch from ML Hermon
to Eilat The soldiers are expected
to reach Eilat on Thursday.

Dassy Shamir, the mother of Capt. Eran Shamir, 22, is surrounded by his comrades yesterday

at his funeral in Mazkeret Batya. (iraism)

IAF taking steps to reduce

Strella, Stinger SAM danger
By AMEN O’SULUVAN

Hizbullah guerrillas are equipped

with shoulder-fired Strella and
Stinger anti-aircraft SAM missiles,

which is forcing die IAF to alter its

activities in the south Lebanon.
“In no way will this paralyze the

activity of the IAF," said former

OC air force Maj.-Gen. (res.) Avihu
Ben-Nun. He said that there were
ways to reduce the SAM threat

through technical means, and by
changing the routine, but he did not

elaborate.

•The main way of dealing with

the Strella is not to keep to a rou-

tine." Ben-Nun said.

He said that the aircraft must be
visible to shoot it down, so flying

without lights helps.

Just two weeks ago, Brig.-Gen.

Eli Amitai, the commander of IDF
forces in Lebanon, said that his

troops had discovered 17 Strella

missies hidden in a cave in the

Litani area.

Hie Russian-built Strella, also

known as the SA-14 and SA-16,
has a range of 2-3 miles and is only

effective against taigets flying

lower than 8,000 feet It is heat-

seeking missile and does not

require radar guidance, so pilots get

no warning when a Strella is

launched at them. Its simple fiie-

and-foxget operation requires little

training to use.

The similar US-manufactured -

Stinger is credited with changing
the tide of the war in Afghanistan

against the Russians. The CIA gave
the Mujahadeen hundreds of the

Stingers and after the war tried to

buy them back, reportedly offering

up to J200.000 apiece. But many
disappeared and are believed to

have matte their way to Iran. Some
of these missiles may even been in

the hands of Hizbullah.

To combat the Strellas and
Stingers, aircraft emit flares, fly

higher, and avoid routine. Newer
helicopters, like the US-made

Apache, are designed with engine

baffles which deflect the healaway
from the chopper, and that has.

proven effective against the mis-

siles heat-seeking warhead. But the

older Bell and even the Cobra are

more vulnerable.

Despite the reports ofanti-aircraft
missiles surfacing lately, the IAF
has traditionally assumed them to

exist in south Lebanon and
deployed in accordance.- -

"We have known,about this.” for-

mer deputy defense minister MK
Ori Ott (Labor) told Israel Radio.

“The IDF has to continue to use the

air force and will continue to evac-

uatewounded and attack, but attack

in a more cautious way.

“The IDF can and has to use its

helicopters. Just as we continue to

send soldiers on attacks under
threat ofambushes, and just like the

armor operates under Sagger mis-

sile threat, the air force is part of the

same army and will operate under
the same kind of dangers."

Alleged Russian underworld boss
remanded 12 more days

RA1NE MARCUS

Zvi Ben-Ari, die Ashkelon multi-

millionaire alleged by police to be
one of the heals of the so-called

Russian mafia, was remanded for an
additional 12 days by Petah Tikva
Magistrate’s Court yesterday.

Ben-Ari. known in his native

Russia as Gregory Lemer, is refus-

ing to cooperate with investigators

and emphatically denies any connec-
tion with organized crime.

But the National Crimes Squad
believes that Ben-Ari, who has
reportedly contributed hundreds
of thousands of shekels to chari-

ties, the Ashkelon Municipality,

and Industry and Trade Minister
Natan Sharansky’s Yisrael
Ba’aliya. Party during the election

campaign, is a powerful and dan-
gerous figure. Police sources say
he is responsible for an $85 mil-
lion bank fraud, the murder of a
banker in Russia, and conspiring
to murder other bankers who
refused to give him money to open
a bank here.

The sources said police expect to

question certain ministers and politi-

Zvi Ben-Ari (Ronen Engelrtsrael Sun)

cians regarding the source of their

political contributions.

Chief SupL Zion Sasson testi-

fied yesterday that Ben-Ari’s
methods included creating straw
companies in the hope of obtain-

ing money from Russian banks.
Some money was given by
Russian financial institutions with
the aim offorming a bank here.

But Ben-Ari, who had already

become a major police target here

because of his allegedly shady past

in Russia, was refused permission by
the Bank of Israel to open a bank
here. He then turned to former Bank
of Israel employees to help him open
banking institution. Until six months
ago he operated an investment com-
pany in Tel Aviv, before moving it to

Heizliya Pituah.

Much of the information on Ben-
Ari was provided by Russian police,

together with the Israel Police repre-

sentative in Moscow, Chief SupL
Aharon TaL
Ben-Ari ’s lawyer, Benina Devorin,

argued in court that police here have
no legal right to investigate alleged
crimes committed abroad, and there-

fore had no right to arrest him. She
also argued that allegations of
money laundering could not be
investigated here, since there is no
law against h.

Five of Ben-Ari’s workers — Dana
Rubinstein, Felix Heimsinsky, Fabel
Slumiansky, Victor Fabrik, and
Natalia Luzinska - also appeared for
a further remand hearing yesterday.
They are suspected of being acces-

sories in die fraud scam and murder.

Salameh pleads guilty

Hassan Salameh, considered the

Hamas mastermind behind three

suicide bombing, pleaded guilty to

46 counts of murder yesterday in

Beit El Military Court.

Salameh, considered No. 2 in

the military wing of Hamas, was
charged with planning several sui-

cide bombings and supplying the

bombs used in them.

He was also charged with an

attempt to kidnap a soldier, member-

ship in Izzadin Kassam, illegal

weapons possession, and malting

bombs.
Arieh O’Sullivan

Merkavah Cleaning'
3-seat sofa ms 135
2-seat sofa .. N»S 95
Chair ms 50

We also clean:

i

* Car Interiors

House and Office

Cleaning

Tel, 052-281-865, 993-1197 or 052679058
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Choice ofapartments built by the best rontracto
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HR >M 3 rooms, starting il 16,800

4 rooms,duplex starting $133,600

r4BB 5 rooms * la/pgutfen, starting $168,000

gLjjJSp 6 rooms, cottage starting $186,000

Grants are to be deducted

Listen to Arutz 7. 711 and 1143 AM, 105 FM

Mediterranean Cruises
If yos misted the first superbly successful

Glatt Kosher Deluxe Crtrise tbotrd tie

Luxury SS Marco Polo
We offer yos 5 additional sailings
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The Faculty of Management
The Leon Recanati Graduate School

of Business Administration

The Gershon H. Gordon Faculty of Social Sciences

The Htan Berglas School of Economics

To the Haimov family

We share with you In your great sorrow on the tragic

death of your son

EMIL
who was a student in the Departments of Management

and Economics

May you know no more sorrow

The teachers and administrative staff at the two faculties.

Mordechai wants two new
settlements in the Negev
By ARIEH omuVAW

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Moidechai wants to establish two
Nahal settlements in the northern

Negev as part of a dual effort to

boost Zionist values among the

youth and to strengthen settlement

in the southern Hebron hills.

The two settlements - Yatir and

Sansane - both would be just inside

die Green Line, straddling the main
Beeisheba-Hebron highway.

Mordechai plans to bring tbe

plan before the cabinet for

approval shortly, his office said.

The settlements will belong to the

paramilitary Nahal units and come
under the responsibility of the

Defense Ministry and Jewish

Agency. It is the latest ofa number

of steps organized by the Youth
and Nahal branch of the Defense
Ministry, headed by Brig.-Gen.

(res.) Yehuda Duvdevani. who
took over just a few months ago.

According to the Defense
Ministry, die residents of Yatir and
Sansane would participate in

patrolling the borders and fanning
state land in the Negev as well as

engage in community activities.

“Setting up the two outposts in

coordination with the Nahal and
youth movements will put new
challenges and goals for youth
movement members and will sig-

nificantly revive settlement in

the Negev as a national endeavor

of the highest priority," a state-

ment from Mordechai ’s office

said.
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ARRIVALS 1

FOR THE ANNUAL meeting of the Board
of Governors of Tel Aviv University:
Fmm Argentina: Silvia & Ernesto Gal-
perin for the Inauguration of Myriam Le-
bacti Chair in Molecular Neurodegenera-
tion. Cuqui & Sergio GroesKopf. From
Austria; Prof. Dr. Michael J. Hwatsberg-
er, Ctirl8tl Langstadllnger, Edith &
George Katcz. From Brail: Deborah a
Tomas Tichauer. From Germany: Ernst
Gerhard t. Prof. Adreas Heldrich , Nicole
& Dr. David Leschem, Ari Schach;. Dr.
Elisabeth Schell-Fraderick & Prof. Dr.
Josef 5. Schell lo receive an Honorary
Doctorate from Tel Aviv University. PrOi.
Paul Josef Crutzen lo recetve an Honor-
ary Doctorate from Tel Aviv University.
From Italy: Gabneta a Dan David. From
Switzerland: Eva & Dr. Branco Weiss
for the Inauguration ol the Branco Weiss
Chair for Research in Child Develop-
ment and Education. From United King-
dom: Samuel Sebba, Mania Leigh,
John Porter, Gerald Weisleld. From
United States: Camille & Amon Adar,
Dan Bocher & Dr. Zippora Williams, Joni
& David M. Brown, Anne & Wiliam Co-
han, Prof. Marie Ratner. Jerome J. Shes-
tack. From Sweden: (nga-Litl & Bo
Sallmander From Venezuela: Morris
Curtei. Mary a Simon Seren.

Price p.p. for 8 day cruise ind. flights to/from TelAw tram

inside cabin 4960 outside cabin =2350
Pnces do not include airport taws, option^ tours or any flppfrwfo supptemads

night connections available from Europe & USA
AH miftM Am.lt*.* rnM. *

* Enjoy daily, three wonderful, freshly cooked
meals plus afternoon tea from our own glatt
kosher kitchen prepared by chefs Malcolm &
Diane Green

* Kashrut supervision and Jewish program
under the auspices ofRabbi Stuart Weiss,
Director ofJewish Outreach Center, Ra'anana &
prolific writer, formerNCSY Director&
member ofRabbinic Council ofAmerica
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- CAIRO (AP). - The Egyptian lawyer of Azzam
Azzam, the Israeli citizen accused of spying for
Israel,,was assaulted and called a traitor in a amrt-

. room yesterday by feQow lawyers angered at his
decision to take the case.

: Farid Deeb was seated in fee front row of the
courtroom, when one of the lawyers walked up and
punched him at least once in the face. The lawyer,

1?“? was not identified, was restrained by court
.;secunty and Deeb’s bodyguards before being
MSfcoxtedouL
:pSut scuffles soon broke out in fee courtroom

.
between Deeb’s supporters and lawyers angry at
-y&ar they said was his decision to volunteer to
defend Azzam for a big fee.

|jThere was no word on whether police made any
a&ests-

*§

le disturbance took place after Judge Moharam
fveesh adjourned the bearing until June 14 and
the courtroom.
ring the 20-minute bearing, the prosecution
tied its charges and both Azzam and his code-
ant again denied them, if convicted, they could
the death penalty.

ring an earlier 'short recess, lawyers Murtada
. Mansour and Nabeeh Wahsh called Deeb a traitor

"iad then began to shout insults at an Israeli diplo-
mat attending the hearing.

. ‘Tfou despicable Israeli, you dog," shouted
Mansour at Embassy First Secretary David Govrin.
He later shouted abuse about Prime Minister
Bmyamin Netanyahu, calling him a murderer and
a dog.

Third in a series of five articles:

A ‘hozer betshuva’

tells his story
By DAN IZBtKRG

It was no easy matter to get an
interview with a disadvantaged
teenager who had moved from fee
secular to the haredi world.

Heed, fee 15-year-old son of
Rachel Fenso, refused to talk and
would have required his rabbi’s

permission to do so even ifhe had
I •beear^greeabfer^te '-mother of,

I »S4mnilikAvivfedndtwanther sonv

From time to time, for example,

after his bar mitzva, OJL tried to
observe Shabbat But, be said, he
lacked fee “foundation" which
would give meaning to what he
was doing and enable him to per-

severe.

All in all, he continued, “I was a
completely regular guy. I went to

the beach on Saturdays and
danced at discotheques."
- Then, alT6, he went to Poland.

jfi to.^be approached*.padding that *T returned wife a lot of things to
l.j — j • n l. n_j mt :i,„
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;> Shmnlik’s rabbi had refused to
1 zHaw him to appear on a televi-

sion program wife her. Rabbi
Michael Lasri, fee bead of an
institute for fee newly religious in

Bat Yam, and the master of cere-

monies at a four-evening "reli-

gious awakening marathon," to be

discussed later in this series, was
Smed permission by his superiors

--lit# he interviewed. Two hozrim
mjtskmva who were proposed by

:'m^tufions catering to these stu-

turned out to be Ashkenazim
-

"- from affluent backgrounds, one an
ex-kibbutznik and the other an

immigrant from Holland.

Finally, Arachim, one of fee

biggest hazard betshuva organiza-

tions in Israel, made available a

20-year-old yeshiva student who
agreed to be interviewed on condi-

tion of anonymity.

Twenty-year-old OH. (not his

real initials) became observant

two-and-a-balf years ago and has

been studying at fee Ohr
Somayach Yeshiva in Jerusalem

most of fee time -since.

O.H. sports a beard and is

dressed, in tire conventional black

suit. White 'shirt, and black lappa
- of fee yeshiva world- Of medium

height and sotitfly built, he is more
soft-spoken than one might expect

. from someone his size.

The black suit is a recent inno-

vation. The beard and black lappa
due from immediately after OJL
left home in Holon.to enter -fee

yeshiva. . .

That happened three months:

after he attended a five-day,

Arachim-sponsored seminar in

Ashkelcm, which convinced ham

to pursue a haredi life. The semi-

nar, took place two years after'

O.H. visited Auschwitz with

schoolmates from Tfel Aviv's Yad

. Shapira High School on fee Martta

of fee Living program, and suc-

ceeded in reinforcing feelings that-

came to fee fore during fee tnp,

though they had in fact been ger- •

minating even earlier.

From OiL’s account, it is not

-

clearjusthow divorced from obser-

vance his family was. If seemstbat,

as with many Sephardi families,

some tradition was observed, but

feat by fee standards he abides by

today, it amounted to nothing. But

though his parents were not

Orthodox, he said he was attracted

to observant Judaism from as ear*y

. as hecould remember.

“I was like any other kid in

Holou and Bat Yam," he said.

“But, there was always something

feat drew me to uy to understand

why I’m on this earth, what is the

I would see fee

neighbors coming home
prayer shawls and it made me as*

questions," he recalled. “Why
ateaftwe partof this? All fee tune

it:was inside me. I was predis-

think about," he recalled. “Like,

how did such a tiling happen?
What led up to it?

'

“When you go there, you see

many modem-looking people car-

rying Israeli flags. But in my
mind, I pictured fee old men wife

beards and fee young boys wife

earlocks. So fee question naturally

arose - how are the two types con-

nected? You come from a Zionist

background, but you think of tra-

dition and Torah. Those who
ought to have organized that trip

were fee men with the beards, not

those wife the Israeli flag."

When O.H. returned from
Auschwitz, he said he was preoc-

cupied wife “questions, doubts,

and confusion. This is where the

internal struggle began. How do I

get to fee truth?"

But he hastened to add that there

was nothing dramatic or painful

about this period of questioning.

“I behaved just as I had' before,"
be said. “But after Poland, I lived

wife fee question: How Should I

live, how should I conduct
myself?”
During this period, an Arachim

activist heard doom ids state of
mind from a relative who already

had become observant

“(The activist] called me," con-
tinued OJL “I was looking for

someone to put my questions to. I

grew to believe in him. You could
see feat herewas a man who got to
the heart of things. Hie didn’t just

come to sell you something and
then disappear. You saw feat he
held on tight to fee relationship.

He stuck to it and feat gave me
confidence.”

On the advice of his mentor,

whom he describes today as

“maybe even more than a close

friend," O.H. went to an Arachim
seminar, one of many the organi-

zation holds each year.

See TESHUVA, Page 9
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Bar-Han to be closed

during Shabbat prayers

Mansour, a former judge; blamed Govrin for

starting the squabble by saying Mansour was
speaking nonsense to reporters.

Govrin denied this, saying “It was pure provoca-
tion. Egyptian security did not. do anything to stop
him and others from cursing our prime minister. It

is a shame."
After fee assault on Deeb, Govrin, and members

of Azzam’s family rushed out of the courtroom
under fee protection of police and bodyguards.
Deeb has been ordered to appear on June 11

before a disciplinary committee set up by the
Lawyers' Syndicate for agreeing to defend Azzam
without first notifying fee union.

The Lawyers’ Syndicate, like most trade and pro-
fessional unions in Egypt, opposes any dealings
wife Israel before a comprehensive Middle East
peace settlement is in place.
Azzam’s co-defendants in fee case are Israeli

Arab women Zahra Yousef Jreis and Mona Ahmed
Shawafana, who are being tried in absentia, and
Egyptian schoolteacher Emad Abdel-Hamid
Ismail.

Prosecutors have alleged that fee two women
were Israeli agents who recruited Ismail to spy on
Egypt The indictment states that the women slept

wife Ismail, who at one point worked at a factory in

Israel, after meeting him at an Israeli nightclub.

Azzam, who worked in a textile company near
Cairo at the time of his arrest in November, is

alleged by fee prosecutors to. have-given Ismail

women’s underwear soaked in invisible ink to be
used for writing secret messages to Israel.

ByEUJWOHLCaERMBI

Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy
(NRP) ruled yesterday feat

Jerusalem’s Rehov Bar-Ban can be

closed 10 traffic during prayer ser-

vices mi Shabbat and holidays.

In a compromise decision. Levy
decided feat secular residents will

be issued stickers from the munici-

pality to place cxi their cars, enti-

tling them to enter and leave the

area even during fee closed hours.

Signs will be posted informing
motorists offee hours when fee ban
on vehicular traffic is in effect,

replacing previous metallic barri-

ers.

The new policy is to go into

effect this ShabbaL
The ruling by Levy follows a

High Court decision on April 13, in

which the court overturned Levy’s
original ruling cm the street's clos-

ing, saying a solution must be
found for the neighborhood's secu-

lar residents.

Supreme Court President Aharon
Barak had suggested the issuing of
the special permits as a compro-
mise solution to fee problem,
which would meet the court’s

requirements.

Bar-Dan win be closed for one
hour and 45 minutes from the

beginning of Shabbat and fee eve
of holidays, between 7:30 a.ra. and
11:30 ajn. on Shabbat and holi-

days, and forone hour and 45 min-
utes in fee evening before fee end
of Shabbat or holiday. At other

boors fee street will be open to all.

traffic. Emergency vehicles.wM be'

allowed to pass through at all

times.

MKYossi Sand (Meretz) said fee

street’s closing during certain hours

is feesame as dosing it fee whole
of ShabbaL

*

Sand andMK Ophir Paz (Labor)

said they plan to petition the High
Court, because Levy’s decision

does not meet fee needs of fee

area’s secular residents.

Mordechai Plant, English-lan-

guage editor of the haredi daily

Yated Ne'eman, said he welcomes
the decision. “We hope it will be a
much needed step in reducing ten-

sion in fee area," Plaut said. “We
don’t regard it as a matterof victo-

ry for one side or the other, but It’s
-

,

just a matter of simple justice and
tire residents being able to enjoy

their own street on Shabbat”
Oman Yekutieli (Meretz), a

Jerusalem city councilman who for

three years Iras led fee movement
to keep Bar-Ban open, said that,

“Since the High Court of Justice

made a very clear conditioning of
closing the street during prayer

hours with having no violence at

all, then I think that dosing the

street after a month of violence

against policemen and against sec-

ular cars and drivers is in a way

/ //
1

I*

Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy traces the route ofJerusalem’s Rehov Bar-flan yesterday.

(Brian Hendlcr)

spitting in the face of fee High - — „ - - - -

Court ofJustice.*
Yekutieli, who himself was

injured by a rock' thrown at his- - --
« • •

• • . i

head at a demonstration fheie this
'

’ Cia#ICC DYlt/^TA K^nlf’ihn .

past Shabbat, saidhe.tpo.~wBl peti-

tion the High Court first ca fee

issue of violence and, second, over
the' court’s ruling that a solution

raiist be found for secular people.

Yekutieli said Levy’s ruling only
dealt with secular people who live

directly around Bar-Ban. The
“thousands of people who live in

Ramot Eshkol and French Hill are

the ones who are being bun by this

decision,'’ Yekutieli said, “and the

minister didn't give them any solu-

tion at aH"

The Wexner Israel Fellowship Program

at Harvard University

The Wtaner israel Feflowshlp Program annually sponsors ten

Israeli Government Officials In the Mid-Career Pro£. . s i althB

John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

Fellowships wffl be granted for an eteran morth period, starting

August 1998, during which fee feflows wlB complete the

Mid-Career Masters In PubficAdmineMoo Program, including

Harvard's Summer Program.

The Wexner Israel Fefowsttp wffl cover tuWon and fees at the

Kennedy School plus health kwaanoe, travel costs and a
monthly Bving alowanoe for the falows and ihalrfamlies.

Eligibility:

* At least five years of substantial experiencen the pubifc sector

(flwemmert or local authorities} or in statutory public sendee

Authority, the National Insurance Institute, the Ports Authority, eta

* Age 30 to 45 years.
*A career reflecting significant achievement fti the public sector.

* Command of English (TOEFL score of 600).

Ffelowmustajmmftthemsehrastocon^^
teraefipubficaervtefoloMri^Gompleftxiafliieprogrm.

The Foundation welcomes applications and inquiries.

For further Information, contact

:

B. Gus, The Wexner Israel Fellowship Program,

IB Sa'adta Gaon St., Jerusalem 92267

Last date to request sppftatjonmatwials: October 1, 1997.

The new deadline for completed applications:

. November 1, 1997. J
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Kinshasa cheers

rebel victory
By DOUGLAS HAMILTON

KINSHASA (Reuter) - Laurent Kabila's rebel forces

marched triumphantly through Zaire’s capital Kinshasa

yesterday, cheered by onlookers and urged by world

powers to form a broad-based government as a bridge

to elections.

Residents reported some resistance yesterday from at

least one group of loyalist soldiers, while bodies of sol-

diers and civilians killed in an overnight shootout with

rebels littered Kinshasa neighborhoods.

However, the United. States, one of five Western

nations with troops on standby in Congo to evacuate

foreigners from Zaire, said it was scaling back its oper-

ation as peace returned to Kinshasa.

The fate and whereabouts ofousted president Mobutu

Sese Seko, 66 and suffering from prostate cancer,

remained uncertain.

A spokesman for the rebplsjrowed they would hum

him down “wherever he goes.” \ s

'

•

“With us, he will never be m-ieape. Wherever be

goes,- Kounyen,

•spokesman iri F*mofr»Tbr Enel-rebel Alliance of

Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo
(AFDL), said.

Rebel leader Laurent Kabila sent a delegation yester-

day to Kinshasa from the southeastern city of

Lubumbashi to reassure the people about security.

Asked whether they were going to contact the

Kinshasa opposition leadership, the delegation’s leader

Deogratius Bugera, Secretary-General of the Alliance,

said: ‘That is not what takes me there. I am going to

contact all my compatriots without exception. There are

parties, civil organizations, everyone.”

Bugera would not say when Kabila would visit

Kinshasa: “He has major tasks here. He can come when

he is finished.” In Ratal, a security official said Mobutu

and his family had arrived aboard three Gabonese

planes, and were slaying in the Moroccan capital.

In Paris, a family friend said he believed Mobutu was

still in his home village of Gbadolite, to which he

retired to “rest” after handing over power to his emer-

gency rule government on Friday— the day before the

rebels marched into Kinshasa, and Kabila proclaimed

himself head of state.

Liechtenstein, responding to French news reports that

Mobutu might travel there to wait out French elections

before seeking exOe in France, said yesterday be was

not wanted.

Kabila’s forces marched into the government and

diplomatic quarters yesterday, after a night of sporadic

shooting in areas not yet under their control.

In its first broadcast over national radio in Kinshasa,

the rebels had ordered all government troops to report

by yesterday morning and warned looters they would
be severely punished.

One witness saw 40 bodies collected from different

neighborhoods during one hour yesterday morning,

most of them soldiers who went on a last-minute loot-

ing spree on Saturday night
South African Deputy President Thabo Mbeki was

scheduled yesterday to be the first foreign dignitary to

meet Kabila. 56, since the rebels proclaimed victory.

The African National Congress formally congratulated

Kabila and his Alliance and said the absence of major
bloodshed was a tribute to the mediation efforts of
Smith African President Nelson Mandela.
The United States and former colonial power

Belgium reacted to Kabila's victory by calling for a
broad-based government and elections.

A man accused of being an officer with former president Mobutu Sese Seko’s Presidential Guard is executed in a Kinshasa

alley by a rebel soldier yesterday. (Reuter)

Chirac China Death Beaten British Conservatives

trip winds down
SHANGHAI - Concluding • the

first visit to China in 14 years by a
French president, Jacques Chirac

urged China and France yesterday

to work in partnership on the

“organization of tomorrow's
world.”

“Everything should be done so

that no people, no nation, feel

humiliated, frustrated, or the desire

for revenge in the emergence of
the new world order,” said Chirac,

whose four-day visit ended in die

eastern city of Shanghai.

He said the world would be
“multipolar” and warned of antag-

onism developing “if certain of
today’s leading actors try to- Con-
tradict this evolution rather than
organize”

As partners, France and China
should concern themselves with
“the organization of tomorrow’s
world,” Chirac said.

Chirac was to slop briefly in

Moscow and meet Russian
President Boris Yeltsin during his

flight back to France yesterday,

aides said.

French-tacked Airbus Industrie

won a $ 1.5 billion order for 30 air-

craft. Airbus, a European consor-

tium in heated competition in

China with Boeing Co. of the

United States, also signed an
agreement to build a 100-seat

plane.

President Jiang Zemin and
Chirac presided over the signing of
14 agreements, mostly accords to

cooperate on environmental pro-

tection, nuclear energy, space and
crther issues.

In France, the conservatives

clung to a slippery lead as polls fell

silent yesterday, a week before

National Assembly elections, and
Socialist opposition leader Lionel

Jospin said a left-wing upset was
still possible. (Agencies)

4 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shdrashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Club
Spend a day away-from-it-all on one of Shoreshim's
entertaining and enlightening English speaking trips.

You'll meetyour sort of people, visit off-tne-beaten-track
places and hear interestingand informative explanations

from expert guides.

Space is limited so bookearly and avoid disappointment

Thursday
May 22

Sunday
June 1

Monday
[

June 9

RETURN TO BEIT SHEAN
Thousands ofyears of history • Greek, Roman, pagan,
Jewish - now revealed for all to see. Theaters,
temples, bath-houses, markets, frescoes, houses of
ill-repute. All the beauty and cruelty that paganism
offered. Even ifyou've been before, come again,
because so much more hasnow beenrevealed,
including the "Mona Lisa," In one ofthe world's most
successful digs.

NIS 190 (including lunch)
Tour guide: Ylsrael Shalom

A DAT LIKE NO OTHER
Israel is not associated with heavy industry, and yet-
This tour will visit the Haifa Bay, inrfmtmg the Oil
Refineries, the Kill Aluminium Works, plus a boat
tour of the bay when well view the shipyards,
workshops and navybase.We betyou've never seen
this part of Israel.

NIS 200 (including lunch)
Tour guide: Dr. Yoash Zohar

ACRE - THE CRUSADER CITY
In July 1099, after they had capturedJerusalem, the
Crusaders realized they needed a port with a major
harbor. So they turned this small dty into an
important Crusader stronghold. The markets filled
with goods, doth, jewels and precious stones, for the
troops to take home as souvenirs. Well visit the

Thursday
June 19

Templars Quarter the Turkish Baths and more.
NIS 185 g
Tour guide: Enn Sahar

g

LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
Cheese, honey, olive oil and wine - well taste them all

on our way. WfeTl start at the organic dairy erf Mil, and
continue on to the olive oil press at Mrar village with
their olive oil soap factory , then foe prize-winning

Dalton winery. We'll also visit the bee hives of
Shadmot Dvora and its silk production unit The
Galilee is especiallybeautiful at this time of foe year.Galilee is especiallybeautifu

Join us!

NIS 225 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Israel Staalem

The tour price includes transportation from Jerusalem or Tel Aviv
and return, entrance to all sites, background lectures and on-the-

spot explanations- Lunch as indicated. 10% discountwhen you
book all four tours. Pick-up and drop-off along foe route when

passible and arranged beforehand.

Reservations and further information:

SHORASHIM, FOB 7588, 14 Rehov Abarbanel,
Rehavia, Jerusalem 91074

camp
records

trashed
PERPIGNAN. France (AP) -

Documents on Jews deported to

Nazi death camps were accidental-

ly placed in a public gaitage dump
after a municipal building was
cleared out for an art exhibition.

A police probe was launched a
week ago when a newspaper
revealed a garbage dump worker’s
discovery of folders containing the
names and photos of more than
1.000 Jews rounded up near this

Mediterranean city in 1942.

Jewish groups criticized the gov-
ernment Some 75,000 Jews were
deported from France to Nazi
camps - only 2^00 survived.

Police said that at the beginning
of 1996, City Hall workers moved
“tons” of municipal documents
from the former Perpignan prison

to make way for an art exhibition.

The records of Jews who were
held in the Rivesaltes camp near
Perpignan and later deported to

Auschwitz were dumped.
Jacques Chamoux, a city work-

er, found the files under trash last

November and handed them to the
local newspaper.

leadership battle gets ugly
LONDON (Reuter) - Former interior minis-

ter Michael Howard staked out a hard-line posi-

tion on Europe yesterday as he and rivals fought

for the initiative to succeed John Major as head
of Britain’s defeated Conservative Party.

The contest to replace Major, who announced
his departure hours after the Conservatives

were routed by Tony Blair's Labor party in the

May 1 election, has so far been as unedifying as

the internal squabbling that many blamed for

their heavy defeat

With the party that called itself the most suc-

cessful election-winning machine in the world
still in a state of shock, backbiting and blood-
letting have overshadowed talk of the urgent

need to modernize the Tories.

One of the main targets has been Howard,
who has been accused by his former deputy,

Anne Widdecombe, of being “dangerous” and
unfit to lead the party.

Widdecombe. who described herself in The
Observer as an ugly, overweight 49-year-old

with crooked teeth, has grabbed the headlines in

the past week for an extraordinary vendetta

against Howard over his sacking of ex-prisons

chief Derek Lewis in 1995.

The dispute is thought to have damaged
Howard's leadership chances.

The front-runner is probably former Welsh
Secretary William Hague - not so much because

he offers a compelling political vision but

because, agedjust 36, he is of the Blairgeneration.

Whoever wins will have the arduous task of
rebuilding the party from its roots along
Labor’s highly organized lines, and one
Conservative MP, outspoken Euro-sceptic
Teresa Gorman, thinks none of the candidates is

up to the job.

Gorman, dismissing Hague as a “pre-pubes-

cent marshmallow,” wrote in the Sunday

Express: “All the candidates mi offer carry too

many scars and too much baggage.”

Another challenger, former finance minister

Kenneth Clarke, said the Conservatives could
not hope to win back power if it remained
obsessed with Europe.
“When we fight the next election, die theo-

logical disputes which the most obsessive Euro-
sceptics want us to get engaged in now will

seem completely out of date,” he told BBC
radio.

Opinion polls show Clarke to be the most
popular candidate among voters, and a number
of influential media commentators aIso
swung behind him. /;.*

But his pro-European views are likely to

make him unpalatable to a majority of foe 164
surviving Conservative members of parliament

who will elect foe leader. The first round of vot-
ing is expected on June 3.

Iraqi Kurds battle Turkish Kurds
HABUR, Turkey (AP) - As

Thrkey vowed to keep troops in

northern Iraq until wiping out
TUridsh Kurdish rebels there, an
Iraqi Kurdish faction said yester-

day it too was tattling the rebels.

The Iraqi Kurdish group which
controls areas south of the Turkish
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border said it was battling the

rebels of the Kurdistan Workers
Party, orPKK, in the Iraqi Kurdish
capital Irbfl.

A spokesman for the Iraqi

Kurdistan Democratic Party, or
KDP, said his group was trying to

evict foe Turkish Kurdish guerril-

las from Irbfl.

He said the PKK threatened

peace and security in the city and
hampered relief work by foe
United Nations.

T\irkey said yesterday its troops

would not leave until the rebels

were rendered inoperative. Turkish

officials said Saturday a total of

902 guerrillas have been killed.

While KDP fought a rival Iraqi

Kurdish faction last fell, foe PKK
used the opportunity to increase its

hold on foe mountainous region
which stretches 30 Ion below foe

Turkish border.

Astronauts haul supplies to Mir
SPACE CENTER (AP) -

Astronauts worked to move thou-
sands of kilograms of supplies and
equipment between Russia’s orbit-

ing Mir station and foe docked
space shuttle Atlantis yesterday.

With the help of Mir’s two cos-
monauts, shuttle crew members
made the two most important
swaps: they traded a new oxygen
generator for a broken unit on Mir
and exchanged NASA astronaut
Michael Foale for Jerry Lmenger,

DERI
Continued from Page t

There would also be “foe stipu-
lation that it carried no disgrace.
Thus I would not be prevented
from later entering the govern-
ment myself.”

Deri added that he “never heard
any of this from Ben-Yair and Aat
his only source was Avi-Yitzhak.”
The whole deal, according to

Deri, was foiled due to reports
which were “accurate as it turned
out, that Netanyahu’s choice for
justice minister was not Avi-
Yitzhak but Ya’acov Ne’email. As
soon as that was made public, the

prosecution told Avi-Yitzhak that

the deal as is could not be accept-
ed. I told him I didn't want to pur-
sue foe matter and start haggling.
If the original offer was no longer
available, then I didn’t want a
deal at all.”

Deri went on to deny that he had
tried to exert pressure for
Ne’eman’s reappointment as jus-
tice minister. Deri claimed that he
he had spoken to Hanegbi on the
phone Friday and told him that if

he were he in his place, he would
“offer Ne'eman his portfolio

back, by way of returning what
had been placed in his trust This

who has lived on the station since

January.

Foale will remain on board until

Atlantis returns for him in

September.

In all, the 10 astronauts and cos-
monauts mustcany 1,700 kg ofsup-
plies from Atlantis to Mir, including
food, clothing, batteries, II 45 kg
bags of water and experiments for
Foale to work on.

The crews also must haul 1,100
kg of equipment in the other direc-

ts hardly pressure.”

Hanegbi. according to Deri,
would not hear ofhis “Recommen-
dation.”

Deri also denounced the lead
headline in yesterday’s Yediot
Aharonot about the pressure he is

allegedly exerting on Ne’eman's
behalf.

Deri hinted that the headline
served the interests of Likud MK
Silvan Shalom, whose wife, Judy,
is a member of foe Mozes family
which owns Yediot. Shalom
stands a good chance of getting

the Science portfolio relinquished
by Ze’ev Begin. But if Ne’eman
returns to the cabinet, Shalom
would be left out. since it cannot
number more than 1 8 ministers.

Shalom and Hanegbi are to hold
a joint support rally at Likud
headquarters in Tel Aviv on
Thursday.

yesterday explained
that the idea is “not to add minis-
ters from outside the political
arena to the cabinet The notfon of
professional ministers has not

and wc look out
tor the Likud's interests.”

According to a source in the
Pnme Minister’s Office, Ne'eman
has informed Prime Minister
Binyamm Netanyahu that he will
not return to the government as

lion before Atlantis leaves foe sta-

tion tomorrow night
Among foe things to be returned

to Earth are the oxygen generator

that broke in March and an oxygen-
generating canister that burst into

flames in February and almost
caused an evacuation. They will be
examined on foe ground.
Shuttle commander Charles

Precourt said Sunday morning that

he’s satisfied Mir will be a safe place

for Foale for the next 4 1/2 months.

minister-without-portfolio, but
only as justice minister. Ne’eman,
meanwhile, is planning a vacation
and will take the issue up. again
only when he returns.

Baisheva Tsur adds:
Hanegbi yesterday denied that

he had discussed foe question of
retaining his portfolio with
Netanyahu. “There was- ho such
discussion... Any quotes from foe
minister or so-called confidants
are baseless,” Hanegbi's
spokesman said.

But Hanegbi was less forthcom-
ing when it came to commenting
on Deri’s suggestion that he reEfl-

quish foe post to Ne’eman. “The
minister has no comment,” his-

spokesman said.

Also tight-lipped were Ben-Yair
and Avi-Yitzhak, neither ofwhom
was prepared to comment on.

Deri’s allegations.

Meanwhile, Yoav Yitzhak, foe

journalist whose allegations led to

.

foe indictment against Ne’eman.
yesterday petitioned the High
Court of Justice to issue an Inter-
im injunction barring his reap-
pointment as justice minister.

.

Yitzhak argued that the court still

has to rule on the. Kpchrav
Shomron

.
case in which, te

claimed, there is evidence that.

Ne eman had committed a crime.
,
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Murphy’s
law

By AD1HA HOFFMAN

jet-rocketed into the popular imag-
ination in the early 80s with a
suing of outrageous and racially
loaded appearances on the TV
show Saturday Night Live. How,
they asked, can a comic be so
unflappably confident, even arro-
gant, as Murphy - then just aged
21 ?

METRO

Directed by Thomas Carter.
Screenplay by Randy Fridman.
Hebrew title: Metro 118 minutes.
English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.
Parental guidance very strongly
advised.

With Eddie Morphy, Michael
Rapaport, Michael Wincott, Art
Evans

Most comedians find humor in

self-deprecation, or use their jokes
as a kind of nervous defense.
Murphy, meanwhile, comes at us
shouting, cursing, with that crazed
Buckwheat grin'planted on his big

black mouth, and practically

orders us to take offense. And die

laughter that invariably bursts forth

during these routines is complicat-

ed; at once uneasy and relieved.

His aggression, especially toward

whites and white society, is so pro-
found, so undiluted, that one - if
one is white - can’t help but shift
in one's seat At the same time,
laughing at his nastiness provides
an enormous release. Of all the
possible ways to respond when a
nerve is exposed, laughter feels the
most (for lack of a better word)
constructive.

That was the young Eddie
Murphy. The vitality and relevance
of his humor have flickered on and
off since those early days. Now, of
course, he’s an international box-
office sensation, a star whose raw
instincts have been packaged and
peddled all over the world. His
shtick sells; he is probably the most
successful black actor in die histo-
ry of film, in both financial and
popular terms - a rather astonish-
ing fact, when one stops to consid-
er the barely masked racial rage
that informs so much ofhis work.
On die other hand, Murphy him-

self is the savviest of self-promot-
ers. He knows very well what the
market will bear, and in several of
his recent pictures, be has deliber-
ately exchanged the persona of the

angry black man for a less hostile,

moms satisfied sort of hero.
Last year's inspired The Nutty

Professor showed how very funny
Murphy can be in his new, non-
confrontational capacity. Alas, this

year’s Metro doesn't even try to

make us laugh. Thomas Carter's

cruddy grab bag of an action
adventure/buddy movie/character
smdy/romance restores Murphy to

ofthe muse

Eddie Murphy (right) plays a hostage negotiator and Michael Rapaport his protege in the strange-
ly unfunny ‘Metro-’ (Bruce McBroom

»

the role of agitated big mouth, a

San Francisco Police Department
hostage negotiator, but it confis-

cates his usual weapon - his scald-

ing sense of bumor. The film seems
designed to help Murphy break free

from comedy into straighter macho
material, a losing proposition if

there ever was one. All that's left

here of the actor's usual jive-talking

wise guy demeanor is his hostility:

he shouts and swears and carries

on, to profoundly unpleasant effect.

Aside from a few, seemingly-

improvised comic scenes (by far

the best moments in the film) the

picture grinds along in the familiar,

unsmiling fashion of a Dirty Harry
movie, recycling empty-headed
situations, conversations and car

chases from a dozen other films as

it builds to the single creatively

executed sequence in two hours - a
prolonged violent struggle on a

speeding cable car. Unfortunately,

the film rambles on for another
fifty minutes after this frenzied
high point
But why waste Eddie Murphy’s

talents on vehicular acrobatics of
this generic sort? Any one of a

dozen actors could pull off the

physical feats that this role

requires; presumably Murphy is on
hand to bring life to the negotia-

tions themselves, the scenes in

which his character dons a bullet-

proof vest, takes a deep breath and
strides forth to face a hostage-taker

head on, with nothing to help him

save the lives of the captives

except his unflinching cool.

If Metro were a well-written

comedy, Murphy might be able to

play these bits as extended stand-

up routines, the ultimate in impro-
visational dexterity. But Randy
Feldman's script is lamest and
most confused at exactly these

crucial points, which waffle

somewhere between comedy and
drama and rely for their charge on
crude, I'm-gonna-blow-your-
brains-out theatrics. Sure, there’s

a certain tension that comes from
watching a lunatic gunman taunt

a shrieking damsel in distress, but

Murphy's jokester bearing only
makes the threat seem cynical,

funny as a hole in the head.

An ideal 0
r% By wo

performer a™

On top ofthe opera world
By MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

HELEN KAYE

I
n the ’50s, Richard Todd made
female teenage hearts beat

faster in movies like The
Dambusters. Robin Hood, The
Hasty Heart and Chase a
Crooked Shadow. Now, a little

older, a little more solid than he

used to be, but still a charmer at

78, he plays old Lord Cavershara

in Peter Hall's long-running pro-

duction of Oscar Wilde’s An Ideal

Husband, coming to the Israel

Festival on May 29.

This is Todd's first visit to

Israel as an actor - when he came
in the mid-’60s, he was a fanner.

He’d met Yael Dayan when she

was in England, he says from his

London theater dressing room
just before a matinee, “and she

invited me to come to Israel. Her
father fMoshe Dayan], who was
minister of agriculture at the

time, arranged it.

“1 came for two weeks, went

everywhere and saw everything. I

had a morning with Ben Gurion

too, in Tiberias. He was very

energetic. We went for a walk and
I had a job keeping up."

This is Todd’s secopd encounter

with An Ideal Husband too.

Thirty years ago, he played
Caversham’s son, Lord Goring, at

the Strand in the 1 965/66 season,

"and I was pretty bad at the

beginning, after 17 years in film.

I had to work at it.”

Goring (Simon Ward in this

production) is the hero of the play

which is a story of political scan-

dal, theft, and blackmail. Beneath

that is the terrible price paid for

blind admiration and misdirected

secrecy, and the whole is irradiat-

ed with Wilde's pinpoint wit.

“I enjoy playing Caversham,*’

says Todd. ’’He's a very typical

man of his period and position, a

crusty old boy with a seme of

humor. He loves his son but is

irritated to death by him and

doesn't understand him. Gonng

loves his father but he under-

stands him too. and that’s how I

Pl

irf
i

said

1

Vilde wrote himself

when he wrote Goring, and the

more than sad irony is that An

Ideal Husband ends nappriy

whereas Wilde’s life did not. The

play, and Wilde's other great

comedy. The Importance
^Beutg

Earnest,
premiered m ] 895 B<*h

were an immediate and huge suc-

cess but were withdrawn from toe

stage after Wilde was convicted

of homosexuality that same year

and sentenced to iwo years o

hard labor. Following his release.

he exiled himself to Pans where

he died in 1900. jiwtor
In an article which

Peter Hall wrote when ^pro-

duction premiered in 1 *

said that An Ideal

completely original fere*?. Th®

‘is no play in English befo »

thanks to our treatment of

author, is there any like « aftefc H

is a play about politics andPO*er

and the yawning gap can

open up between private and pub-

lie morality.”

r t %
s:

f |£.*vr- i t*
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Richard Todd had early ideas

of becoming a playwright, but
drama school made an actor

out of him.

Political sleaze is alive and well

just as much today as 102 years

ago, here, just as much as in con-

temporary London. But Wilde's

brief was not to condemn but to

forgive, and "his philosophy was
be kind to people, don't condemn
too easily," Todd observes.

Basically, “the focus of the play

is about right and wrong, and that

hasn't changed. Attitudes have.

Today nobody gives a damn.”
Like Wilde, Todd is an

Irishman, an Anglicized Irishman

is how he puts it. His father was
an Army doctor who later became
a surgeon in civilian life.

Young Todd was sent away to

boarding school in England at the

age of six, but summer holidays

were often spent “with ray grand-

parents who lived in a wild area

of Northern Ireland on the edge

of a lake.
“ It was a wonderful life. When

I was 13 I got rheumatic fever

with computations, but £ went on

[running about] aityway. I cured

myself.”

He had early ideas of becoming

a playwright, but going to drama

school made an actor of him and

“I learned my craft in repertory

theater. They don't exist any-

more, unfortunately.” That was in

l 937 - . ,

Two years later, the war broke

out and Todd enlisted in a para-

chute regiment and ended the war

as a staff officer with the Sixth

Airborne Division. (One of ms

best films was The Dambusters \

n

1954, the story of an RAF
squadron which took on the mis-

sion of destroying toe damsJhat

provided power to the Ruhr, and

they changed nothing. It was very

factual, almost like a documen-

tary no love interest. )

There have been fdms, stage,

and of course TV in his 60 year

career. He's had his own theater

company. Triumph Productions,

and has written two well recejX*1

volumes of his autobiography.

Even quadruple bypass surgery

fast year has only slowed him

d0
“They had to take away my

breastixme” he quips, so dou i

poke me in the chest.

At 62-years-oId, loan
Holender has definitely

reached the peak of toe

opera world. And last week,
Holender, general director of toe

Vienna Staatsoper, came here
with the Staatsoper’s ballet com-
pany to present a series of perfor-

mances at the Tel Aviv Arts
Center; Holender left after, toe

opening night, but before that he
talked about his life at toe helm of
one of toe leading opera houses in

toe world, a house performing
seven days a week over a 10-

monto season.

Holender is not a performing
musician or a creative artist by
profession. Before joining the

Vienna Staatsoper he had been an
agent for opera singers for over 25
years. “Then they approached me
and asked me to move to the other

side of the table,” says the elegant

and cheerful Holender. His initial

nine-year contract in Vienna has

just been extended for five more
years, until 2002, quite a record

for an organization in which
music directors used to change
regularly.

The Vienna Staatsoper has had

at its helm such renowned musi-

cians as Gustav Mahler, Lorin

Maazel and Claudio Abbado, to

name just a few, but the city was
tor from kind to them and none of

them stayed in the job for very

long. But the Romanian- bora Jew
who has lived in Vienna for many
years is accepted by almost every-

one, perhaps because he is not a

conductor or a director. “Opera

houses should not be run by
artists,” Holender argues emphat-
ically. “Artists think first and
foremost about their art

and not about toe organi-

zation.

“Look, when Abbado
was here it was wonder-
ful, but the other great

conductors did not come
because he was keeping
toe best repertoire for

himself. Now we have
all the great conductors,

Abbado, Muti, Mehta,
Maazel is coming back,

everybody.” Israeli con- Joan
ductors too, "there is

Asher Fisch, who is the music
director of the Volksoper,
Vienna's second opera house,

who does a lot of work with us
and Daniel Barenboim too.” What
about Daniel Oren? “He conduct-
ed here a few times but we have
no contact any more whatsoever
with him.” Holender says without

wishing to elaborate.

And as for Israeli singers, there

is Anat Efrati, “a wonderful
young soprano. She had many
small parts this season and will

play Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier

an Anchen in Der Feischutz next

season. We are very happy that

she sings with us and I think she

has a great international career

ahead of her. I know she will be
wonderful singing all the high

lyric soprano roles in the reper-

toire."

The Vienna Staatsoper presents

opera night after night, in rotation,

many productions being presented

with very tittle orchestral rehearsal

n by time, which apparently is very

iphat- expensive in Vienna. “We have the

t and best opera orchestra in the world

[The Vienna
Philharmonic] and
they can play Wagner
one night and Rossini

the next without any
problem”

Holender argues
that opera is first and
foremost a singers’

world and he is more
than happy with his

ensemble of singers.

He implies that

loan Holender every opera house in

the world should
nusic have such an ensemble,
oper, “Singers.” he says; “must have a

ouse, home, and an opera house without

to us its ensemble has no identity.”

What Will Holender also bring his

duct- opera company to Israel? “Opera
have is very expensive and touring

oever opera is even more so. I don’t see

toout this happening.” he says, despite

his love for Israel and his desire to

there do all he can to help local musi-
lerful cians and opera singers.

Animation magic
Animation and the animated is the name of the game at the

third annual Creative Filmmaking 1997 to be held at the Tel Aviv

Cinematheque from May 21-24. One of the highlights will be a

screening of that Beaties classic The Yellow Submarine. There'll

be tributes to those earlier special effects men in movies like

King Kong ( 1 933), with guests of honor John Coates and

Norman Kauffman ofTVC studios (they did toe animation for

Yellow Submarine) and numerous other movies. Most of toe fes-

tival is in English. Helen Kaye

Berlin Opera’s Israel debut
The NIO is hosting the Berlin Opera, making its debut visit

with six performances of Mozart's The Magic Flute from May
24-June 6 and four of Verdi's A Masked Ball from May 29-June

7. The company is coming with toe orchestra and the choir.

Lawrence Foster conducts the Mozart and Rafael Fruhbeck de

Burgos toe Verdi, which also features soprano Michele Crider {II

Trovatore with the IPO), mezzo Larissa Diadkova (Kovanschina
with toe Kirov), and top baritone Roberto Servile. The director is

Berlin Opera general director G&tz Friedrich who will be direct-

ing Samson and Delilah for the NIO next season. Helen Kaye

Shakespeare ... sort of

37 plays of Shakespeare are marvelously mauled by that

inspired trio of sublime idiots otherwise known as toe RSC.
Goicha! That's the Reduced Shakespeare Company comprising

Chris Mellon. Matthew Rippy and Ross MacKenzie of the UK
touring company. At the 1993 Israel Festival audiences fell off

their seals laughing at The Complete Works ofSIuikcspearc -
Abridged. They came back again in *95 with The Bible —
Abridged (not quite as funny), and now they'll be back with

Shakespeare for four shows’ at the Cameri Theater in Tel Aviv,

and one each in Kfar Saba. Haifa and Jerusalem starring from
June 24. How do they do it? Well how about The Comedy ofTwo
Well Measured Gentlemen Locked In the Merry Wives ofWindsor
on a Midsummer's Twelfth Night in Winter

?

Hamlei”s in the sec-

ond half. Helen Kaye

Actors in opera
Actor Moshe Becker, who currently

plays in the Haifa Theater production of
Angels in America, will narrate two oper-

atic productions next week: the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra’s abridged version

of Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel

(May 29 in Tel Aviv) and Mozart’s rarely

performed Zaidc presented, sans dia-

logues, by the Warsaw Chamber Opera
and the Israel Chamber Orchestra (May -
28, 29 in Tel Aviv and May 31 in Haifa). w . e
Shalom Shmuelov will na/rate in

Moshe Becker

Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra IBA presentation opening the Israel

Festival (May 29, Jerusalem). Michael Ajzenstadt

Menuhin Piano Chair inaugurated
The Jerusalem Rubin Academy of.Music and Dance

announced the inauguration of the Hephzibah Menuhin Piano-
Chair established through the generosity of Mr. Paul Morawea.
The purpose of the chair is “to foster young piano studies

towards excellence and professionalism.” The artistic director of
the Chair is Professor Alexander Tamir and it is open to all

young Israeli pianists. The Chair will be officially inaugurated
with a special concert at the Jerusalem Theater on May 26 fea-

turing 26 local pianists performing on five pianos.

MichaelAjzenstadt

Competition Winners
The overall winner of the Paul Ben-Haim Competition was

17-year-old violinist Gai Figar. Other winners were 17-year-old
trumpet player Tamir Edul (brass youth), 21-year-old trumpet
player Gregory Rivkin (brass adults) and 17-year-old cellist Ira

Givol (strings). Five other musicians received certificates of
merit. Michael Ajzenstadt
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Peaceful budget-cutting

I
n a triumphant speech to the United States

Congress last July, Prime Minister Binyaniin

Netanyahu let loose with a commitment sure

to warm the cockles of the every congressional

budget-cutter’s heart: “We are going to achieve

economic independence ... In the next four

years, we will begin the long-term process of

gradually reducing the level of your generous

economic assistance to Israel." Now that the US
is seeking to cosh in on that promise, Israel

should say yes.

It was the first time in history that a country

actually volunteered to cut financial assistance

flowing from the US. For over a decade, the $3

billion military and economic assistance pack-

age to Israel has remained constant, while the

overall US foreign assistance pie has shrunk.

Today, two countries - Israel and Egypt -

receive about 40 percent of the US foreign aid

budget. The US has recently proposed to skim

$50 million each from assistance to Israel and

Egypt and transfer about $90m. of these funds

to Jordan and $10m. to the Palestinian

Authority. The US would then attempt to con-

vince Europe, Japan, and the Arab states to con-

tribute another 5150m. per year over the next

five years to the new “Fund 'for Peace and
Stability in die Middle East.”

Behind the scenes, Israel has been encourag-

ing the US to provide assorted benefits to

Jordan since signing the peace treaty with

Israel. The recent spat with Jordan over the

treaty provisions concerning water served to

highlight the economic pressures on the

Hashemite kingdom, which is still recovering

.from the damage to its economy following its

pro-Iraqi stance during the Gulf War.

It was appropriate, therefore, that Netanyahu
reportedly expressed his support in principle for

the US request in his recent secret meeting with

King Hussein. What is inappropriate is that,

almost a year after his pledge to Congress, there

is still not the beginning of a plan for the grad-

ual reduction of US economic assistance to

Israel.

For some time now, the $ 1 -2b. level of US aid

has been an anachronism. Although the amount
in real terms has been shrunk substantially by
inflation over the years, Israel’sGNP has grown
substantially, too. Israel now has a per capita

income higher than Portugal and approaching

that of Great Britain. And Israel has the highest

number of high-tech startups in the world per
capita- and almost as many as the United States

in absolute numbers.

Israel’s economy is now larger than that of all

her Arab neighbors combined, though Egypt

alone has over 10 rimes Israel’s population.

Netanyahu's pledge, as dramatic as it was, was
overdue.

There is no doubt that Israel can afford a cut

in assistance, and arguably would even benefit

from it in the long run. The question has been

how to do it most sensibly, without sending the

political signal for reduced US support for

Israel.

Any US proposal to cut aid, especially in the

context of the current rocky stage of the peace

process, carries with it the risk of being per-

ceived as political punishmenL The fact that the

US proposal combines cuts for Israel and Egypt,

and that most of die money has a clear purpose
- for Jordan - lessens the risk of sending
unwanted political signals.

From Israel's perspective, there remains a

need to ensure that the context of the cut is

Israel's own desire for economic independence
and to help Jordan, not an expression of weak-
ened support for Israel by the United States.

It is for this reason that Netanyahu's original

initiative was so important and timely, and why
it needs to be implemented. The government
must come up with a plan to gradually reduce its

assistance from the US and start implementa-

tion as soon as possible. The more such a plan

is delayed, the greater the risk that Congress
will, understandably, become impatient and

either impose a plan or force Israel to come up
with one.

It would be much better if the voluntary thrust

of Netanyahu's proposal were preserved, and

Israel maintained the initiative with Congress
and the US administration. Some of the funds

freed up by this cut could be used to bolster, on
a one-time basis, the most successful of diejoint

research and development funds which help

produce exports for both countries.

The model ofjoint funds that increase the ties

between nations should also be employed with

the new funds for Jordan. There is no shortage

ofexcellent proposals forjoint projects between
Israel and Jordan, of benefit to both countries

and the peace between them, which could be
jump-started through the new fund. If the pur-

pose of the fund is really to demonstrate the

fruits of peace, then it should be devoted to pro-

jects that showcase the possibilities for real

cooperation between Israel and its neighbors.

Correcting an error

We all make mistakes, but it is very rare

to find a politician not only admitting

to having made one. but also acting

quickly to rectify it. Education Minister
Zcvulun Hammer, while not deserving to be
carried around on the shoulders of cheering

I2th-graders as was former minisrer Amnon
Rubinstein when the matriculation lottery was
first introduced, is therefore worthy of praise.

Hummer announced last Thursday he had can-

celed plans for the annual matriculation lottery

and had handed the decision as to which three of

the seven required matriculation subjects -

Bible, history, English, math, literature.

Hebrew, and civics - would be left off this

year’s matriculation exams to a special panel of
experts. This decision, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, the manner in which it was executed - an

hour before the lottery was to take place - was
a poor one.

Even though switching from a lottery format
to a panel did not add or subtract from the top-

ics to be examined, changing the rules of the

game just before the final whistle, as far as the

high school seniors were concerned, was a
breach of trust Given the already tense state of

nerves among anxious 12th-graders overloaded

with last-minute studying, the loud and strident

protest which followed Hammer’s decision was
inevitable.

And so. in what the students would be right to

see as a victory in civics - which ironically was
one of the topics the computerized lottery even-

tually dropped as a required exam - Hammer
decided to backtrack on his decision, while stat-

ing that next year, he intends to abolish the lot-

tery in favor of a panel of experts.

But here, too, the education minister would do
well to reconsider. Hammer’s stated opposition

to the lottery is that it cheapens the educational

system's image. This should not necessarily be
so. provided the lottery is conducted in a digni-

fied manner, without attendant 12th-graders

ready and waiting to hoist the minister on their

shoulders. A lottery also ensure fairness and pre-

vents any suggestion of undue influence in the

choice of topics chosen. There is even no reason

to exclude die Bible from the topics drawn by
lottery, as Hammer wishes. If the casting of lots

was good enough for Joshua to decide how to

apportion the Land of Israel (Joshua 18:6), then

it can also serve the educational system.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LAND SALES

Sir. - The following headlines in

your issue of May 6 highlight the

double standard Israel is applying

against itself.The main headline is

"Israel to offer gestures to PA"
such as consultations with the

Americans and large-scale con-

struction for Palestinians includ-

ing Jerusalem and the PA airport

in Dahaniya.

On the next page is the headline

"PA introduces death penalty for

selling land to Israelis.” The PA
justice minister is quoted as say-

ing. "Private land in Jaffa, Ramie
and Lod... belongs to refugees and

must not be sold because refugees

arc to be discussed in final-status

talks... we are not ready to accept

Israelis buying land in the Negev
either."

Since (his is obviously the Arab
idea of peace, and the Americans
do not appear to object to it, I sug-

gest that Israel should legislate a

law making the sale of land by
Jews to Arabs punishable by
death.

YOHANAN RAMATI

Jerusalem.

GRATUITOUS ADVICE

Sir, - From the safety of his

home in sunny New South Wales,

Clive Kessler (Letters, May 4)

gives us some gratuitous advice.

The professor suggests that

Israel should not be tough with the

Palestinians. Fair enough, if

Palestinians want to live with us.

But he may not be aware that

Arafat continually exhorts his

Palestinians to make Jews' lives in

Israel untenable. How do we
“share lovingly” with an organizer

of tenor, a Jew murderer, a dictator

to his own people? On the same
day. you report how a Palestinian

lawyer, working for the Palestinian

Authority, wrote an article for the

Gaza Bar Association in which he

praised the Israeli judicial system.

The article had not yet been pub-

lished. but its author, poor old

Jamil Salameh, was already incar-

cerated in a Gaza Central Prison.

Maybe the professor is also not

aware that Singapore,

Luxembourg and Japan do not

have 160 million belligerent Arabs

crowding their doorsteps.

KEN SYMONDS
Jerusalem (Sydney).

COMPARISONS
Sir, - The many comparisons

between the Bar-On Affair and
the Nixon Watergate case fail

mainly because in the US there

is a tradition that no one is

above the law. The president, the

common man and the common
criminal (at least in theory) have
the same rights and obligations

to constitutional protection.

While Nixon was undone by his

arrogance, Netanyahu continues

to laugh in the faces of his con-
stituency.

To be fair, the US system, like

ours, has its own built-in safe-

guards, which, sometimes, unfor-

tunately cause a seeming miscar-

riage of justice. A more apt com-
parison in recent US judicial his-

tory to the Bar-On Affair should

be the Simpson trial.

Like Simpson, we ail know
Netanyahu and Co. are guilty;

there just isn't enough good evi-

dence to prove it

DAVID GURTLER

Jerusalem.

The decent thing
DAVID FORMAN

Having grown up in the

Sixties in die US, I partici-

pated in one demonstration

after another calling for America's

unilateral withdrawal from
Vietnam.

Those of us who took to the

streets to force America’s mili-

tary-industrial complex to end its

“rape of Vietnam” were so stirred

by the passion of our cause that

we forgot our moral obligation to

the people of South Vietnam.
I do not refer here to the waging

of a brutal war to prop up a cor-

Israel should
withdraw from

Lebanons but not as
the Americans
left Vietnam

rupt South Vietnamese govern-
ment in the name of defending
democracy against the encroach-
ment of communism, but rather to

the US’s commitment to the South
Vietnamese, whom it had
promised to protect Unilateral

withdrawal left these people
defenseless, subject to a ruthless

regime in the North that eventual-
ly took over the entire country.

Only the most glib analyst
would make a wholesale compari-
son between the US's involve-

ment in Vietnam and Israel’s

involvement in Lebanon. Yet there

is one similarity it is essential to

explore.

What is our moral obligation to

the Christians in south Lebanon
who have helped to defend our
northern towns and villages?

In the debate over a unilateral

withdrawal from Lebanon, which
has come to the fore again follow-

ing the weekend's fetal clashes

there, nowhere is there any men-

tion of the feie of die Christians in

southern Lebanon.

It was always a myth that we
could expect the South Lebanese
Army to defend us. It is our boys
who are being killed, not only

defending die north of Israel, but

also protecting the south

Lebanese. (Such was the case with

the US army and the South
Vietnamese regulars. They simply

could not do the work for the

Americans.)

The very feci that the Christians

in south Lebanon have cast their

lot in with Israel makes them sub-

ject to unthinkable retaliation by
all Lebanese factions should the

IDF pull out.

The Americans abandoned any
sense of moral propriety when
they summarily left Vietnam.
They left images of South
Vietnamese clinging to US heli-

copters as they took off from the

American Embassy compound in

Saigon.

We must not do the same.

AT ITS best, morality is an
expression, of political policy.

The inverse is also true. The
absence of moral consideration is

the worst manifestation ofgovern-
mental behavior.

As one who fought in the

Lebanon war, I felt that our
blurred mission there deprived the

adventure of any moral ground-
ing. The massacre at Sabra and
Shatilla was a direct outgrowth of
this moral lapse.

Yet this moral vacuum need not

be filled by another moral aberra-

tion.

As an old-time anti-Vietnam
war activist I admit the mistake of
my enthusiasm for demanding
unilateral withdrawal from
Vietnam that did not take into con-
sideration some sort of arrange-

ment that would protect the South
Vietnamese.

DryBones
SsecutAR Society
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Similarly, because I was in

Lebanon, I recognize the havoc
that we helped to create - above
and beyond the extreme chaos that

the Lebanese, Palestinians, and
Syrians introduced themselves.

I am for withdrawal from
Lebanon for many reasons, the

most significant one being that the

price we are paying is not worth

our remaining there.

The risk - that all the Hizbullah

and Lebanese really want is for us

to leave, and nothing more - is

worth taking if it means saving

one Israeli soldier's life.

But we must offer the Christians

in south Lebanon a safe haven - in

Israel. We should carve out some
settlements for them in Galilee.

The Americans let some
Vietnamese boat people onto their

shores, but usually only those who
had money or political connec-
tions.

We must take a universal

approach, offering sancruary to all

those with whom we have entrust-

ed the responsibility of helping us
defend ourselves.

If we do not do this, histoiy will

compare our Lebanese albatross to

the US-Vietnam quagmire.
We will be judged like the

Americans: immoral in starting a

war, and immoral in way we J
ended it

The writer is spokesperson for
Rabbisfor Human Rights

Emerging from adolescence?

Last year's surprise election

of Binyamin Netanyahu as

Israel's prime minister led

many Americans to conclude that

the Jewish state had elected its

own version of Newt Gingrich.

In fact, the high-water mark of
Netanyahu’s first year in office

came when the telegenic young
premier inspired aJoint Session of
Congress with his passionate

appeal for free markets, tradition-

al values, and an end to Israeli big

government.

It is that combination of charis-

ma and conservatism th3t has
helped him emeige as a highly-

regarded statesman in the eyes of
most American Jews, despite his

seemingly never-ending stream of
problems.

Yet ironically, that which makes
Netanyahu popular with main-
stream American Jews is precisely

what organized American Jewish
leadership has long opposed,
namely, conservative values and
those who espouse them - Newt
Gingrich being the archetypal

golem.

All of which raises a revised

version of the classic American
Jewish question: Conservatism -
if it’s good for Israeli Jews, why
isn’t it good for us?

While the largely self-appointed

American Jewish leadership still

abides by its traditional affinity

for ideas and leaders of the left, a
dramatic shift in the political incli-

nations of rank-and-file American
Jews is now undeniable.

The vast majority of American
Jews live in traditional democratic
strongholds like New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles; yet two
of those cities now have
Republican mayors, both of whom
owe their jobs to the majority of
Jewish voters who support them.
Not only is tills not an aberration,

it’s a trend, and it’s intensifying.

Los Angeles Mayor Richard
Riordan easily won an over-

whelming percentage of Jewish
voteis in last month’s election. In

New York, more than 80 percent

of that city's Jews plan to vote for

Republican Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani.

Even in Manhattan, home to

America’s single most liberal

Jewish community, Giuliani leads

his likely Democratic opponent,

Ruth Messenger, herself an old-

style ultra-liberal Manhattan Jew,

THOMAS A. ROSE and PETER J. PITTS

by almost two-to-one.

To use a bit of talmudic reason-

ing, if the bastions ofJewish liber-

alism in New York and Los
Angeles are moving to the right,

all the more dramatic must that

movement be m other, less tradi-

tionally liberal domains.
A recent survey conducted by

the Jewish Community Relations

Council of Indianapolis (the pub-
lic affairs arm of the local orga-

nized Jewish community) pro-

vides strong evidence that one of
the last remaining demographic
strongholds of liberalism may

hall.

One third of respondents sup-

ported “moment of silence” legis-

lation and private school vouchers

(abortion was about the only issue

that found Indianapolis Jews in

line wife current liberal dogma -
90 percent fevor universal access).

Organized Jewry's historical

support for increased social

spending and opposition to wel-

fare reform notwithstanding,

Indianapolis Jews support shrink-

ing the welfare state, not expand-

ing it. Seventy-three percent of
respondents said they opposed

US Jews may be far more conservative
than the liberals who siSeak for them

finally be waking up.

The result of this poll confirms
what many Jewish Hoosiers have
long suspected - that the Chosen
People are far more conservative

than people think; and certainly

more conservative feat the liberals

who speak for us.

The most powerful demonstra-
tion of this fact is that only 29 per-

cent of respondents in Indianapolis

described themselves as “liberal.

"

Less than half (42 percent) called

themselves Democrats.
That more than two-thirds of the

Jews in America's 12th largest

city no longer feel comfortable
identifying themselves wife the
political tradition that has defined
national Jewish life since fee New
Deal can be called nothing if not
dramatic.

ALTHOUGH the wordings of the
questions often belied the left-

wing bias of the JCRC’s staff,

respondents time and again spoke
in such a conservative voice feat

the survey's sponsors have had a
hard time explaining away fee
results.

In one of the survey’s most
revealing findings, more than half

of respondents said they do not
object to public religious displays.

This finding comes despite the

Indianapolis JCRC’s well-publi-
cized campaign to prevent a local

Jewish organization from display-

ing its Hanukkah menorah in city

increases in welfare payments,
and half supported outright cuts.

Even though Indianapolis Jews
are represented by a JCRC feat

refuses to support the death penal-

ty, 80 percent of the people it

claims to represent do.

Conservatives will undoubtedly
interpret fee fact feat more than
two-thirds of Jews in Indianapolis

feel threatened by increasing law-
lessness as an indictment of
lenient criminal justice policies

long advocated by liberal Jewish
organizations.

The Indianapolis survey also
contradicted years of conventional
wisdom that American Jews are
more closely aligned wife fee

policies of the left-wing Labor
party in Israel than wife fee con-
servative Likud.

Even though fee Indianapolis
survey was taken immediately
after Yitzhak Rabin's assassina-
tion, when sympathy for the mur-
dered prime minister's policies
was at an all-time high, only 60
percent said they supported" fee
“peace process,” far less than fee
percentage of Israelis polled at the
same time.

So much for establishing an
Indianapolis chapter of fee
American Friends of Peace Now!

THE good news for conservatives
is that the days of uncontested lib-

eral hegemony over Jewish com-
munal affairs is finally coming to

an end.

On fee national level, it appears

that leaders of some of the most

liberal Jewish organizations are

actually paying attention to their

own polling. In a move that wguld

have been unthinkable as recently

as a year ago, fee American
Jewish Congress, a long-time

opponent of educational choice

and public religious expression,

recently filed a legal brief

acknowledging that public school

teachers can provide remedial

education in private schools.

The National Jewish

Community Relations Advisory

Council, fee most liberal of die

mainstream US Jewish organiza-

tions, has indicated it might be

time to rethink its opposition to

educational choice by encourag-

ing its national affiliates to debate

private school vouchers.

Many erstwhile liberal Jews
have finally realized feat their suc-

cessful campaign to secularize

American life by banning as much
public religious expression as pos-

sible hurt no one group more than

American Jews - now the US’s

fastest-shrinking ethnic minority.

This debate is not just academic.

It presents Republicans wife an

unprecedented opportunity to

make serious institutional inroads

into a constituency it has long

neglected.

Actively courting fee support of

American Jews could be the linch-

pin to opening the ethnic floodgates

of the long-predicted but never-

materialized political realignment

needed to cement America’s vast

conservative majority.

In charity, American Jews
deserve the grace implied in the

famous maxim that liberalism is

both allowed and expected until

one turns 30. At last, nearly 70
years after its political ascendance
began, the US Jewish community
may finally be emerging from its

arrested state of adolescence.

With any luck, the old saw about

Jews living like Episcopalians and

voting like Puerto Ricans may
finally give way to an American
Jewish community that bo* lives

and votes like Jews.
For both Jews and Americans,

that is good news.

The writers are members of the

Jewish Community Relations

Council ofIndianapolis,

*

POSTSCRIPTS
MARK SAFFER of Ra’anana
reports that an acquaintance went
to a Herzliya Pituah restauranr

during Pessah and ordered, as is

his wont, a bacon, lettuce and
tomato sandwich on a roll.

His order affronted the waiter.

"Don't you know it’s Pessah. sir’

We don't serve rolls!”

A POLICEMAN in NutJey, New
Jersey, set a new standard forgood
citizenship— he wrote himself a
parking ticket.

Sgt. Steven Rogers said he realized

he parked too close to a street comer
and issued himselfa $17 ticket

"Police have to set an example,”

he said.

ODD LANGUAGE, this English
of ours.

There is no egg in eggplant nor
ham in hamburger, neither apple
nor pine in pineapple. English
muffins weren't invented in

England or French fries in France.
Sweetmeats are candies while
sweetbreads, which aren't sweet
are meat
Quicksand works slowly, boxing

rings are square and a guinea pig
is neither from Guinea nor is it a
pig. And why is it feat writers

write but fingers don’t fing, gro-
cers don't groce and hammers
don’t ham?
You can make amends but not

one amend, you comb through

annals of history but not a single
annal? If you have a bunch of
odds and ends and get rid of all but
one of them, what do you call it?

If a vegetarian eats vegetables,
what does a humanitarian eat?
People recite at a play and play

at a recital; send shipments by car
and send cargo by ship; park in a
driveway, yet drive on a parkway.
How can a slim chance and a fat

chance be the same, while a wise
man and wise guy are opposites?
How can overlook and oversee be
opposites, while quite a- lot and
quite a few are alike?

Did you ever meet a sung hero
or experienced requited love?
Have you ever run into someone

who was combobulated, grande! I

mly or peccable? And where are I

all those people who are spring 1

chickens or who would actually f ^ i

hurt a fly?

You have to marvel at fee unique

lunacy of a language in which

your house can bum up as it bums
down, in which you fill in a form

by filling it out and in which an

alarm clock goes off by going on.

When fee stars are out, they are

visible, but when the lights are

out, they are invisible.

And when you wind up a watch,

you start it, but when you wind up

a story, you end it.

(Esther HechO
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Making a Club, Not War
Ukraine, but one day, perhaps, a sliver of Hungary that
might be contested by Romania, in a Yugoslav-style
ethnic conflict-

After seeing how reluctant George Bush and Bill
Clinton were to send American troops to Bosnia, andhow quick Mr. Clinton was to pull back from Somalia
and Haiti when the going got nasty, it is not easy to
visualize a future American President sending Ameri-
can soldiers to central Europe to sort things out there,
would not the ghost of Neville Chamberlain and Munich
loom again over the West?

Absolutely nor. a senior American policy maker
said late last week. “We take this every bit as seriously
as we took our commitment to Berlin," he said.

But wait, say he and other advocates of the expan-
sion, which was announced last week and is to be

approved, with the grudging acquiescence of the Rus-
sians. at a summit conference in Madrid in July. The
change in NATO is more subtle than that This is not
really about Russia any more. It i& about reassuring the
new democracies that they are now considered clubable,
encouraging them to continue free-market reforms and’
persuading them to put aside old territorial squabbles,
as France and Germany did.

NATO, Political Alliance
Indeed, they argue, the mere prospect of member-

ship has prompted Slovenia to accelerate its reform
program and Hungary and Romania to talk civilly to one
another, at least for the moment.

So is the new North Atlantic Treaty Organization to
be more a political organization than a defensive military
one? Just so. if you listen to Strobe Talbott, the Deputy
Secretary of State, who argued recently that NATO has
had political functions from its earliest days — consoli-
dating civilian democracy in France, helping keep the
peace between Greece and Turkey — and now, “while
retaining its military capacity and core identity as a

Continued on Page 3
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Another Kind of Middle-Class Squeeze

Over There

A world of politics

American-style.

By Roger Cohen 2
Economics, Russian-Style

Eating more bread,

while buying less.

By Michael R. Gordon

Loving the Sinner

A legal guide to

adultery.

ByJan Hoffman 4

KARL MARX preached it. Last week. Gov.
George E. Pataki of New York proclaimed it:

Society’s have-nots have finally converged
with most of the haves into a single class.

Addressing a paramount concern of many New
York City apartment dwellers, the Governor declared,
“My plan to save rent control will insure that every
middle-class tenant has the right to remain in their
apartment for the rest of their lives if they choose.”

And how did the Governor define middle-class
tenants? As any household making up to $175,000 a year.
That places a mere 1 percent of tenants at the mercy of
the marketplace, protecting the other 99 percent as solid
members of the middle class.

If this sounds more like Groucho than Karl, it’s

because in America the class struggle has meant trying
to fit everyone into the middle. The designation itself

seems more an abstract state of mind than a measure of
hard currency. What Jefferson viewed as a stabilizing

buffer and Tocquevllle described as “eager and appre-
hensive men of small property" has evolved into a
mythology of classlessness. "That which in England we
call the middle class is in America virtually the nation,”
Matthew Arnold wrote a century ago.

Members Only

The middle class is the club that everyone wants to

join, despite the downsizing, dependence on more than

one wage earner mid record amount of consumer debt

that make membership so tenuous.

“I never.deflne it by money," says the social histori-

an Paul Fussell. whose book, “Class" (Summit 1983),

skewered all but the abject poor. “The middle class is

distinguishable more by its earnestness and psychic

insecurity than by its middle income."

Robert Reich, the former Labor Secretary, roughly

defines middle-class income as between $20,000 and
$60,000. The average American household income is

about $34,000.

For the first time since the early 1980's recession,
more people are identifying themselves as working class
than middle class. But when people are asked to choose
among lower, middle and upper in most polls— including
surveys taken during the Depression — more than 8 in 10
Americans describe themselves as middle class. That
includes 2 in 10 of the people who make less than $15,000
(that's below the poverty line for a family of four) and

more than 9 in 10 of those who make over $75 000
"I’m not a wealthy man,” said House Sneaker

Gingrich last month, explaining why,
salary, he needed a loan from former Sector
pay» Eth.cs Committee fine.Tm a middlc^^y ”

Hb former congressional colleague, Fred Heinemi^

Continued on Page 4

Livermore, Calif., 1970: Savoring life in the middle class, when it

BlU Owens/ Robert Koctl Cattery,

was easier to define.

San Francisco
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The World

U.S. Boom
Plays Big

In Politics

Abroad
By ROGER COHEN

Paris

T
ONY and Che tie Blair abandoned their

official car for a “Westminster walk-

about" on their way to the Opening of

Parliament last week, and The London

Times approvingly noted the American inspira-

tion of such politics, especially the way Mrs.

Blair’s scarf fell, like Hillary Clinton’s, "with a

length hanging down from the left shcflilder."

Not to be outdone by the new British Prime

Minister, President Jacques Chirac last week

took a leaf from the Clinton political manual by

departing for China with 55 leading French indus-

trialists on a sell-France mission that has danced

lightly over human-rights issues. With a parlia-

mentary election just a week away, Mr. Chirac

was betting that the president-as-global-sales-

man (as opposed to exalted statesman) is now a

winning image even in France.

Whether it is sartorial style or commercial

substance, the impact of America’s sustained

economic vibrancy, and the "whatever works'*

President identified with it, is now widely felt

From Canada through Europe to Japan, big

government is out or fashion. The political left is

lurching toward the center. And growth has

assumed the status of a fully fledged political

ideology, the foundation of electoral success.

The first thing Mr. Blair did was to grant

control of monetary policy to the independent

Bank of England, an extraordinary step for the

leader of the British left, and one of the first

things he made clear was that "high and stable

levels of economic growth" would be a priority.

The moves echoed Mr. Clinton's message on

taking office in 1993 that he would not interfere

with the Federal Reserve or be a big spender.

Global Shift

A huge political shift is under way. It may be
radical, as in Britain, faltering, as in France and
Germany, or tinged, as in Canada, with dread of

American economic Darwinism. But the sheer

durability and extent of America’s economic ex-

pansion — a soaring Wall Street, inflation at 3
percent, joblessness under 5 percent, and only a
brief blip in upward growth since 1982 — has
imparted what seems to be the single strongest

political message of the post-cold war decade
That message is: the areas where the statedoes

things better than the market are extremely
limited; fiscal discipline can be combined with
strong growth and high employment if the right

conditions for entrepreneurship are created, and
successful politics in the absence of ideological

enemies or pressing security threats amounts to

the pragmatism of learning these lessons com-
bined with sharp marketing— exemplified by the

Blairs’ stroll and that billowing scarf.

Dissension remains. The best balance between
state and market is still widely discussed, a
debate that reflects the differing cultural tradi-

tions in America, Europe and Japan. American
domination naturally meets resentment Mr. Chi-

rac, in China, pointedly embraces a "multi-polar"
world, code for one not dominated by the United
States. The Chinese applaud him.

But in a post-ideological and Webbed world, the

insistent fact that America works seems, for now,
hard to resist.

“I am struck when 1 travel by the way that Bill

Gates of Microsoft and Andy Grove of Intel have
become international heroes." said Robert Hor-
mats, the vice chairman of Goldman Sachs Inter-

national. "They are seen as representing an entre-

preneurial renaissance that has, at the same time,

placed Clinton's America in the vanguard of inter-

national technology and created millions of jobs."

The age of Gates-Groveism is reinforced by the

fact that their medium is their message: the

technology that is linking and changing the world

carries its own political and economic impact,
reducing politicians’ room for maneuver.

In Japan, once a bastion of regulation, it is now
almost universally accepted that government in-

terference in the economy is unhelpful- Parlia-

Agence Franee-PTrase

American prosperity is changing politics abroad. In Britain, Tony Blair has bucked tradition . .

.

mentary campaigning last fall was dominated by
candidates calling for a freer economy, for in

Japan the perception is strong that America leads

in new technologies because of its flexible capital

markets and Clintonian pragmatism.
In Canada, the central policy of the Liberal

government of Prime Minister Jean Chretien has

been deficit reduction; next budget year, for the

first time in nearly three decades, the government

may not need to borrow any money at alL Now
ministers focus on when to cut taxes and by how
much, and debate in the campaign for June 2

elections turns on not whether to shrink govern-

ment but by how much.

Apolitical Revolution

At the depressed heart of the welfare state, in

France, change is less clear cut and more contest-

ed. Nonetheless, amid coded signals and continu-

ing taboos over endorsing "Anglo-Saxon” econom-

ic models, Mr. Chirac’s Gaullist party and other

members of his right-of-cenier coalition have been
making clear that they believe the age of the

government "fonctionnaire" is over. Jean Arth-

uis, the Finance Minister, went so far last week as

to declare that he was delighted that "the welfare

state is finished," adding that
>L
too much state

kills the state." In a country where the state’s role

as guarantor of welfare, engine or industry and
nexus of society has long been assumed, and
where the number of functionaries has risen to 5.5

million from 4.4 million during the past 15 years,

such a statement was revolutionary in its audac-

ity. But it is no longer blasphemy.
In response, France’s Socialists talk about be-

ing a modem party and providing seed capital to

small and medium-sized industry. But the party's

discourse is still marked by a brand of socialism

that promises 350,000 new state-sector jobs to

fight unemployment of I2.8"percenc So far this'

message seems to have left voters unconvinced,

and thus Mr. Chirac's government is favored to

win the election despite its deep unpopularity

during the past two years.

One interesting aspects of the campaign is the

desire expressed in many quarters for an apoliti-

cal but effective Prime Minister; voters often

voice a preference for Christian Blanc, the blunt,

hard-driving, telegenic government employee who
has wrested state-owned Air France from disas-

ter and prepared it for privatization.

Mr. Blanc was a socialist, butnow says, “I don’t

give a damn about ideology — all I care about is

effectiveness.” He says he still values socialism’s

emphasis on human dignity, solidarity, the gen-
eral interest and the need to fight injustice. But
economic socialism is bunk.

The words could have come from Mr. Blair, who
has not questioned Margaret Thatcher’s sweeping
privatizations but has put improvements in educa-
tion and health care at the heart of his program.
He has also proposed a "welfare-to-work pro-

gram” financed by a levy on "the excess profits of

the privatized utilities.” The very notion of "ex-

cess profits" seems unthinkable in America
It is in such matters where the critical test of

the American-led global political revolution may
lie. Without genuine sensitivity toward those on
the wrong end of the changes, the seeds of upheav-
al could be planted.

The end of the last century brought a similarly
sweeping revolution — the cars, trains and indus-
tries that made nations whole and brought the

masses closer to political life. Few imagined then
how those trends would be exploited by fascists

and Communists, leading to tens of millions of

deaths. The American-led shift in civilization is .

full of promise; but its ultimate consequences
remain unclear.

. . . moving his family not to 10 Downing St. but roomier digs at No. 11.

Populist Pomp:

‘Just Call Me Tony’
By WARREN HOGE

London

E
XCEPT for the coronation of

a monarch, there isn’t a

more richly traditional occa-

sion on the British ceremoni-

al calendar than the State Opening of

Parliament
The centuries-old pageant includes

a separate gilded carriage to cany
velvet cushions bearing the diamond
studded Imperial State Crown, the

Sword of State and the miniver-

trimmed crimson Cap of Mainte-

nance. Then the Duke of Norfolk, the

Lord Chancellor and the Marquis of

Cholmondeley, who address the

Queen in the House of Lords, retire

from her presence humbly — and
carefully — by walking backwards
down stairs and through corridors.

The titles of participants are glori-

ously preposterous — Silver Stick in

Waiting. Mistress of the Robes,

Rouge Dragon Pursuivant, Mal-

travers Herald Extraordinary and
Lady of the Bedchamber.
Such an absurdly outmoded ob-

servance seems an odd way to usher

in the new Labor government, but

that ceremony remains one of the

few things in British public life that

earnest new arrivals in the capital

cannot change Only a monarch can
do that, and none of them has chosen
to since Edward VII reviewed the

procedure 90 years ago and pro-

nounced it right up to date
But Tony Blair, the new Prime

Minister, who calls himself the prod-

uct of the " rock and roll generation,”

is changing what he can. And with a

179-seat majority in the House of
Commons, a tightly disciplined party
lectured almost daily about the sanc-

tity of loyalty and an enraptured
public behind him, he’s free to da as
be pleases.

Mr. Blair opened his first cabinet
meeting with the instruction “Just
call me Tony" and with those four

words tossed away centuries of Brit-

ish custom under which ministers

always addressed one another by
their titles.

Roll Up Your Sleeves
That was not alL Mr. Blair moved

his wife and three children not to 10
Downing Street but to the more spa-
cious quarters at 11 Downing Street.

And he moved himself out of the
cabinet room where his predecessor

-

John Major did business and set up a
shirt-sleeved work space behind a
sofa in a cramped room.
Any sense that Mr. Blair’s relaxed

personal style bespeaks a loss of con-

trol was dispelled by the cabinet’s

first action. The members renounced

the raises they were entitled to and
pledged to trim their budgets.

If anything, the new casual atmos-

phere suggests great confidence and
power. On Wednesday, when the

members of the royal family in their

tiaras, the ambassadors with their

sashes and medals and the judges

and bishops in their wigs proceeded

solemnly to Westminster in limou-

sines and coaches. Mr. Blair grabbed
his wife Cherie by the hand and
walked the two blocks from the offi-

cial residence to Parliament, smiling

and waving at onlookers.

A Merry Band
When the sergeant-at-arms,

dressed neck to stocking in the cere-

monial costume of the Gentleman
Usher of the Blade Rod, rapped his

ebony stick topped with a gold lion's

head against the door of Commons
and announced. "The Queen com-
mands this honorable house to attend

her majesty immediately,” the group

that rose to follow him over to the

House ofLords was likeno other ever
seen in Parliament — -

Of the 659 members, 120 are wom-
en, nearly twice the number as in the

last Parliament, and they bring wel-

come splashes of spring color. By one

newspaper’s reckoning, the beard

count has gone from 30 to 50. And the

vigor of the young legislators, 260 of

whom are new to die Parliament,

reminded observers of a freshman
class just in from holidays.

The second most powerful man in

the new government, the Chancellor

of the Exchequer Gordon Brown, an-

nounced he would not wear the tradi-

tional white tie when he delivers the

yearly Mansion House speech in Lon-

don’s financial district next month.
And the third member of the ruling

triumvirate. Foreign Secretary Robin
Cook, found a new way to present the

new foreign policy of Britain. He set

up a space-age video display with
pounding rock music beneath the

globed chandeliers at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. Both Mr.
Brown and Mr. Cook were seen lunch-

ing in their department cafeterias,

firsts for Whitehall
When George Stephanopoulos, the

former Clinton aide, addressed the

Institute of Public Relations on Mon-
day night he recalled that the Clinton
administration in its honeymoon days
had gone in for what he called the

"burger bar stuff," discarding the

mystique that sustains governments
in trouble. He said he had "one note of

caution” for his friends in the Blair

Administration: “It is not to overdo
the populism.”

When the Enemy of a Friend Is You
By JOEL GREENBERG

Jerusalem

I

F anyone needed a reminder to what
depths Israeli-Palestinian relations

have sunk, the recent murder of an

Arab real estate dealer accused of sell-

ing land to Jews recalled patterns of hostil-

ity thought to have faded in an era of peace.

It wasn’t only the grisly killing of the

dealer, who was found bound and bludg-

eoned on May 9 in the Palestinian-ruled

town of Ramallah, that was telling: it was
the equanimity with which Palestinian lead-

ers have regarded the slaying, in which two

Arabs were arrested last week.

After declaring land sales to Jews a form

of “high treason," and thus a capital crime,

earlier this month, Palestinian officials

pointedly avoided condemning the slaying.'

revealing the bitterness that has built up as

relations with Israel have unraveled in dis-

putes over the building of Jewish settle-

ments and violence by Arab militants.

The two-month freeze in negotiations be-

tween the Israeli Government and the Pal-

estinian Authority has soured the atmos-
phere on the streets.

And for now, many Israelis and Palestin-

ians seem to be suspended between old,

familiar perceptions of conflict and still-

unfulfilled expectations of cooperation.

The Clinton Administration’s envoy, Den-

nis Ross, tried last week to prod Israeli and

Palestinian negotiators back together, with

little success. In their one meeting, suspi-

cion was rife, and the Palestinians later

accused Mr. Ross of favoring the Israelis.

A Regression
Dr. Ahmad Tibi, an Israeli Arab adviser to

Yasir Arafat, who often interprets Israeli

and Palestinian attitudes to both sides, said

the relationship between the two peoples had
undergone "a regression on all levels" as the

political crisis has deepened.

"Relations in recent months have gone

back to a situation of conflict more than

partnership,” Dr. Tibi said. “Neither the

Palestinians nor the Israelis have fully inter-

nalized the concept of partnership, and it has
remained more a matter of semantics that

has not been realized on the ground. The
process will take years.”

The old vocabulary of hatred surfaced

after the killing of the land dealer. The Mufti

of Jerusalem, the highest-ranking Muslim
cleric in the city, cited a decades-old reli-

gious ruling to pronounce the dealer’s body
unfit for Muslim burial because he had sold
land to Jews.

Despite “alleged peace accords" with
them, the Israelis are still an enemy, assert-

ed the Mufti, Sheik Ikraraa Safari, an appoint-

ee of Mr. Arafat.

“The Zionist entity exists on seized land,"
he said in an interview last week. “The Jews
remain enemies because they expropriate

lands, build settlements, and pay high sums
to buy properties. They are the greatest

enemy of us Muslims."

The Israelis, including army and intelli-

gence chiefs, remain suspicious of their erst-

while partners in the fight against terror-

ism: the Palestinian security forces. Some
Israeli officials have made harsh statements
of their own.

Maj. Gen. Shlomo Yanai, the commander
of Israeli troops in the Gaza Strip, warned in

a recent interview in the Yediot Ahronot
newspaper that if clashes were to break out
between Israeli and Palestinian forces he
wanted to see ”30 Palestinian police officers

dead, not wounded.”
Several weeks earlier, the head of the

Israeli anti-terror task force, Meir Dagan,
was quoted as calling the Palestinian securi-

ty chief in the West Bank, Jibril Rajoub, “a

thug in a suit and tie.” Israelis accused Mr.
Rajoub at the time of organizing anti-Israeli

riots in the West Bank.

Palestinian security chiefs are suspicious

of their Israeli counterparts, who they say
are continuing to use agents in Palestinian-
ruled areas. At a recent news conference,
they presented a Palestinian who said he had
worked with the Israeli security service in

the Gaza Strip to plant booby-trapped
bombs on two would-be suicide attackers,
who were killed when the bombs exploded
before they reached their targets.
As expectations dim. Dr. Tibi said, the

language of conflict re-emerges.
“When you destroy someone’s hope" he

said, “you force him to fall back on old
tools.”
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The Russian Economy:
Notes From Underground

By MICHAEL R. GORDON

I
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F you want to know what Is happening in the Russian
economy, it helps to think about bread- Government
statistics show that people are eating more bread
and bakeries are selling less. Or consider vodka.

Distillers are able to produce far more vodka than Is
officially being sold. But given the well-deserved Rus-
sian fondness for vodka there is every reason to think
the distilleries are operating at full capacity.

The Russian Government's top number crunchers
say the contradictions are easy to explain: frtgh taxes,
government red tape and the simple desire to sock away
some extra cash have driven much of Russia's econom-
ic activity underground.

For the last six years, the Russian economy has
beat going down, down, down. But as President Boris N.
Yeltsin tries to deliver the growth be has promised,
economists are taking a closer look at the murky but

Business is either in the red
or it’s rosy, depending on
who’s doing the counting.

vibrant shadow economy. It includes everything from
small businesses that never report their sales to huge
companies that understate their production to avoid
taxes.

Government experts insist that if the shadow econ-
omy is taken into account, the overall economy is finally

starting to grow. In turn, Mr. Yeltsin’s critics complain
that the new calculations are more propaganda than
economics.

Western specialists generally agree that the econ-

omy appears to have halted its precipitous decline, but

they say it is not yet clear whether Russia is firmly on
the path of economic growth.

There is no question that measuring economic
activity in a former Communist country an the bumpy
road to capitalism is a frustratingly elusive task.

“There is a serious problem with post-socialist

statistics,” said Yegor T. Gaidar, the former Prime
Minister and the pro-reform director of the Institute of
Economic Problems of the Transitional Period.

“Seven years ago to report an increase in the

amount of production was to become a Hero of Socialist

Labor,” be said. “Now it is to get additional visits from
the tax collector.”

A related problem is that plumbers, mechanics,
farmers and small businesses cany out many of their

transactions in cash. The favorite currency is the Amer-
ican dollar.

To make matters worse, the accounting of larger
companies is often byzantine and almost impossible for
outside auditors to decipher. And smuggling capital out
of Russia has become a national pastime.

How then does the government estimate the unmea-
surable? The short answer Is with the help of an army of

bureaucrats at the Stale Committee Of Statistics, other-

wise known as Goskomstat, which collects statistics on
industry, agriculture and trade.

Goskomstat, for example, gathers production data
from the more than 22,000 large enterprises that have
more than 100 employees. It also surveys the volatile

small-business sector.

All this information is cross-checked with data on
consumption, exports and commodities sales, as green-
eyeshade specialists look for misrepresentation. It is

more an art than a science.

Earlier this year, Goskomstat field units concluded
that small enterprises were trying to evade the govern-
ment’s crackdown on tax delinquents by under-report-
ing production even more than usuaL

So Goskomstat adjusted its assumptions. It conclud-

ed that the small enterprises accounted for about 25

percent of industrial production, instead of 20 percent
That had the effect, in turn, of raising the Government’s
estimate of the shadow economy from 20 to 22 percent

Those seemingly small changes had Important po-

Assocttted Pro*

After shadowing the shadow economy, a tax officer guards accused illegal-alcohol dealers near Moscow.

lidcal implications: Russia’s gross domestic product
went up 0.1 percent in January and 0B percent in

February. It was the first real economic growth after

six years of decline.

Not surprisingly, there were more than a few critics

who complained that the new numbers were nothing

more than part of a statistical shell game to burnish the
Government’s image. But some Western experts say the
Yeltsin Government’s new figures may actually under-

estimate the shadow economy, and thus the gross do-

mestic product
The International Monetary Fund estimates that

Russia’s G.DJP. is roughly 20 percent greater than

Goskomstat reports.

But Western economists believe that Goskomstat
made a technical error in carrying out its calculations.

They say that as a matter of consistency the new
assumptions that led to a bigger gross domestic product

for the first months of 1997 need to be applied retroac-

tively to at least the last half of 1996.

When that is done the new growth will appear to be
less of a spurt and more of a gradual trend. But even
with that kicked into the equation, the economy still

appears to have grown compared with January 199$.

Meanwhile, Goskomstat is still trying to root out

underground deals. When Mikhail S. Gorbachev was
General Secretary of the Soviet Union, the Kremlin
launched an anti-alcohol campaign. Many distilleries

were shut and vineyards cut down. But after the ill-fated

campaign came to an end, Russia’s alcohol production
was restored.

Valeri V. Dal in, the deputy chairman of Goskom-
stat, says Russian distillers now have the capacity to

produce about 40 bottles of vodka a year for every man,
women and child in the country. But production statis-

tics show that there are only about 25 bottles per capita.

"Naturally,” he said with a smile, “that served as a
certain kind of signal for us.”
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The Hague

T
HE name of Slobodan Milosevic,

President of Serbia, is rarely spoken

in the pristine courtroom where war
crimes in the former Yugoslavia

are being scrutinized. But his spirit is very

much present in fact the Serb leader ap-

pears to have scored something of a victory

here In recent days. Infamous for outma-

neuvering Western governments, Mr. Milo-

sevic -has now by some accounts hood-

winked two of the tribunal’s judges.

Mr. Milosevic’s spirit was evident on May
7 as the United Nations Tribunal concluded

its first full trial Three judges found Dusan
Tadic, 41, a Bosnian Serb, guilty of killing

two Muslim policemen and of persecuting

and torturing many Muslim civilians be-

tween May and December 1992.

Mr. Tadic was only a small wheel in a war
machine that committed immense atroci-

ties. Yet when the court cleared him of some
charges, it may well have been responding

to a one of Mr. Milosevic’s stratagems.

At the heart of the verdict was a little-

noticed but crucial issue. The judges for the

first time had to address the question: was

the war in Bosnia an internal conflict or an

international one?
Most Western governments would reply

that it was international, arguing that ruth-

less ethnic cleansing campaigns were or-

chestrated from Belgrade; after Bosnia be-

came independent in March 1992, the as-

saults from Belgrade continued.

But two of the three judges here ruled that

the prosecution had failed to demonstrate

that Belgrade had full control over the Bos-

nian Serb forces. Therefore, the judges con-

cluded, the 1949 Geneva Conventions, which

Defining a War to Determine the Crime

wanted poster released byNATO
in 1996 to help troops in Bosnia iden-

tify 51 suspected war criminals.

protect people and property in an interna^

tlonal armed conflict, did not apply.

The immediate result was that in Mr.
Tadic’s case, the court dismissed 11 counts
of "grave breaches” of the Geneva Conven-
tions, in which he was accused of mistreat-

ing Muslims in Serb-run prism camps.
But this ruling could well affect many

other cases, and has set off shock waves
among prosecutors and experts in interna-

tional law. "This ruling narrows the field

considerably,” said one court official. "It

means that before we can convict anyone
under the heading of ‘grave breaches,’ we
have to reach a much higher standard of

proof than we had before.”

Other Nations’ Business
There's more. Countries that have signed

the Geneva Conventions must prosecute

“grave breaches.” If the conventions do not

apply in Bosnia, "we are cutting back on the

potential of other states to prosecute,” a
senior court official said. This matters, the

official said; Switzerland and Germany, for

example, are trying people charged with war
crimes in the former Yugoslavia.

The Hague tribunal, which has indicted 74

people, can still bring charges of “genocide,"

of violations of “the laws and customs of

war” and “crimes against humanity.” And
prosecutors said their cases against the most
senior Serb leaders, Radovan Karadzic and
Ratko Mladic, were solid.

But Mr. Milosevic must be pleased. Mak-
ing the Bosnian war look tike an internal

conflict was part of his stratagem. Under
international pressure to stop interfering in

Bosnia, Mr. Milosevic concocted a new name
and identity for part of his military and

created the Bosnian Serb forces in May 1992.

Be wait cm to use them largely as his own,

diplomats said. His secret police also ran

paramilitary groups in Croatia and Bosnia.
- In the May 7 ruling, tire court accepted- -

that Belgrade supplied*' salaries, weapons^'*!
and communications: But Judges Ninian Ste-

1 1,1

phen of Australia and Lai Chand Vohrah of
Malaysia said itwas not enough to prove that

the Bosnian Serb forces were “dependent,
even completely dependent” on Belgrade;

proof was needed that Serbia effectively

controlled the Bosnian Serbs' actions.

“Surely the judges did not intend to en-

dorse Milosevic's subterfuges," said an in-

ternational lawyer. “But they ended up play-

ing by a game he designed”
It was on this question that the presiding

judge, Gabrielle Kirk McDonald, an Ameri-
can. clashed with the others. In a strong
dissent asserting that the conflict was inter-

national, She wrote that the creation of the
Bosnian Serb forces “was a legal fiction.”

She said it was not necessary to prove “effec-

tive and daily control" by Belgrade but only
that the Bosnian Serbs were its agent.

The legal entanglement holds some irony.

At the very least, it is uncomfortable for

Washington, a strong supporter of the tribu-

nal. The two judges who in effect weakened
the prosecutors’ hand, looking for the closest

legal precedent, found a parallel in American
support of the Nicaraguan contras.

In 1966, the International Court of Justice

found that the United States committed vio-

lations like mining Nicaraguan pons and
arming and financing the contras. But it said
the contras’ acts could not be construed as
acts of the united States because it did not
have total control. The tribunal's judges
ruled that, similarly, acts of Bosnian Serbs
cannot be construed as acts of Belgrade
without proof of Belgrade’s total control
The tribunal is now investigating atrocities

by paramilitary groups controlled directly
by the secret police in Belgrade. There, the
Geneva Conventions may be found to apply.
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: Making a Club, Not War
ContinuedFrom Page J

defense treaty, can conc^ttttfeJn-

creaslngly on its political function.

Critics find all that unconvincing,

noting &at bigger clubs tend to be-

come weaker clubs. (Look at tfl

Conference on Security and Coopera-

tion fat Europe, which already in-

cludes -Moscow as a member.! “
adtfitioft.Tony Jndt, a *»{*
raodentGermany, questionsNA

value to promoting democracy. »

wrote in The New York Revie •

was not,membership m NAT0
ensured Spain’s relatively

'

Wed progress toward

democracy. Moreover, both Turney

and Portugal were for many years

membereof NATO without matang

much progress towards democratic

regimesoranend to ethnic,rebgous

or colonial conflicts.” He also f

the consequences of admitting so

nations and excluding others,
uk

Saltierstates and Ukraine, that Rus-

sia may covet ,

But tire question that matters most

is whetherNATO expansion makes it

more or less likely that Russia will

continue to build a constructive rela-

tionship with the’ West, just as the

largest question after World War II

was whether west Germany cotild be

incorporated into the Western alli-

ance-

The Administration succeeded m
winning Moscow’s approval of an

arrangement the Russians detest, a

signal achievement But in doing so,

it apparently doomed prospects for

early ratification of the Start 2 treaty

by the Russian Parliament, whi<±

means there will be no reductwn tf

nuclear warheads, as envisaged in

the treaty, to between 3,000 and 3,500

« aSflUfc So in that sen^jd™
expanding NATO seems likely

to damage, not promote, ffiesewrty

naTO was created to nurture.

"•S^Tandelbamn; another

JSiponent Of «“™
Shearms treaties wdl orUyhee

Seo He sees the creation of an

European Woe from

SiSlSSasaiasting

AQDdflHdPntt

Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov, left, and NATO Secretary Gen-

eralJavier Solana, agreeing onNATO expansion last week in Moscow.

wound In the tender Russian psyche,
which could in time cause that na-
tion’s political culture to be dominat-
ed by feelings of humiliation. Making
the analogy to the German humilia-
tion at Versailles, he speaks of the
unwitting creation of a “Weimar
Russia.” Ultra-nationalism can
flourish in such an environment.
When the Senate and the parlia-

ments of other NATO members be-
gin considering the revised treaty,
probably next year, some will argue
that Russia has been treated harsh-
ly. Some will argue that expansion is
too costly. But some will argue that
too much has been conceded to Mos-
cow, and that could further compli-
cate the process of amassing the
needed two-thirds vote in the Senate.
Moscow is to be included in NATO

decisions — given the right to sug-
gest, to kibitz, to bring pressure on
the others to operate by consensus.
There will be no Russian .veto, but it

cdnldbe time-consuming to bring .the

Russians around and costly to vote
them down, on operational matters

and on questions like ultimate mem-
bership for Baltic nations.

If NATO and its mission had not
been radically changed, nobody
would be asking the Russians to drop
in for meetings. Nor could NATO as

conceived have countenanced prom-
ises to keep weapons out of some
member countries, as is to be the

case with the New NATO. In effect,

two classes of membership have
been created.

So is fids still NATO, or is it not?

Lord Isaray, NATO's first secretary-

general, once said with famous indis-

cretion that thegoals of the organiza-
tion were “to keep the Americans in,

the Russians out and the Germans
down.” Keeping the Germans down
has long since been abandoned. The
new NATO clearly has kept the
Americans in; continued .American
engagement in Europe was a big
reason for British, French and Ger-
man support.

Whether the Russians will be kept
out, and how much they will resent it
if they are, Is the imponderable.
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Casting Pebbles in the

War Against Adultery
By JAN HOFFMAN

T
O the Air Force, a 26-year-old bomber pilot who

fell hard for a four-star bad boyfriend deserves

to be court-martialed for a handful of military

crimes including adultery, the quintessendally

biblical sin. To most Americans, she does not. They have

been reacting with amazement, not least because for

decades, civilian courts have responded to adultery with

a big yawn.

It’s not that adultery laws don’t exisL It’s that

they’re not enforced. Although 75 percent of Americans

believe adultery is always wrong, the lack of enforce-

ment reflects a certain ambivalence over whether the

government should be peeping into bedrooms.

In half the states, adultery is still a crime. In some,

including Oklahoma, Idaho, Michigan, Wisconsin and

Massachusetts, it's even a felony. Professor Katharine

B. Silbaugh of Boston University law school, a co-author

with Richard A. Posner, a Federal judge, of “A Guide to

America’s Sex Laws” (1996), said state laws vary

Half the states still consider

cheating a crime, but it’s

rarely prosecuted.

according to which loveT should be prosecuted: “The

married one will always be guilty,” she said, "but the

question is whether the unmarried one is also guilty."

According to her guidebook, in Arizona, for exam-

ple, both parties are guilty of a misdemeanor, as long as

one is married. By contrast, the District of Columbia

holds that when the act is between a married woman
and an unmarried man. both parties are guilty, but that

when the lovers include a married man and unmarried

woman, only the man is guilty.

Maryland has declared adultery a misdemeanor,

but the punishment is just a $10 fine. (Some people have

quipped that the state income tax could be jettisoned

altogether if the fine were raised to $1,000 and platoons

of officers unleashed to enforce the law.) And in Minne-

sota, the misdemeanor of adultery, said legislators in

1963, is an act between a married woman and a man
other than her husband. Sex between a married man and

an unmarried woman is not prohibited.

Prosecutions, though rare, are not unheard of. Pro-

fessor Silbaugh said they usually accompany another

crime, or are used to go after troublemakers. And so in

1970 a Pennsylvania jury found a man guilty of adultery

and bastardy, and the case, which resurfaced in the

courts 13 years later, was used to compel the defendant

to keep up his child support payments.

Tracked Down in Worcester
In 1983, a Worcester, Mass., woman challenged the

constitutionality of the state adultery law, for which she

was arrested after police officers watched her get into a
van with a man and have sex with him. But the Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts said that although her
concerns about a right to privacy bad merit, the state had
an interest in prohibiting conduct that would threaten the

institution of marriage.

And in 1990, a 28-year-old Wisconsin woman was
arrested for the felony of adultery after her husband
swore out a criminal complaint Charges were dismissed
after she agreed to go for counseling, but the case created

an uproar. A state legislator wanted to decriminalize

adultery, but beat a hasty retreat when voters warned
him they considered his proposal an affront to family

values.

The Air Force is more vigilant — the service

brought 67 adultery prosecutions last year — but surely

those numbers don’t reflect the incidence of adultery in

its ranks. Against that backdrop, the court-martial faced

this week by First LieuL Kelly Flinn, a young, single

woman, struck many as unfair. If she had been a civilian,

she wouldn’t have been charged; she would have been
comforted.

Adultery is considered even less odious in divorce

court than in criminal court Following the divorce
reform of the 1970’s, all states have no-fault divorce,

which means that a party no longer has to allege a
specific fault like adultery, as grounds. A minority of

states also allow adultery as grounds, but that usually

only serves to speed the process.

In fact many heartsick spouses who fantasize that a
judge will wreak vengeance on the philanderer are

shocked to learn that when it comes to divorce court the

only cheating a judge cares about is on income reporting.

And just a handful of states say that if adultery is at issue,

a judge may, but not must consider it a factor in the

division of marital property.

In truth, the Sixth Commandment just doesn't pack
the same oomph anymore. The terra “adultery”.— as
distinguished from the practice— has grown dusty from
lack of use. Instead, today’s descriptive language dilutes

condemnation with a drop of wistfulness. Philanderer,'

rather than adulterer. A faithless spouse has wanderin’

eyes, a cheatin’ heart Even more watered down —has an
extramarital affair. Sex opinion surveys ask: “Have you
ever had sex with someone other than your spouse while

you were married?” A tenet of the anti-divorce move-
ment is that couples should repair the breach of marital

trust exposed by the affair, because divorce is a far

greater family crime than adultery.

“One can believe adultery is Improper and wrong
but not something that you should necessarily be pun-

ished for.” said Stuart Michaels, a co-author of the “Sex
in America” survey published in 1992. #

Indeed a smattering of states have no adulter;

statutes, criminal or matrimonial. Not Hawaii, a honey-

moon mecca. Not California, certainly. And not Nevada,
which has quickie divorces, quicker marriages and ubiq-

uitous brothels: anti-adultery laws would be just plain

bad for business.

Machine vs. Machine

Deep, Deeper, Deepest Blue

Jack MttmtngfTbe York Tones

Deep Blue was packed up after its winning chess match against Garry Kasparov.

GEORGE JOHNSON

F
OR those who worry that losing a
chess match to a machine somehow
diminishes humanity. Deep Blue’s

victory over Garry Kasparov last

week was easy to explain away. Deep Blue
is a powerful machine, and the outcome of

the match was no more surprising than if

Mr. Kasparov had tried to outrun a train.

But if you think again, the whole thing is

eerie. One kind of computer, made of neu-
rons. lost to another kind of computer, made
of microchips.

Chess is just calculation, right? The rules
of the game, the various strategies and
algorithms are all coded into computer lan-

guage. Feed a string of binary digits into one
end of the machine — the sequence of l's

and 0’s describing Mr. Kasparov’s latest

move— and information bounces around in

the computer like steel balls in a pachinko
game. Then out comes another string of l’s

and 0’s, the computer’s countermove.

Another Pachinko Game
But if the reigning model of the cognitive

scientists is right, the brain is also a comput-
er. a shuffler of information. Deep Blue’s

latest move falls like a shadow on Mr. Kas-
parov’s retinas — a knight where there was
once an empty square. Then the image is

converted into a sequence of electrochemical
pulses that are carried up the optic nerve
and into the brain. There the pulses — like

pachinko balls again— are sifted through the
sieve erf neurons, circuitry fine-tuned over
the years to calculate the best moves in the
game.
When the neurological ricocheting is done,

another string of pulses emerges from the
brain and causes motor nerves to direct the
muscles in Mr. Kasparov’s hand to pick up a
chess piece and move it to a new position on
the board.

It’s not a matter of man versus machine
but machine versus machine. At this point.

Mr. Kasparov is still a much more interest-

ing computer than Deep Blue. He knows
when he makes a bad move and displays

behavior that other humans interpret as

regret In tense moments, signals are sent to

his stomach causing it to secrete acid. Senso-

ry nerves detect die corrosive fluid and send

danger signals to his brain. The pain moti-

vates him to focus his attention, make better

moves and relieve the suffering. Evolution

programmed him that way.

Deep Blue doesn't have a stomach, and it

devotes every bit of its resources to winning

the game. It doesn’t need some jury-rigged

contraption like regret to focus its energy.

But someday there will be a Deeper Blue.

Like Mr. Kasparov's brain, it might scruti-

nize its opponents’ physical behavior for

signs of nervousness and scan its own past

moves to see which could have been better.

To make sure Deeper Blue doesn’t fritter

away too much time on these ancillary activ-

ities. programmers might give it the digital

equivalent of a stomach— an internal gauge
whose reading (call it anxiety) increases

when it senses that Its opponent pulls ahead.

Whoi the anxiety level is low. Deeper Blue
might allow itself the luxury of contemplat-
ing long-range strategies or surprise moves.

When the anxiety reading is high, it would

focus on the immediate game.
Artificial anxiety might be the key to

making Deeper Blue want to win. Its rules

about chess could be supplemented with

rules about life: that the goal is not just to

make the best possible play each turn, but to

keep on winning and to gain fame. What is

"fame”? Define it as the number of times

that one's name appears In television broad-

casts, newspaper and magazine stories and

on the Internet. If your opponent is winning

the recognition game, the anxiety meter
would sran rising. To relieve the tension, the

computer would draw more attention to it-

self. Call a press conference or throw a fit —
fire up the random number generator to

induce erratic and newsworthy behavior.

Mental Models
For computers and brains to be aware of

something they must have an internal model

of it — a representation, either digital or

neurological. In the recent match, Mr. Kas-

parov kept turning his mental model of Deep
Blue, developing a theory of bow the machine
worked. But Deep Blue could not learn on its

own. The programmers had to do the fine-

tuning. In last week's match, the evolving
model of Mr. Kasparov was distributed

among the programmers, their chess con-

sultant and Deep Blue itself. But there is no
reason why the entire representationof Mr.
Kasparov could not eventually be contained

inside Deeper Blue’s memory.
And if Deeper Blue can have a model of

Mr. Kasparov, then Deepest Blue probably

could also have a model of itself, hi some
books that would count as consciousness. At
this point, Mr. Kasparov or his great grand-
daughter might have a sporting chance

again, for they could wage psychological

warfare against the computer, just as they
would with a human opponent. And since the

machine would now have stooped to its oppo-

nent’s level, it would only be fair to give the

human player a computer to do fast chess
calculations. The game would become inter-

esting again.

Squeezing a Lot
Into the Middle Class
Continued From Page 1

Republican of North Carolina, said last

year his combined congressional salary
and police pension (as an officer in New
York City and the chief in. Raleigh) of
$183,500 made him lower middle class.

“When I see someone who is making any-
where from $300,000 to $750,000,” Mr. Hein-
eman was quoted as saying, “that’s middle
class.”

MoreAmericans may be better off today
than in the 1950’s. Back then, though, most
toiled with the expectation that they would
wind up better off. If some identified their

parents with the blue-collar Kramdens,
their own models were the white-collar

Cleavers.

Money Always Helps
“Americans, especially, have blurred

strictly economic class boundaries by rea-
son of their hopes, not necessarily their

wealth,” wrote the historian Loren Baritz.

Having wealth doesn't hurt
Almost everybody today has a television

set; more Americans have two or more
cars than have one or none. But it often
costs more to get well, go to college (a four-
year degree has become a minimal middle-
class standard) or buy a house
The National Association of Realtors re-

ported earlier this month that nearly half of
America’s families don’t make enough to
qualify for a mortgage ona$l 19,400 median
priced home And in New York City, a
couple making $150,000 a year and budget-
ing 25 percent of their after-tax income on
housing could afford about $2,000 a month
for rent, which is a luxury rate but does not
guarantee luxury accommodations. (Under
Governor Patakfs proposal the rent for
many tenants who make more than $175,000
a year could be deregulated; that process,
called luxury decontrol now applies to peo-
ple who make more than $250,000.)

“In order to be middle class as our
culture is coming to understand the term,”
Barbara Ehrenreich has written, “one al-
most has to be rich.”

And remain rich. Among working cou-
ples, if the lesser paid spouse were laid off,
half the couples in the top one-fourth of
earners would fall into the middle half
(with middle-class incomes ranging from

$20,000 to $60,000), according to a survey for

The New York Times by the Program for

Applied Social Research at Queens College

of the City University of New York. Fully

one-third of earners in the middle half

would slip into the bottom quarter.

“The rising tide lifted all boats in the 50's,

the 60’s, the 70’s,” Mr. Reich said last year.

“Since then, the rising tide has lifted the

yachts.”

High expectations increase frustration

when people are working two jobs and

falling deeper into debt. “That disillusion-

ment feeds on itself," Mr. Reich says, “and
becomes easy prey for politicians who want
to place the blame on immigration, affir-

mative actum, welfare and other things that

are not the underlying cause.”

Going back at least to Franklin D. Roose-
velt, politicians described the middle class

as forgotten Americans — remembering
them often enough, (hough, to enact tax

deductions and other benefits that might be
denounced as giveaways to the rich or
handouts for the poor. Maybe that’s be-

cause the middle class and the wealthy are

more likely to vote than the poor.

Definitions of middle-class income de-

pend on variables like the number of wage
earners and dependents, the cost of living,

whether food stamps are counted and how
much wealth has been socked away. It’s

determined not only by disposable or dis-

cretionary income but by how it’s spent,

which also suggests social class, or to in-

voke an even more un-American term, sta-

tus.

Professor Pussell devised a somewhat
facetious “living room scale” to assess
social class using various middle-class to-

tems. Begin with a score of 100 and then
subtract for items like original paintings by
family members (minus four points each)
and plastic covers on furniture (minus 6)
and add points for others (6 for overflow
books stacked on the floor and 3 for each
family photograph in a sterling silver

frame).

Which only goes to show that, as Mr.
Baritz said, class may be determined less

by Marx than by Flaubert It's the differ-

ence between classlessness and no class at

all

Sizing Up the Social Ladder

identify themselves. Those with no answer are not shown.

Less than

$15,000
$15,000-

$29,999

Call themselves rich

$30,000-

$49,999

H Middle class Ml Poof

$50,000- $75,000
$74,999 and higher

$

t
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Murphy’s
law

By AD1HA HOFFMAN

jet-rocketed into the popular imag-
ination in the early 80s with a
suing of outrageous and racially
loaded appearances on the TV
show Saturday Night Live. How,
they asked, can a comic be so
unflappably confident, even arro-
gant, as Murphy - then just aged
21 ?

METRO

Directed by Thomas Carter.
Screenplay by Randy Fridman.
Hebrew title: Metro 118 minutes.
English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.
Parental guidance very strongly
advised.

With Eddie Morphy, Michael
Rapaport, Michael Wincott, Art
Evans

Most comedians find humor in

self-deprecation, or use their jokes
as a kind of nervous defense.
Murphy, meanwhile, comes at us
shouting, cursing, with that crazed
Buckwheat grin'planted on his big

black mouth, and practically

orders us to take offense. And die

laughter that invariably bursts forth

during these routines is complicat-

ed; at once uneasy and relieved.

His aggression, especially toward

whites and white society, is so pro-
found, so undiluted, that one - if
one is white - can’t help but shift
in one's seat At the same time,
laughing at his nastiness provides
an enormous release. Of all the
possible ways to respond when a
nerve is exposed, laughter feels the
most (for lack of a better word)
constructive.

That was the young Eddie
Murphy. The vitality and relevance
of his humor have flickered on and
off since those early days. Now, of
course, he’s an international box-
office sensation, a star whose raw
instincts have been packaged and
peddled all over the world. His
shtick sells; he is probably the most
successful black actor in die histo-
ry of film, in both financial and
popular terms - a rather astonish-
ing fact, when one stops to consid-
er the barely masked racial rage
that informs so much ofhis work.
On die other hand, Murphy him-

self is the savviest of self-promot-
ers. He knows very well what the
market will bear, and in several of
his recent pictures, be has deliber-
ately exchanged the persona of the

angry black man for a less hostile,

moms satisfied sort of hero.
Last year's inspired The Nutty

Professor showed how very funny
Murphy can be in his new, non-
confrontational capacity. Alas, this

year’s Metro doesn't even try to

make us laugh. Thomas Carter's

cruddy grab bag of an action
adventure/buddy movie/character
smdy/romance restores Murphy to

ofthe muse

Eddie Murphy (right) plays a hostage negotiator and Michael Rapaport his protege in the strange-
ly unfunny ‘Metro-’ (Bruce McBroom

»

the role of agitated big mouth, a

San Francisco Police Department
hostage negotiator, but it confis-

cates his usual weapon - his scald-

ing sense of bumor. The film seems
designed to help Murphy break free

from comedy into straighter macho
material, a losing proposition if

there ever was one. All that's left

here of the actor's usual jive-talking

wise guy demeanor is his hostility:

he shouts and swears and carries

on, to profoundly unpleasant effect.

Aside from a few, seemingly-

improvised comic scenes (by far

the best moments in the film) the

picture grinds along in the familiar,

unsmiling fashion of a Dirty Harry
movie, recycling empty-headed
situations, conversations and car

chases from a dozen other films as

it builds to the single creatively

executed sequence in two hours - a
prolonged violent struggle on a

speeding cable car. Unfortunately,

the film rambles on for another
fifty minutes after this frenzied
high point
But why waste Eddie Murphy’s

talents on vehicular acrobatics of
this generic sort? Any one of a

dozen actors could pull off the

physical feats that this role

requires; presumably Murphy is on
hand to bring life to the negotia-

tions themselves, the scenes in

which his character dons a bullet-

proof vest, takes a deep breath and
strides forth to face a hostage-taker

head on, with nothing to help him

save the lives of the captives

except his unflinching cool.

If Metro were a well-written

comedy, Murphy might be able to

play these bits as extended stand-

up routines, the ultimate in impro-
visational dexterity. But Randy
Feldman's script is lamest and
most confused at exactly these

crucial points, which waffle

somewhere between comedy and
drama and rely for their charge on
crude, I'm-gonna-blow-your-
brains-out theatrics. Sure, there’s

a certain tension that comes from
watching a lunatic gunman taunt

a shrieking damsel in distress, but

Murphy's jokester bearing only
makes the threat seem cynical,

funny as a hole in the head.
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On top ofthe opera world
By MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

HELEN KAYE

I
n the ’50s, Richard Todd made
female teenage hearts beat

faster in movies like The
Dambusters. Robin Hood, The
Hasty Heart and Chase a
Crooked Shadow. Now, a little

older, a little more solid than he

used to be, but still a charmer at

78, he plays old Lord Cavershara

in Peter Hall's long-running pro-

duction of Oscar Wilde’s An Ideal

Husband, coming to the Israel

Festival on May 29.

This is Todd's first visit to

Israel as an actor - when he came
in the mid-’60s, he was a fanner.

He’d met Yael Dayan when she

was in England, he says from his

London theater dressing room
just before a matinee, “and she

invited me to come to Israel. Her
father fMoshe Dayan], who was
minister of agriculture at the

time, arranged it.

“1 came for two weeks, went

everywhere and saw everything. I

had a morning with Ben Gurion

too, in Tiberias. He was very

energetic. We went for a walk and
I had a job keeping up."

This is Todd’s secopd encounter

with An Ideal Husband too.

Thirty years ago, he played
Caversham’s son, Lord Goring, at

the Strand in the 1 965/66 season,

"and I was pretty bad at the

beginning, after 17 years in film.

I had to work at it.”

Goring (Simon Ward in this

production) is the hero of the play

which is a story of political scan-

dal, theft, and blackmail. Beneath

that is the terrible price paid for

blind admiration and misdirected

secrecy, and the whole is irradiat-

ed with Wilde's pinpoint wit.

“I enjoy playing Caversham,*’

says Todd. ’’He's a very typical

man of his period and position, a

crusty old boy with a seme of

humor. He loves his son but is

irritated to death by him and

doesn't understand him. Gonng

loves his father but he under-

stands him too. and that’s how I

Pl

irf
i

said

1

Vilde wrote himself

when he wrote Goring, and the

more than sad irony is that An

Ideal Husband ends nappriy

whereas Wilde’s life did not. The

play, and Wilde's other great

comedy. The Importance
^Beutg

Earnest,
premiered m ] 895 B<*h

were an immediate and huge suc-

cess but were withdrawn from toe

stage after Wilde was convicted

of homosexuality that same year

and sentenced to iwo years o

hard labor. Following his release.

he exiled himself to Pans where

he died in 1900. jiwtor
In an article which

Peter Hall wrote when ^pro-

duction premiered in 1 *

said that An Ideal

completely original fere*?. Th®

‘is no play in English befo »

thanks to our treatment of

author, is there any like « aftefc H

is a play about politics andPO*er

and the yawning gap can

open up between private and pub-

lie morality.”

r t %
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Richard Todd had early ideas

of becoming a playwright, but
drama school made an actor

out of him.

Political sleaze is alive and well

just as much today as 102 years

ago, here, just as much as in con-

temporary London. But Wilde's

brief was not to condemn but to

forgive, and "his philosophy was
be kind to people, don't condemn
too easily," Todd observes.

Basically, “the focus of the play

is about right and wrong, and that

hasn't changed. Attitudes have.

Today nobody gives a damn.”
Like Wilde, Todd is an

Irishman, an Anglicized Irishman

is how he puts it. His father was
an Army doctor who later became
a surgeon in civilian life.

Young Todd was sent away to

boarding school in England at the

age of six, but summer holidays

were often spent “with ray grand-

parents who lived in a wild area

of Northern Ireland on the edge

of a lake.
“ It was a wonderful life. When

I was 13 I got rheumatic fever

with computations, but £ went on

[running about] aityway. I cured

myself.”

He had early ideas of becoming

a playwright, but going to drama

school made an actor of him and

“I learned my craft in repertory

theater. They don't exist any-

more, unfortunately.” That was in

l 937 - . ,

Two years later, the war broke

out and Todd enlisted in a para-

chute regiment and ended the war

as a staff officer with the Sixth

Airborne Division. (One of ms

best films was The Dambusters \

n

1954, the story of an RAF
squadron which took on the mis-

sion of destroying toe damsJhat

provided power to the Ruhr, and

they changed nothing. It was very

factual, almost like a documen-

tary no love interest. )

There have been fdms, stage,

and of course TV in his 60 year

career. He's had his own theater

company. Triumph Productions,

and has written two well recejX*1

volumes of his autobiography.

Even quadruple bypass surgery

fast year has only slowed him

d0
“They had to take away my

breastixme” he quips, so dou i

poke me in the chest.

At 62-years-oId, loan
Holender has definitely

reached the peak of toe

opera world. And last week,
Holender, general director of toe

Vienna Staatsoper, came here
with the Staatsoper’s ballet com-
pany to present a series of perfor-

mances at the Tel Aviv Arts
Center; Holender left after, toe

opening night, but before that he
talked about his life at toe helm of
one of toe leading opera houses in

toe world, a house performing
seven days a week over a 10-

monto season.

Holender is not a performing
musician or a creative artist by
profession. Before joining the

Vienna Staatsoper he had been an
agent for opera singers for over 25
years. “Then they approached me
and asked me to move to the other

side of the table,” says the elegant

and cheerful Holender. His initial

nine-year contract in Vienna has

just been extended for five more
years, until 2002, quite a record

for an organization in which
music directors used to change
regularly.

The Vienna Staatsoper has had

at its helm such renowned musi-

cians as Gustav Mahler, Lorin

Maazel and Claudio Abbado, to

name just a few, but the city was
tor from kind to them and none of

them stayed in the job for very

long. But the Romanian- bora Jew
who has lived in Vienna for many
years is accepted by almost every-

one, perhaps because he is not a

conductor or a director. “Opera

houses should not be run by
artists,” Holender argues emphat-
ically. “Artists think first and
foremost about their art

and not about toe organi-

zation.

“Look, when Abbado
was here it was wonder-
ful, but the other great

conductors did not come
because he was keeping
toe best repertoire for

himself. Now we have
all the great conductors,

Abbado, Muti, Mehta,
Maazel is coming back,

everybody.” Israeli con- Joan
ductors too, "there is

Asher Fisch, who is the music
director of the Volksoper,
Vienna's second opera house,

who does a lot of work with us
and Daniel Barenboim too.” What
about Daniel Oren? “He conduct-
ed here a few times but we have
no contact any more whatsoever
with him.” Holender says without

wishing to elaborate.

And as for Israeli singers, there

is Anat Efrati, “a wonderful
young soprano. She had many
small parts this season and will

play Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier

an Anchen in Der Feischutz next

season. We are very happy that

she sings with us and I think she

has a great international career

ahead of her. I know she will be
wonderful singing all the high

lyric soprano roles in the reper-

toire."

The Vienna Staatsoper presents

opera night after night, in rotation,

many productions being presented

with very tittle orchestral rehearsal

n by time, which apparently is very

iphat- expensive in Vienna. “We have the

t and best opera orchestra in the world

[The Vienna
Philharmonic] and
they can play Wagner
one night and Rossini

the next without any
problem”

Holender argues
that opera is first and
foremost a singers’

world and he is more
than happy with his

ensemble of singers.

He implies that

loan Holender every opera house in

the world should
nusic have such an ensemble,
oper, “Singers.” he says; “must have a

ouse, home, and an opera house without

to us its ensemble has no identity.”

What Will Holender also bring his

duct- opera company to Israel? “Opera
have is very expensive and touring

oever opera is even more so. I don’t see

toout this happening.” he says, despite

his love for Israel and his desire to

there do all he can to help local musi-
lerful cians and opera singers.

Animation magic
Animation and the animated is the name of the game at the

third annual Creative Filmmaking 1997 to be held at the Tel Aviv

Cinematheque from May 21-24. One of the highlights will be a

screening of that Beaties classic The Yellow Submarine. There'll

be tributes to those earlier special effects men in movies like

King Kong ( 1 933), with guests of honor John Coates and

Norman Kauffman ofTVC studios (they did toe animation for

Yellow Submarine) and numerous other movies. Most of toe fes-

tival is in English. Helen Kaye

Berlin Opera’s Israel debut
The NIO is hosting the Berlin Opera, making its debut visit

with six performances of Mozart's The Magic Flute from May
24-June 6 and four of Verdi's A Masked Ball from May 29-June

7. The company is coming with toe orchestra and the choir.

Lawrence Foster conducts the Mozart and Rafael Fruhbeck de

Burgos toe Verdi, which also features soprano Michele Crider {II

Trovatore with the IPO), mezzo Larissa Diadkova (Kovanschina
with toe Kirov), and top baritone Roberto Servile. The director is

Berlin Opera general director G&tz Friedrich who will be direct-

ing Samson and Delilah for the NIO next season. Helen Kaye

Shakespeare ... sort of

37 plays of Shakespeare are marvelously mauled by that

inspired trio of sublime idiots otherwise known as toe RSC.
Goicha! That's the Reduced Shakespeare Company comprising

Chris Mellon. Matthew Rippy and Ross MacKenzie of the UK
touring company. At the 1993 Israel Festival audiences fell off

their seals laughing at The Complete Works ofSIuikcspearc -
Abridged. They came back again in *95 with The Bible —
Abridged (not quite as funny), and now they'll be back with

Shakespeare for four shows’ at the Cameri Theater in Tel Aviv,

and one each in Kfar Saba. Haifa and Jerusalem starring from
June 24. How do they do it? Well how about The Comedy ofTwo
Well Measured Gentlemen Locked In the Merry Wives ofWindsor
on a Midsummer's Twelfth Night in Winter

?

Hamlei”s in the sec-

ond half. Helen Kaye

Actors in opera
Actor Moshe Becker, who currently

plays in the Haifa Theater production of
Angels in America, will narrate two oper-

atic productions next week: the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra’s abridged version

of Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel

(May 29 in Tel Aviv) and Mozart’s rarely

performed Zaidc presented, sans dia-

logues, by the Warsaw Chamber Opera
and the Israel Chamber Orchestra (May -
28, 29 in Tel Aviv and May 31 in Haifa). w . e
Shalom Shmuelov will na/rate in

Moshe Becker

Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra IBA presentation opening the Israel

Festival (May 29, Jerusalem). Michael Ajzenstadt

Menuhin Piano Chair inaugurated
The Jerusalem Rubin Academy of.Music and Dance

announced the inauguration of the Hephzibah Menuhin Piano-
Chair established through the generosity of Mr. Paul Morawea.
The purpose of the chair is “to foster young piano studies

towards excellence and professionalism.” The artistic director of
the Chair is Professor Alexander Tamir and it is open to all

young Israeli pianists. The Chair will be officially inaugurated
with a special concert at the Jerusalem Theater on May 26 fea-

turing 26 local pianists performing on five pianos.

MichaelAjzenstadt

Competition Winners
The overall winner of the Paul Ben-Haim Competition was

17-year-old violinist Gai Figar. Other winners were 17-year-old
trumpet player Tamir Edul (brass youth), 21-year-old trumpet
player Gregory Rivkin (brass adults) and 17-year-old cellist Ira

Givol (strings). Five other musicians received certificates of
merit. Michael Ajzenstadt
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Where Welfare Stands
Nine months have gone by since the passage of

the 1996 welfare reform law. Welfare rolls are

plummeting across the country. Caseloads fell be-

tween 1993 and 1996 by 31 percent in Indiana, 30

percent in Wisconsin and 22 percent in Arizona.

These are indeed startling numbers and the politi-

cians. not surprisingly, are crowing. From Presi-

dent Clinton to Representative Clay Shaw of Flor-

ida, who led the House subcommittee that drafted

the law, they are congratulating themselves and the

reform act they supported.

Yet the 1996 law cannot claim responsibility for

driving down welfare rolls. There simply has not

been enough time for it to take effect Its combina-

tion of sanctions, five-year time limits on welfare

benefits and work requirements may someday re-

duce long-term dependency, but that day cannot

arrive until states pass necessary laws and the five-

year time limits come into play. The main forces

driving down caseloads are a strong economy and

the imaginative welfare-towork programs devised

by states well before the Republican takeover of

Congress in 1994.

Early Initiatives

The recent history of welfare programs belies

the notion that the Federal system was dysfunction-

al before Congress stepped in last year, or that it

prevented states from designing innovative re-

sponses. President Johnson’s War on Poverty, for

example, brought forth Medicaid, food stamps and a
national standard for disability payments. The pov-

erty program helped to reduce poverty rates by
about a third between 1965 and 1973, from 17 percent

in 1965 to 11 percent.

But when the economy later went sour. Con-
gress did little to help the states with rising welfare
caseloads. Several of them therefore took matters

into their own hands, applying to Washington for

permission to experiment with welfare-to-work pro-

grams. By today’s standard, these programs were
modest, devoted almost entirely to low-cost assist-

ance like providing welfare recipients with help in

finding a job. But studies by New York’s Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporation showed that

some of them managed to cut caseloads by a few
percentage points, raise employment and save a
few taxpayer dollars.

The 1988 Family Support Act

Alongside these positive findings came enlight-

ening research by two future officials of the Clinton

Administration, Mary Jo Bane and David Ellwood,
who showed that the poverty population was split

into two distinct groups that required different

policy responses. Most recipients rotated on and off

welfare in short bursts. A smaller group, with few
job skills, made welfare a long-term life style.

This distinction provided the intellectual under-
pinning for the next big milestone in welfare policy,

the 1988 Family Support Acl Sponsored by two New
Yorkers, then-Representative Thomas Downey and
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan. the act declared
as Federal policy that state welfare offices were
responsible, for placing recipients in jobs, not just
writing checks. Able-bodied recipients, in return for
government aid, would engage in the training and
job-preparation activities that the research had
shown to be effective. Following the lessons of the
Bane-Eilwood studies, the act also called for educa-
tion and training for long-term recipients.

Unfortunately, Congress did little to support
the act’s sound architecture, providing only $1
billion, to be matched by the states, to pay for

welfare-to-work programs. Yet the act performed a
signal service. It told states to get on with the job
of putting welfare enrollees to work, setting the

stage for a new round of ambitious local initiatives.

Vermont, for example, now provides subsidized

private-sector jobs and pledges that all recipients

who obey the rules will get help. Wisconsin plans to

put nearly every applicant into a job slot, including

government-provided workfare. Utah emphasizes
intensive case management Oregon subsidizes pri-

vate employers who hire welfare recipients and
provides post-hiring help so recipients can hold

their jobs, a wise strategy for helping those who
habitually drop in and out of the labor force. Minne-

sota imposes mandatory work requirements and
provides strong incentives to make sure that work
pays more than welfare.

Early data show reductions in caseloads and

poverty, suggesting that states can nudge down
welfare through the balanced use of work require-

ments and assistance. But it is far from clear

whether these promising infant programs can be

beefed up to address the needs of the welfare

population in big cities.

The New Law
In 1996, President Clinton and Congress decided

that small, steady progress was not good enough.

Rather than adding teeth to the 1988 act, they added
fangs. The act chops away about $50 billion by
stripping some disabled children of cash assistance,

legal immigrants of medical insurance and child-

less adults who cannot find work of food stamps —
provisions that have nothing to do with creating

work but everything to do with balancing the budget

by cutting programs for the poor. The act also

discarded a 60-year-old entitlement that required

Washington to share the cost of the basic program
for needy parents and substituted a fixed annual
grant that does not vary with the size of the poverty

rolls. Finally, Congress mandated time limits that

prohibit any state from providing Federal cash aid

to any family for more than five years.

The states thus face a whole new set of chal-

lenges to their ingenuity, not to mention their com-
passion. Before the 1996 act, states that imposed
time limits were required to exempt families that

hit that limit and, for no fault of their own, could not

find work. The new law strips away this protection,

inviting a cash-starved state to throw long-term

unemployed adults into the abyss.

Some governors, like George Pataki of New
York, say they will not abandon enrollees who obey
welfare rules. But many other states are designing

welfare programs that impose time limits with no
commitment to help those who hit the barrier

without work. Another danger is that the new law
allows states to fulfill Federal requirements either

by whittling caseloads through tighter eligibility

rules or by placing recipients in jobs, as if the two
options were equally good. Once again, the cash-

starved states may be tempted to kick needy enroll-

ees off welfare.

.

The challenge for the states is to use the

flexibility they have under the new law to create a
system that compels able-bodied recipients to work
but stands ready to continue help for those who
cannot find work for no fault of their own. It is also

important that states carefully monitor families

dropped from welfare rolls, and prepare to change
their rules if innocent people are hurt

No person has hit the new Federal time limit

yet. Nor are states, in today’s economy, stretched to

meet their welfare needs. But someday the econ-
omy will slow, and, for the first time, there will be no
additional flow of Federal dollars. Only then will the
measure of the new welfare law be taken. Only then
will the country discover what it means for Wash-
ington to rip the Federal safety net and pray that

the states preserve theirs.

One of the oldest international

cultural disputes has begun a new
turn under Prime Minister Tony
Blair's victorious Laborites.

Scarcely a day after taking office,

Britain's new Heritage Secretary. Chris Smith, informed
a BBC interviewer that the Labor Government would not

return the Elgin Marbles to their ancient and rightful

home in Athens.

It is not sensible or feasible, Mr. Smith contends, to

remove the Parthenon carvings from their special gal-

lery in the British Museum. Since that venerable institu-

tion overflows with world-class art in its storerooms,

such as the Silk Road treasures carried away by Sir

Aurel Stein, the Secretary certainly cannot mean that

the galleries would then be empty.

No, what he seems to be saying is that restitution

would be inconvenient and that possession is 90 percent of

the law, a robustly conservative or one might even say

Thatcherite argument. Soon Mr. Smith will doubtless

repeat points made by Britons for more than a century:

that the Marbles were legally acquired at the time, that

they would have been damaged if left in Greece and that

their restitution would trigger a rash of claims since so

many museum treasures were similarly uprooted in an

imperial scramble for spoils. AU the points are half-true.

Thomas Bruce, the seventh Earl of Elgin, was the

British Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire when he
received a murky permit from the Sultan to remove
some of the famous sculptures from the Parthenon. It

was granted in extraordinary circumstances since the

Ottomans in 1799 were urgently seeking British help

against Napoleon.

Crucially, however, nobody troubled to ask the

Greeks, then under Turkish domin-
ion, about taking 17 figures from
the Parthenon pediment, as well as
15 metopes, 56 slabs of friezes, a
Caryatid column, 13 marble heads

and a miscellany of fragments. An appalled witness was
Lord Byron, who wrote abundantly in protest, bearing
down on Elgin's Scottish roots, as in “The Curse of
Minerva”:

Daughter of Jove! In Britain's injured name.
A true-born Briton may the deed disclaim.

Frown not on England; England owns him not:

Athena, no! thy plunderer was a Scot.

It is also half-true that the Elgin Marbles were
safeguarded in London during Greece’s various wars
and more recently from stcme-rotting pollution and auto-

motive fumes. Laudably, the Greeks years ago removed
the remaining carvings and are now building a new
Acropolis Museum. This is where the Elgin Marbles

would be safely shown should Britain’s Labor Govern-

ment more generously reconsider.

But would not that open a very large bam door
to litigation? Again, half a point, since there are

no universal rules for these deeply felt disputes. The
Parthenon and its missing friezes are pan of Greece's
birthright, a defining symbol of Athens and its democra-
cy. Precisely such considerations led Denmark, after

decades of arguments, to restore to Iceland in 1971

the codices containing ancient sagas. A state holiday

and national rejoicing attended their return. Greek
pride and joy would as surely light up the Aegean if ever

those Parthenon fragments were allowed a voyage
home. KARL E. MEYER

Editorial Notebook

Let Greece Have the Marbles
Time to Resolve

The Elgin Dispute

U.S. Hasn’t Stopped Assaulting Other Cultures

To the Editor:

You suggest (Week in Review.

May 11) that it has become harder to

hold America responsible for as-

saults on cultures elsewhere in the

world. Perhaps you should review

recent news:

The United States wins a ruling in

the World Trade Organization and

forces Europe to accept American

beef grown with hormones, although

many European consumers are wor-

ried in the wake of mad cow disease.

We hope the ruling will set a prece-

dent for pushing other genetically

engineered products on world mar-

kets despite iocal opposition.

With the support of the United

States Embassy, a delegation of

American investment bankers and

mining executives arrives in Zaire to

sign contracts with the rebel leader

Laurent Kabila, although human

rights officials charge his forces with

atrocities against refugees.

American tobacco companies ex-

pand in Asia, with the support of

American diplomacy. We force Thai-

land to repeal smoking regulations.

We force countries to open their

markets to American agricultural

exports. While this benefits some
consumers, it ruins an impoverished

countryside, accelerates migration

to overcrowded slums and destroys

food self-sufficiency just when global

climate disturbance should prompt

caution.

Although we preach globalism, we
don’t hesitate to impose our foreign

policy on reluctant allies and trading

partners. We threaten foreign com-

panies that deal with Cuba and pro-

long the embargo of food and medi-

cine to Iraq long after the U.N. has

approved shipments, so that we can

Women’s Lib in Russia Isn’tJust Cosmetic

To the Editor:

Re "Democracy in Russia: Wom-
en’s Lib Is Just Cosmetic" (Week in

Review, May 11): How tiresome to

read another piece about Russian

women decking themselves out in

red lipstick, spangly dresses and
high-heeled pumps, and babushfei

who wouldn’t dream of wearing a
leisure suit to take their grandchil-

dren to the park. The implicit mes-
sage is, why can’t they be more like

us, informal and casual?
More important, you would think

this is the whole of womanhood in

Russia. Yet across my E-mail screen

over the past months have come
reports of women’s initiatives: a
project in preparation to analyze and
monitor the programs of the World
Bank in Russia; plans for a summer
school in Samara to develop courses

and teaching materials on women
for university-level teachers; efforts

to gain access to the Internet by
women’s groups in the Kola Peninsu-

la — to name a few.

Russian women do more than “en-

dure, complain and nurture" —
though their enduring and nurtur-

ing functions are indeed remark-
able. Colette Shulman

New York, May 14, 1997

•
To the Editor:

As a Russian woman. I was inter-

ested in the attempt by a foreigner to

decipher the Russian enigma ("De-

Vtoana Roberts

mocracy in Russia: Women’s Lib Is

Just Cosmetic," Week in Review,
May 11). What you label a “duality

within Russian women" is not a con-

sequence of “70 years of Socialism”

or “cramped .communal apart-

ments." Restraints and humbleness
are simply considered decent behav-

ior of young women in Russia
It is true that women play too little

role in government and have some-
thing to learn from foreign experi-

ence. But you should acknowledge

that American women can learn

from Russian women their ability to

remain women. Anna Aslund
Washington, May 13, 1997

Military Can’t Have It Both Ways in Flinn Case

To the Editor:

I am anything but a feminist, but I

am appalled at the Air Force's treat-

ment of First Lieut. Kelly Flinn

("From a Love Affair to a Court-

Martial.” front page. May 11).

For better or worse, this is an age
in which people who like each other

have sex as casually as they might
meet for a cup of coffee. It is also an
age in which marriages, if they fail,

can be terminated with few legal

impediments.

It appears that Lieutenant Flinn. a
single woman, had what was for her
a genuine love affair with a man who
she believed offered her love and
eventually marriage, an affair that

did not affect her job performance. If

it now turns out that he was two-

timing her, it would seem she was

Cairo’s Subway Boon

To the Editor:

A May 11 Week in Review article

suggests that the rapid increase in

private automobile ownership in cit-

ies throughout the world has created
an increasingly immobile urban en-
vironment If Cairo is an example,
then you are only half correct

1 encountered the automobile grid-

lock in Cairo that you describe, but
you fail to mention that Cairo is

expanding an excellent subway sys-

tem that moves large numbers of
people quickly, efficiently and com-
fortably. Whereas the city above
ground was dirty and congested, the
subway was clean, attractive and
convenient Cairo is solving its traf-

fic problem not by building endless
highways, but by constructing an at-

tractive alternative to the automo-
bile. Perhaps it has something to
teach us. Robert Terhune

Houston, May 12, 1997

the one who was victimized.

If, as you report, her superior offi-

cer had the right to order her to end.

the relationship, there is something

wrong with the military code. This is

presumably the same code that al-

lows military men on leave to go to

the big town and pick up dates. The
military can’t have it both ways.

If Lieutenant Flinn had been a
civilian, she would be free to deal

with her ill-fated love affair in her
own way. That she has chosen to

serve her country as a bomber pilot

should not subject her to the scrutiny

of those whose rank entitles them to

disapprove of her very private

choices. Walter H. Stern
Roslyn Harbor, N.Y. May 11, 1997

•

Power of Sexuality
To the Editor:

The case of First LieuL Kelly Flinn

(front page. May 15) not only ex-

poses the old cultural double stand-

ard still ensconced in the military •

but also treats us to a public specta-

cle of crime and punishment remi-
niscent of Hester Prynne in “The
Scarlet Letter." It should remind us
again that the power of sexuality

should never be underestimated.

But this case also exposes a deeper
dynamic. Heretofore the prohibition

against women protected a merger of

sexual and aggressive urges in the

military’s forces. Thus the energy for

“fighting spirit" had been contained
by both gender separation and the
Uniform Code of Military Justice. No
longer separated from the culture, the
integrated military may have to face
this alliance of forces that has driven
its energy, behavior and even its

goals in the past, and evaluate its

usefulness. Lalla K. Woerner
Portsmouth, N.H., May 15, 1997

Chinese Dissident Puts U.S. Policy to Shame
To the Editor:

Wei Jingsheng’s call for democrat-
ic freedom in China (Arts pages.
May 12) prompts serious questions
about our China policy.

How does this courageous man
have the moral strength to refuse to
compromise his principles in return
for freedom, while we continue to
sacrifice American values for the
sake of American investment?
Would we not be wiser to formulate
our foreign policy on the bedrock of
the interests of all Americans, and
realize that a basic tenet should be to

encourage democracy throughout
the world rather than mollify totali-

tarian regimes for financial gain?

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-
er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters(a'nytiraes.com. or by
regular mail to Letter s to the Editor.
The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.

Why is it possible for a solitary
prisoner in the Chinese gulag to see
this more clearly than the Govern-
ment of the country whose prosperi-
ty is built upon the foundation of

these personal freedoms and respon-
sibilities? Alan L. Gleitsman

Malibu. Calif., May 13, 1997

punish helpless civilians for their rul-

ers.

You believe it is only local elites

that oppose these policies, and that

the rest of humanity welcomes them

as a wave of democratic progress. In

fact the elites from Lima to Banga-

lore are precisely our allies, eager to

get on the Web, shop at Neiman

Marcus and draw on our expertise in

advertising, public relations and

counterterrorism.

If we looked into the abyss, the

true horror would be our own ac-

tions, not those of people who live

often courageously in nearly impos-

sible circumstances. Rather than

make our ugliness universal, can we
not share the essence of the Ameri-
can dream by ourselves learning fi-

nally to respect those who still be-

lieve in justice? David K&ppel
Essex, Conn., May 13, 1997

Let the Swiss Show
Their Moral Sense

To the Editor:

Your May 14 editorial “Switzer-

land’s Debts" continues your com-
mentary on and coverage of Nazi
gold and all the attendant horrors

and perplexities. Nevertheless, if it

were not for your ancillary finger-

pointing at other less implicated

countries, you might, be said to run
the risk of indulging in the same
“Swiss smugness” that has become
such a cliche.

But I hasten to defend your posi-

tion. You are not generalizing about
all the Swiss. Instead you rightly

question and accuse the deserving
targets. Still, I cannot help feeling

that there is a fatal Swiss flaw there

somewhere.
When visiting that country, I be-

gan to hear a few too many Swiss

citizens telling me in their rough and
lilting voices, “Gott hat uns geseg-

net” (“God has blessed us") — and
saying it in such a way as to wish

to withhold that benediction from
other peoples. I venture to say that

that aggressive declaration Is not at

all the same as our smarmy appeal

to the divinity, “God Bless Amer-
ica."

Let us now, as you advise, throw it

up to the Swiss citizens themselves.

And let us hope that they will ap-

prove the referendum next year and
set up the $4.7 billion foundation

in order to right some of the incalcu-

lable wrong committed not only by
the gnomes of Zurich. They must
come to their moral senses as a

nation. Arthur S. Wensinger
Middletown. Conn., May 15. 1997

The writer isTpft Pfofessq^gf ger-

man and humanities professor emer-
itus at Wesleyan University.

Real Kennedy Issues

To the Editor:

I hold no brief for the Kennedys
and their notions of personal Integri-

ty and morality, but “Kennedys Be-

having Badly" (Editorial Notebook,

May 16) does a disservice.

Voters here in Massachusetts, and
elsewhere, have long demonstrated
apathy toward what used to be called

scandalous behavior. What the news
media owe us is discussion of Joseph
Kennedy 2d’s unremarkable record
in the House and his lack of experi-

ence in state government
The news media complain, rightly,

about the lack of attention to issues.

Honey Fitz and Toodles are gone
and Chappaquiddick, William Ken-
nedy Smith and Joseph Kennedy's
former wife and his brother should

be left to the tabloids and People
magazine. DavidM Kopko
Northampton, Mass., May 16, 1997
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Surfing Sickness, Too?

To the Editor:

I read with interest your May 14

Health page article on ice cream
headaches, which seem to be caused
by very cold foods like ice cream
touching the back of the palate.

Two observations: (1) Making
oneself cough seems to bring relief

somewhat sooner; (2) as a surfer in

the cold waters of northern Califor-
nia, 1 can attest that in the winter,

with water temperature around 50

degrees, duck-diving a Wave or being
held under by large winter waves
will cause a very distinct ice cream
headache. This effect seems to have
little to do with the palate. I trust

that surfing abstinence is not indicat-
ed. Brian L. Marx

San Francisco, May 15, 1997

NJ. School Priorities

To the Editor:

The New Jersey Supreme Court
has found state school financing to be
in violation of the State Constitution
(front page, May 15). Gov. Christine
Todd Whitman, commenting on the
finding, did not first assure the citi-

zens of her state, particularly those
in the poor districts, that her admin-
istration would strive to remedy dis-
advantage. Instead the advantaged
districts were assured that they,
would not suffer loss of their advan-
tages.

Do New Jerseyans restrict their
pride to the quality of education in
their own districts, not its quality in
their state and country? Might they
instead welcome an affirmation
more positive than that offered by
the Governor? C. F. Reed

Radnor, Psl, May 15, 1997
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In the end it didn’t make any dif-

ference whether Deep Blue beat
,

‘
"•

? Garry Kasparov at chess or riot, be-
- i %ause the press was going to send the

. .

‘ J

same message no matter who won.
- r;.

. Had Mr. Kasparov triumphed, the
headlines would have read: “Man
Beats Machine!” When he lost, com-
mentators worked hard to recast de-

. , feat as a moral victory. Deep Blue is
l tfS«

i Nwisv Ql • not human or intelligent, we were
»- ' * °ncivc reassured, but just a big, fat, soulless
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number cruncher. Deep Blue can’t
write a sonnet Deep Blue can’t hug a
baby. Deep Blue has no sense of
humor. (As if Garry Kasparov were

•;1 George Carlin.)
;

»v iS All true, and all beside the point
af\ The desperate propping up of hu-

' manity that followed LB.M.’s stock-“ * ,pVi. t ‘;. stoldngpublicity stunt is a backhand-
,ri"..n yJ ed testamenf to just how much

ground man is losing to computer.
’

: t- ^y Print and TV, directly threatened by
a ^ the Internet, are in a particular panic

• *t.ii !ijj^ and especially defensive. “Comput-
ers do what we make them do, peri-
od,” wrote David Gelernter in Time,

' summing up the circle-the-wagons

..J, ^ defense of mankind. Yes, but the real
story is that we increasingly do what
computers make us do. Just think of
the friends you once regularly saw or
talked to on the plume but now en-
counter only in the virtual relation-

ship of E-maiL
Such computer-driven changes in

1

our culture, good and bad, big and
‘‘

small, are happening faster than we
• L

‘ can calculate them, brought about
’ " -Hoot by 1.4-ton sideshow freaks like

:
'

’^‘Deep Blue but by the ubiquitous
•» t P.C/s at home, work and schooL The

• • '• great engine of our economy (and
.:--i the bull market cm which so many
i: . .i Americans or their pensiem funds

have staked their futures) is the
.. ... computer; Intel, The Economist re-

.
.
.

" ports, should surpass General Elec-

. #
!

trie as the U.S.’s most profitable

. ;; business by 2000. The Internet will

, also be a major purveyor of enter-
~ tainment and journalism, needing

;;
only two inevitable improvements
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Abortion Opportunity

James Vlctate

A Time to Open Up the C.I.A.
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Chess is

the least of

its victories.
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(faster connections, TV-quality vid-

eo) to remake the entire Information

;
industry, from network news to mov-

; ie rentals.
1

\j
David Sienk, whose new book

v
"Data Smog” is an indispensable

guide to the big picture of technol-
' ogy’s cultural impact, says that the

press overcovered Deep Blue, “a
story (hat doesn’t affect mankind,”

' because it “can be encapsulated into
' a man vs. machine drama.” The

subtler story of the computer’s real
' effects on life, not chess competition,

is "one of a slow creep, with the
- change being imperceptible from

• day today.”
"Data Smog” reports at some of

'

the more negative changes, starting

with a computer’s ability to isolate

its user and increase stress by glut-

ting the brain with data and images.
Mr. Shenk also questions — as our
Geeks in Chief, A1 Gore and Newt
Gingrich, never do — the fallout of

wiring every classroom. Though the

iiV computer can serve as a great li-

brary, it is hardly a foolproof instruc-

tional tool. Used improperly, it will

i decrease kids’ attention spans and
. pump them full of information rather

...
' than teach essential skills.

Old media often miss the comput-

er’s cultural impact because we see

‘ stories in, well, linear terms, as mo-

rality plays with clear plots. As Deep

. Blue was overcovered, so are the size

of Bill Gates's bouse and fortune, the

. . spread of Web pornography (and the

, . doomed legal efforts to censor it)

\ and the technological travails of

t . America Online (another man-bests-

computer fable).

Among the important non-linear

stories being missed is the coming

'
. . impact of thecomputer on politics—

a story that has nothing to do with

• politicians’
1 much-documented Web

'

sites. As Mr. Shenk points out, cyber-

space (and its corporate culture) is

; intrinsically libertarian Republican,
:i

'

r
a model of “highly decentralized, de-

regulated society.” This is bad news

for big-government Democrats, but

not necessarily a bonanza for a

. G.O.P. keen to restrict immigration

(a huge source of digital-industry

. .
talent) and regulate morality, on the

Web and beyond. Nor is it clear who

on the digital political landscape wiu

helpthe swelling underclass of infor-

mation.have-nots.

We can address such questions

• faster it we recognize that the batue

between man and computer is over

and the computer has won. Our task

how is not to deny that victory — or

.
stompoff childishly in defeat like Mr.

* Kasparov — but to seize the count-

less creative opportunities before us

to bend the machine’s power to our

°wn ends as we negotiate the most

.
humane truce possible.

u

ByJohn M. Deutch

The editor of The San
k Jose Mercury News
writes that his newspa-
per’s reporting last

year of a link between
the C.LA. and the intro-

duction of crack cocaine into Los An-
geles in the 1980’s was flawed. This
admission has elicited pious editorial

commentary about the courage of
The Mercury News in acknowledging
error while reaffirming the value of
investigative reporting of alleged gov-
ernmental misconduct

I was not impressed with the origi-

nal Mercury News series when it ap-
peared while I was the CLA’s Direc-
tor because of the absence of any
evidence to support the allegation of
C.LA involvement 1 am now not im-
pressed by the editorial admission of
The Mercury News or the accompa-
nying editorial comment
The story has been transformed by

the establishment press from one
about C.LA involvement in drug traf-

ficking to one about journalistic per-
formance, thus missing the point
Anyone who observed the reaction to

the allegation, which I called “an ap-
palling charge” at the time, knows
that the significance of the episode is

the credibility that the inflammatory
and inadequately substantiated alle-

John M. Deutch, the former Director

of Central Intelligence, is a professor '

of chemistry at MJ.T.

gation bad among many African-
Americans, especially in South-Cen-
tral Los Angeles.
Perhaps it should not be surprising

that the black community can believe
the C.LA helped introduce crack
when it has been known since 1972
that the Government sanctioned the

Let’s finish the

inquiry on drugs.

Tuskegee syphilis experiments on
black men. 1 know from the public

meeting I attended in Watts, hosted
by Representative Juanita Millender-

McDonaki, that there is a tremendous
anger against the government’s im-
potence to stop toe spread of drugs, a
desperation to find someone to blame
for the devastation caused by drugs,
and a distrust of an agencies — the

CUL FJLL, D£A and LARD. —
involved in toe drug war.

The C.LA has been combating
drugs for many years. The agency's
work contributed to the arrest of al-

most all the Cali drug lords over the

past two years and to greater control

of heroin trafficking in toe Far East I

know of no evidence that the CLA has
ever directed or knowingly condoned
drug smuggling into the United States.

But the public, as well as the dedi-

cated CLA Intelligence analysts and
clandestine intelligenceoperations of--

Spy and Counterspy
By George F. Kennan

I
t is my conviction, based on
some 70 years of experience,

first as a Government official

and then in the past 45 years

as a historian, that the need by
our government for secret in-

telligence about affairs elsewhere in

the world has been vastly overrated. I

would say that something upward of

95 percent of what we need to know
could be very well obtained by the

careful and competent study of per-

fectly legitimate sources of informa-

tion open and available to us in the

rich library and archival holdings of

this country. Much of the remainder,

if it could not be found here (and there

is very little of it that could not), could

easilybe nonsecretively elicited from

similar sources abroad.

In Russia, in Stalin’s time and part-

ly thereafter, the almost psychotic

preoccupation of toe Communist re-

gime with secrecy appeared to many,
not unnaturally, to place a special

premium on efforts to penetrate that

curtain by secretive methods of our
own. This led, of course, to toe cre-

ation here of a vast bureaucracy dedi-

cated to this particular purpose; and
this latter, after the fashion of all

great bureaucratic structures, has en-

dured to this day long.after most of

the reasons for it have disappeared.

Even in the Soviet time, much of it

was superfluous. A lot of. what we
went to such elaborate and dangerous

means to obtain secretly would have

been here for the having, given the

requisite quiet and scholarly analysis

of what already lay before us.

The attempt to elicit information by

secret means has another very seri-

ous negative effect that is seldom not-

ed. The development of clandestine

sources in another country involves, of

course, the placing and the exploita-

tion of secret agents in that country.

This naturally incites the mounting of

a substantial effort of counterintelli-

gence on the part of the respective

country's government- This, in turn,

causes us to respond with an equally

vigorous effort of counterintelligence

in order to maintain the integrity of

our espionage effort.

This competition in counterintelli-

gence efforts tends to grow mto di-

mensions that wholly overshadow the

original effort of positive mtetogence

procurement that gave

first place. It takes on aspectswM

sjasussasE
tute for Advanced Study.

Secret intelligence

is overrated.

Iy, it is a game requiring such hind
and dramatic character that it domi-
nates the attention both of those who
practice it and of those in the press

who exploit it. Such is toe fascination

it exerts that it tends wholly to ob-

scure, even for the general public, the

original reasons for iL

It would be interesting to know
what proportion of the energies and
expenses and bureaucratic involve-

ment of the CXA is addressed to this

consuming competition, and whether
one ever stacks this up against the

value of its almost forgotten original

purposes. Do people ever reflect, one
wonders, that toe best way to protect

against the penetration of one’s se-

crets by others is to have the mini-

mum of secrets to conceal?

One more point. At the bottom of

toe whole great effort of secret mili-

tary intelligence, which has played so

nefarious a part in the entire histoiy

of great-power relationships in this

passing century, there has usually

lain the assumption by each party

that if it did not engage to the limit in

that exercise, the other party, work-

ing in secret, might develop a weapon
so devastating that it could confront

all others with the demand that they

submit to its will "or else-”

But this sort of anxiety 1$ now
greatly oatdated. The nuclear compe-
tition has taught us that the more
terrible the weapons available, toe

more suicidal becomes any conceiv-

able actual use of them. With the

recognition of the implications of this

simple fact would go a large part of

the motiviation for our frantic efforts

of secret intelligence, in this respect,

too, this is really a new age. It is time

we recognized it and drew the in-

escapable conclusions.

There may still be areas, very

small areas really, in which there is a

real need to penetrate someone else’s

curtain of secrecy. AH right — but

then please, without the erection of

false pretenses and elaborate efforts

to deceive — and without, to the ex-

tent possible — the attempt to main-

tain ’’spies” on toe adversary’s terri-

tory. We easily become, ourselves, the

sufferers from these methods of de-

ception. For they inculcate in their

authors, as well as their intended vic-

tims, unlimited cynicism, causing

thnm to lose all realistic understand- i

tog of the interrelationship, to what

they are doing, of ends and means.
|

ficers who frequently run personal
risks to fighting drugs, deserve to

have the allegations put fully to rest
The thorough and independent in-

vestigations under way at the CIA
and at the Congressional intelligence

oversight committees must continue. I

predict these investigations will not
uncover a C.lA conspiracy to raise

money for the Nicaraguan contras by
selling drugs to Americans. That is a
calumny. If the investigations uncover
misconduct by individual C.LA opera-
tions personnel, those responsible

should be held accountable.

It is important that the results of

these investigations be unclassified

and available for scrutiny by the in-

terested public. Often the intelligence

community must be silent to protect

the sources and methods involved in

its operations. But sometimes the is-

sue warrants and circumstances per-

mit openness by toe CLA Here is

such a case.

The CLA is much needed to fight

terrorism, counter weapons prolifera-

tion and serve as our country’s first

line of defense. It cannot do so without
public support It is not reasonable to

expect that all suspicions about the
CLA’s role in dregs or in Central

America in the 1980’s will be put to

rest by a full and open investigation.

But such a process will change some
minds and improve public confidence.

The more the public can know about

what the CLA does to fight drugs the

better. The true story is a good story,

not a bad story. ...
.

-

Erie. Pa.

A stunning breakthrough took place

last week in America's generation-

long abortion debate. The center sud-

denly became very much wider and

genuine compromise is possible.

No matter bow often or rarely doc-

tors perform partial-birth abortion,

most Americanswant it outlawed.The
moment one foot enters the world, a
baby being born in the U.S. should

have an inalienable right to life and to

all toe protections of every human
being under our Constitution.

But Pennsylvania Republican Rick
SantDrum’s bill does not concern itself

with toe health of the mother. Abor-
tion rights advocates say they fear
that such an omission is the first step

down the slippery slope toward a re-

versal of Roe v. Wade.
To deal with that suspicion held by

pro-choicers. Democratic leader Tom
Daschle sought to head off the bill

outlawing the abhorrent procedure
with an unexpected alternative.

He proposed to ban oil abortions,

regardless of procedure, after doctors

determine the fetus is capable of life

— about halfway through pregnancy.
That, including a stringent health ex-

ception, went beyond anything a pro-

choice leader bad proposed.
“It shall be unlawful to abort a

viable fous.” went Daschle’s bill, “un-
less the physician certifies that contin-

uation of the pregnancy would threat-

en the mother’s life, or risk grievous
injury to her physical health.”

That's not just any injury, but a
“grievous” one. which his bill goes on
to specify. And the word “physical”

rules out “mental,” a reason some-
times abused to justify later-terra

abortion.
' Anti-abortion activists too quickly

denounced the Daschle bill as a
“sham.” Most Republicans chimed in,

arguing it was designed only to give

cover to those pro-choice senators

made uneasy by public revulsion at

toe partial-birth procedure. Right-to-

lifers were further turned off when
President Clinton — coining a long
way back from his extreme position

—

said he supported Daschle’s bilL

When centrists like me point to the

tough language to Daschle’s health

exception — “ride grievous injury”
— Senator Santorum counters by not-

ing “
‘a risk’ is a huge loophole. A

1 percent risk?” Because a doctor
could always certify some risk to a
pregnancy, toe language in Dashle’s

bill would still allow the performer of

an abortion to justify it easily — in

Santorum’s harsh metaphor, ^letting

the executioner be judge and jury."

The compromise is obvious: by

modifying “risk” with “seriously” or

“substantially,'’ lawmakers could

pose a real threat of prosecution to

any doctorwho sought to circumvent

the unmistakable intent of the law.

But Republicans, sensing victory,

refused to take yes for an answer and

voted down the leapfrogging Demo-
cratic alternative, This week, they

plan to pass the much narrower San-

torom bill, which even Daschle may
vote for; but Clinton’s subsequent veto

will probably be sustained. Result: no

Not all slopes

are slippery.

progress, rising resentment. Some Re-

publicans think they can beat Demo-
crats with partial-birth horrors in the

’98 elections.

That would be bad for the country

as well as politically obtuse. As long as

abortion is a burning issue, the G.O.P.

will lose most women voters, no mat-
ter what specific procedure is con-

demned as infanticide. Only when an
abortion consensus is struck can Re- -

publicans close toe geodeF-gap:
’

That is not to disparage the sincer-

ity of abortion-haters: “There may be
a medical need to terminate a prog-
nancy,” Santorum tells me, “but there

is never a need to kill toe baby.” But if

the promised veto holds, will be work
toward some alternative this year? “I
won’t walk away from the table.”

Daschle, for his part, is open to

suggestions about his fresh start. “It’s

not so bad that both sides came out to

opposition,” he says, seeing the center
enlarging. “And some people won’t
ever feel comfortable with a health
exception. But we have to work within

the confines of the Court decisions.”

Most Americans agree that the
rights of the individual woman come
first until the potential child she car-

ries becomes viable — capable of life

on its own. When pro-lifers exploited

the shock of one kind of abortion,

moderate pro-choicers reacted cre-
atively with a change of position that
now reflects the majority view.

Not all slopes are slippery.

Daschle’s proposal is no sham. Con-
gress and the President should turn
into law the consensus the people have
reached.- •••. »• r* ih ,JIJ. ,< .
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Demonstrating fine, unusual skill, Israeli artisan Iizik Peleg has created beautiful
medallions, by hollowing out Israeli coins no longer in use, and platingthem with 24 karat
gold. Each medallion in the selection displays the name Israel in Hebrew, preserved from
the coin, and a historical inscription or symbol datingfrom the days of Bar Kochba:

3.

The Lion, symbol otthe tribe ofJudah
The Seven Branched Candelabrum, holy
artifact used in the days of the Temple
David's Hup, representing King David's
harp, mentioned in the Bible .

*•

4. The Date Palm, one of-the Seven Species
QfEretzTisiael - .

5; An Ancient Ship,-representing
.seamanship and the art of shipbuildingm the time of Solomon

Each coin tells a story of Biblical Israel An ideal,gift for friends and loved ones
Chain included with each medallion. •

,

JP Price: NIS 175 each
^ . IachicBiig door-to-door delivery (where available)

To: cfo The Jerusalem Poet- P.O.B. 81, Jenpalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.
Please send me the Coin Medalions listed below:

g Lion.
.

Q Candelabrum David’s Harp Date Palm - Ancient Ship
Enclosed is my check for NIS 175 each, payable The Jerusalem Post, or crodrt card details:
(Fbr registered overseas air maH, please add NIS 12).

Isracard Diners

Exp.

Address.

Zip

—

Tel.

•Rteaw Hat gift radptents1 names and addresses separately, and we’ll send them the medallion, with a gift notice In your name.
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THE ARTS

Conformity Rules Japan, but Misfit Artists Thrive

By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF

TOKYO

S
ITTING glumly in a coffee

bar, sipping a cafe au lait, Yu

Mi Ri does her best to come

across as a complete failure

in life, so inept that despite several

attempts she hasn't succeeded even

in killing herself. A high school drop-

out and former shoplifter, she says

she has few friends and Is a total

misfit

Yet one thing Miss Yu can do is

write, and her powerful novels, plays

and autobiography have won her

prizes and acclaim in Japan At age

28, She is simultaneously a social

outcast and a literary star.

“I've always felt uncomfortable in

my place, and I keep trying to run

away from it," frets Miss Yu. “The

way to run away to the furthest point

is suicide, so that yearning is still

there in me now, even as I write and

enjoy success."

Miss Yu Is the kind of person one

would not expect to succeed in Ja-

pan’s regimented society, where

children are pushed to blend in from

the day they set off to first grade in

their school uniforms. She is not even

entirely Japanese but an ethnic Ko-

rean, a minority that faces consider-

able prejudice.

Yet this melding of social misfit

and creative genius is not unusual in

Japan. In a country that sometimes

complains about a national lack of

creativity, the greatest bursts of

originality often come from the

fringes of society. And if the modern
image of artists at odds with society

is familiar around the world, Japan

is different. The successful artists

here tend to be not just an intellectu-

al or cultural vanguard but almost

the opposite: dropouts.

FumJyr Asha] far Hie New York Times

Architect Tadao Ando

To be sure, mainstream Japan is

one of die most cultured societies in

the world. Tokyo has more sympho-
ny orchestras than any other city.

Books of poetry are best sellers.

But mainstream Japan is often
more earnest about its culture than
inspired, and the notion tbat Japan
excels only at copying and refining

the ideas of others is at least as
prevalent here as in the West, pro-

ducing a great deal of soul-search-

ing. Far more young Japanese than
young Americans, for example, learn

the violin, but while they become
technically excellent, fewer reach
the top rank. One young American
who recently played in a Japanese
orchestra called the performance
“surreal" — perfectly rehearsed but
so mechanical,' he said, that he “felt

sorry for Beethoven.”

about my identity since childhood It

made me uncomfortable, but it also

stimulated my writing."

As a child Miss Yu was so confused

about languages— when to use Japa-

nese, when to use Korean — that she

stuttered Estranged from her fam-
ily, which was falling apart, and
from schoolmates, she found it easi-

est to negotiate life by reading books

and writing down her thoughts.

Koreans in Japan are still often

deeply alienated, in part because of

their own nationalism, in part be-

cause of discrimination. As a Kore-

an, Miss Yu said she cannot find a

landlord willing to rent her a room
directly; her lodgings are formally

rented by a Japanese friend.

Miss Yu's nine plays are all about

suicide, and her novels are principal-

ly about troubled young people deal-

ing with family problems. She has

also written a brutally frank auto-

biography, complete with pictures

and family tree, in which, as she puts

it, she painstakingly “picks at the

scabs” of her memories.
The autobiography recalls her

family’s breakup. She describes how
her father stole, gambled obsessive-

ly, attacked her mother and beat her

brother unconscious. She recalls her

mother and grandmother having

strings of lovers, some of whom
abused her. She says her mother,

while working as a bar hostess,

sometimes took the teen-age Miss Yu
to parties where men molested her.

Yet her most painful memories
are of being bullied and taunted by

classmates.

“I was bullied ever since kinder-

garten,” she writes. “I think many
elements were intertwined, but

somehow I was extraordinarily awk-
ward with a group. Even now, though

I can speak with another individual, I

can't hold a conversation if there are

three or four people at the same
table.”

Girls continued to bully Miss Yu,

even stripping her for their amuse-
ment She skipped classes and felt

ashamed of her parents. She began
shoplifting, ran away and was ex-

pelled from school. A teacher insist-

ed that she had great promise, and so

she was reinstated, on probation —
but she ran away again and tried to

kill herself. She was expelled for

good in the 10th grade.

She began to work as an actress,

however, and finally found success.

With her good looks — her expres-
sive face is so like Meryl Streep's.,

that she looks like a Japanese incar-

nation of the actress — and melan-
choly charm, she won starring roles.

And she won praise for the plays she
was writing on the side.

Miss Yu’s books, as well written as
they are bleak, quickly won a broad
audience as well as critical praise.

She was nominated twice for the

Akutagawa Prize, a major Japanese
literary award, and this year won it

Though the subject matter— Korean
families breaking up — may be un-
usual in Japan, Miss Yu's emphasis
on emotions and relationships rather

than on plot-are in a Japanese tradi-

tion.

It is precisely because of her grim
childhood that she has thrived as a
writer, Miss Yu said. With a happier
and more conventional background,
sbe said, she might have found a nice

job answering telephones and serv-

ing tea as an 0.1~, or “office lady,
1 '

but sbe would never have written

books.

I need people with architecture train-

ing,” Mr. Ando reflected. "But the

next most important thing is to get a

free spirit. I have some Tokyo Uni-

versity graduates working for me,

but it often takes them several years

to recover."

Furaiyo Ashal for ihc The New York Tines

Yu Mi Ri. a Korean living in Japan, writes about alienation.

— he is regarded as one of the most
ingenious architects in the world, let

alone Japan— but he also stands out

in his homeland. Sitting in a hotel

coffee shop, he was the only man in

sight not wearing a dark suit and a
sober tie. But more fundamentally,
his career is the opposite of what is

proper in Japan.

Mr. Ando was brought up in Osaka,

where he still lives, by his grand-
mother while his parents reared his

twin brother. A mediocre student,

Tadao became a professional boxer
at the age of 17. Traveling to Thai-
land to fight in a series of matches,
he visited Buddhist temples in his

spare time and became fascinated

by their design. That fed his wander-
lust and he began traveling in Japan
and abroad, observing buildings and
dreaming of designing his own.

Mr. Ando, a man of medium build,

does not look much like a boxer. And
be is hardly the image of a typical

Japanese businessman, not with his

unruly mop of blads hair and down-
to-earth speaking style, often mixed
with Osaka slang.

"In the boxing ring, no one will

help you,” he said.

“So many talented and brilliant

people get intoTokyo University,” he
continued, "and then they almost all

lose that feeling of tension. But I was
forced to keep that tension.”

Mr. Ando’s boxing career wasn't
taking him anywhere, so he settled

down and apprenticed himself to a
carpenter. He never went to college

and never studied architecture. He
might have ended up a builder in-

stead of an architect — except that

he pushed and bullied his clients into

accepting his unconventional ideas.

Mr. Ando won renown after he was
hired to build a home — now famous
as the “rowbouse in Sumiyoshi”— in

a tiny space in a typical Osaka neigh-

borhood. The lot was only 11 feet

wide, and he could not spend much
money, but he built an extraordinary

two-story concrete house, one fo-

cused on an open space between the

sense, however, he is right: like Miss

Yu, he has won honors from a main-

stream society that he does not seem
part of.

There is nothing intrinsic about

Japan that militates against creativ-

ity, Mr. Ando said. But the period

after World War II saw the rise of

rigid bureaucratic controls that

robbed people of their sense of free-

dom and individuality.

“Today's kids just don't know free-

dom,” Mr. Ando said, noting that

their after-school hours were full of

music classes, clubs and cram
schools.

One paradox of Mr. Ando’s success

is that his architecture office now
attracts applications from legions of

young people who are the opposite of

the young Ando: brilliant graduates

from Japan’s most prestigious edu-

cational institution, Tokyo Universi-

ty-

"In running as arctutecture office.

Beat Takeshi is deeply disappoint-

ed in his son. When the boy recently

announced that he intended to drop

out of high school, Mr. Takeshi enthu-

siastically endorsed the idea and

suggested that he do something off-

beat — like become a yakuza gang-

ster. Aghast, the boy rebelled against

his father's rebelliousness.

“In the end he said he'd stay in

school,” Mr. Takeshi said with a sigh

as he sat on the tatami-mat floor of a

room in his studio. “I think he's

stupid.”

Mr. Takeshi, a lean, nervous-look-

ing man of 49, is Japan's leading

television personality and dominant
comedian as well as an award-win-
ning movie actor, a major director of

serious films and a best-selling au-

thor. He is a master of so many
media that it is difficult to imagine
an American equivalent. He is a bit

like the sum of David Letcerman,

Woody Allen and Howard Stem.
He is best known in Japan for

producing several comedy variety

shows a week, usually as silly as they

are popular. His seven films are at

the other extreme, artistic movies
that probe the underside of Japanese
society, and they have won praise

from critics at home and abroad.

Mr. Takeshi’s latest movie, "Kids
Return,” is a sympathetic portrayal

of two high school hoodlums who skip

class, extort pocket money from
their classmates and generally rep-

resent the antithesis of every value

cherished by Japanese society. Yet
for all its mockery of Japanese val-

ues, it is clearly a Japanese film

rather than a Hollywood production

;

it is imbued with the same delicate

subtlety and understated interac-

tions as Mr. Ando’s buildings and

Miss Yu’s books.

Himself a lackluster student who
never went to cram school and bare-

ly studied, Mr. Takeshi dropped out

of college to be a comedian in a

striptease theater in Tokyo. It was
then that be took the name Beat
Takeshi, by which he is far better

known than by bis real name, Take-

shi Kitano.

His signature has always been
black hunpor that uses taboo, words,

— not so much dirty language, for

Japanese pretty much lacks obscen-

ity and profanity, as expressions that

breach social etiquette. Japan is

such a considerate society, for exam-
ple, that people are reluctant to use

words like "busu,” meaning ugly, or

“inakamono,” country bumpkin. Mr.
Takeshi laced his performances with

such words, and people reacted with

delighted shock.

His rebelliousness, Mr. Takeshi

said, dates from school days when
his mother forbade him from playing

with the bad kids. That of course

made the bad kids fascinating, and

he has been fitting authority ever

since.

“Those who are called the elite in

Japan come straight up to Tokyo
University, and it’s as if they've just

used a manual to study for the ex-

aminations all the way along,” Mr.
Takeshi said contemptuously. “They
can answer questions, but they can’t

ask them. Those with other talents

are excluded from the process.”

“When I hire assistants, I often get

applications from these so-called

elites,” he continued. "But they're

useless to me.”
“The exam-taking process takes

so much time in childhood that there

is no time for anything else,” he said.

“When you're young, you have to

choose whether you want to be an
elite or whether you want to be cre-

ative.”

Many middle-aged and elderly

Japanese say that young people

these days are different (it is usually

a complaint): less disciplined and
less conformist, more likely to listen

to “noise" from groups like the To-

kyo Shock Boys than to “music" like

Mozart
School uniforms are hard-pressed

in the 90's, when high school girls are

hemming their skirts higher and

boys are growing their hair longer.

It is not exactly individualist— for

young people seem to be rebelling in

exactly the same way as absolutely

everyone else. Mr. Takeshi, for one,

said the rebelliousness was just a
fashion and unlikely to lead to any

fundamental change in the way Jap-

anese society works.

“Young people these days may
look like they’re rebelling a bit” be

said, “but those are just the failures.

This is a society where seriousness

reigns, and they were left behind at

the start pf the race. So I really hate

young people, J, jhijik .they’re fools.’,!)

IN HONOR OF SO-ACROSS

By Frances Hansen / Edited by Will Shortz

This stereotype, however, may be Tjn Tanan CreativitV front anc^ hack parts, with a second-
as wrong as it is widespread. Cre- J kr i J story bridge between them. The par-
ativity brims even in a highly disci- pan Ka foilnrl enfcs’ bedroom was on one side of the
plined society like Japan’s — but it is

found in different places and in dif-

ferent people. To find creativity, it is

best not to search Japan's schools of
flower arrangement or classical mu-
sic, for there is such respect for
authority — such reverence for the
sensei, or teacher — that it is diffi-

cult to be original in these institu-

tions. The most creative work in Ja-
pan is often in the lowbrow pop
world, where artists feel less tied to

tradition.

Television commercials are often

brilliantly funny masterpieces.
Fashion, pap music and comedy, vid-

eo games, even the ubiquitous comic
books known as manga, all show the
spark of creativity that disappears

when Japanese put on suits.

A Japanese saying reminds people

that “the nail that sticks out gets

hammered down.” So would-be art-

ists are often hammered back into

conformity— or else they get banged

out of shape, sticking out at odd
angles from society as a whole.

The latter is true of Miss Yu. It is

also true of Tadao Ando, a former

boxer who is today one of the world's

greatest architects. And it is true of

Beat Takeshi, a college dropout who

is a film maker and perhaps Japan's

leading television personality.

How these three misfits came to

their success and how they view the

society underscores how creativity is

sometimes stifled by the regimenta-

tion of modem Japan but how it

nonetheless shoots up in unexpected

places with dazzling results.

can best be found
on the fringes,

where the artdst-

as-outcast

flourishes.

“An author can miss having good
luck but should never lack misfor-

tune,” she said with a grin. “And
misfortune keeps heaping up on me."
“I'm only a Junior high school

graduate in a society that empha-
sizes education, and I don’t have a

country," she added. “That is what

made me write.”

A natural question, of course, is

whether as a literary star she will

now develop writer's block. Miss Yu
insists that she is still enough of a

misfit to be creative. She is still a

Korean from a broken family — so

much so that neither her parents nor

her sister, an actress in pornograph-

ic films, have read her work. She

remains a consummate outsider and
loner, unable to conceive of the idea

of starting a family.

“I still have this instinct to run
away. Langston Hughes — I like his

poems— he had a poem about want-
ing to go off and ride a train. I like

that idea.”

"As a Korean-Japanese, I’m nei-

ther Korean nor Japanese,” Miss Yu
mused in the coffee shop, speaking in

perfect Japanese (her Korean is

much more limited). “So I’m some-
where in between, and I’ve thought

Tadao Ando was stumped. He
Slumped back in his chair and looked

at the ceiling, searching his memory.
“I forget,” he answered. “I forget

when I last wore a necktie. Even
when I met the emperor, I just wore
a white shin. It’s been a decade or

more since I wore a necktie."

Mr. Ando, 55, stands out in his field

story bridge between them. The par-

ents’ bedroom was on one side of the

bridge, the children's on the other.

Some critics noted that the parents

had to reach for an umbrella if it was
raining when they needed to go to the

bathroom, but the house catapulted

Mr. Ando to national attention and
won the annual prize from the Archi-
tectural Institute of Japan.

Mr. Ando went on to build a series

of evocative buildings, including the
concrete Church of the Light chapel
in Osaka and a Buddhist temple nes-

tled underneath a pond full of lotus

plants. In 1995, he won the Pritzker

Architecture Prize, often described
as the equivalent of a Nobel Prize for

architects, and this year he won the
Rqyal Gold Medal for architecture,
Britain's highest architecture

award.
Mr. Ando is not just a Western

architect who happens to live in Ja-

pan, any more than Miss Yu is a
Western writer in Tokyo. His works
are inspired by a long Japanese ar-

chitectural tradition, in particular
the ancient Japanese appreciation

for what is simple, graceful and
plain. He enthusiastically describes

Japanese bridges and buildings of

past eras, and he has been praised

for his mastery in combining West-

ern and Japanese forms.
Yet for all his triumphs — and he

is praised as much in Japan as
abroad — Mr. Ando still comes
across as an outsider. He never gets

together with his old school friends,

he said. "I'm not well accepted by
Japanese society," he said.

In one sense he is fiatiy wrong,
Japanese society may be unusually

regimented and disciplined ("Japa-
nese are like minnows, darting back
and forth, always together," he
scoffed), but it was Japanese archi-

tecture critics who lavished praise

and prizes on him. In a broader

ACROSS
1 Like some
appliances

5 Cremona name
10 Spite

16

Halloween get-up
19 Inveigh (against)

20 ActorAlain

21 50’s-70's Dodgers
managerWalt

22 Slip

23 1936 film

26 Where Maracana
Stadium is

27 “La Navarraise”
heroine

28 Wheezy chest
sounds

29 Nursery rhyme
characterwho “fell

fast asleep”

31 Daiquiri flavor

33

dock
(self-winding
timepiece)

34 Fiasco

35 Emergency supply

36 Of the upper
hipbone

37 Started eating

38 City on the North
Platte

40 “It Happened One
Nighrstar

42 Printemps month
45 Prayer word
46 Waitingarea for the

Robert E. Lee
48 One ofa Latin trio

49 Ursula Andress's
birthplace

50 Get better, so to
speak

52

“Meet John Doe”
star

56 P. C. Wren’s Beau
57 Rank below abbess
59 Kind of space
60 Name in Keats's “On

First Looking Into
Chapman's Homer”

61 3-2, e-g.

62 Some poker
payments

63 Faineance

64 Home forHeidi

66 Plow part

67 AbeJ.forone
70 Put an edge on
71 “You Can’tTake It

With You” star

73 1958 Pulitzerauthor

74 British royal,

informally

75 Former Eur. airline

76 Alternative to
Corinthian

78 Inexperienced

79 Refs decision

80 Born May 18, 1897,
he directed all the
films named in this
puzzle

84 Wheedle
86 60’s series set in

post-Civil War
88 Appropriate

89 Spread out

90 St .first

American links
locale

92 Pakistan's chief
river

93 Odalisques serve
them

95 Contradicts

96 Respected one
97 Barbecue offering

98 One of Princess
Yasmin's names

99 1946 film

105 Private eye
106 Tennis doubles

player

107 Utters

108 Like some votes

109 St Agnes's
(January 20)

110 Salad start

111 Ballet

112 Like a 103-Down,
maybe

DOWN
1 Usher’s offering

2 “Wheels”

3 Served thepurpose
4 Make a killing

5 Contribute during
preparation

6 Famous partygiver

7 Marine
8 Moreover
9 Physics topic

10 Griffith TV role

11 Fugard's“ALesson
From ”

12 W.W. II transports:
Abbr.

13 Four-time Japanese
P.M.

14 Sounds from the lea

15 Make heroic

16 1951 film

17 Posthumous Piath
book

18 Fumble
24 Nail polish

25 Island next to Leyte
30 You can stand this!

31 Oregonian

32 1944 film

33 Part of a tennis court

34 Except
35 Rascal

36 Their work goes
down the tubes

37 Hall-of

39

Shopping street in
London's West End

41 Shows surprise

43 Puccini's “Vissi

d’
”

44 Don Juan's mother
47 Like Asia’s reaches
49 Woman'swide lace

collar

51

Pianist-actor Wilson
53 “Over There”

composer
54 Louise de la

Ramee’spen name
55 The Water Rat’s

friend

56 Sticky stuff

58 Reconsidered

60 Father

62 Typewriter sound
63 Snub, in a way
64 Chin

66 Game of chance
67 Young hog
68 Dominions
69 Hereof 1898

71 Steinbeck family

72 Early weather
satellite

75 Plymouth Colony
leader

77 Character actor J.

Naish

80 Emancipation

81 Western backdrops

82 Caller on Miss
Mullens, in

Longfellow

83 Sack

85 Guy in the street

87 TV actress Meyers

90 Moderate
91 Beersheba's locale

92 Grant Wood,
notably

93 Knife handles

94 Wrong
96 Title for Kiri Te

Kanawa
97 Rap duo Kress

100 Bernadette, eg.;

Abbr.

101 Six-foot runner?

102 George's brothef

103 Certain letter

104 Nevada county seat

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

65

It means “Out ofmy
way!”
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Twist of

FEATURES

fate . -L-

1,

Prof. Saul Friedlander, whose
parents were handed over to

the Nazis by the Swiss,
has just been

appointed to a commission
to evaluate Switzerland’s role

during World War II,

Tom Tugend writes
from Los Angeles

lift- v.
v

m*?"

There lurks an almost unbear-
able irony in the appoint-
ment of Prof. Saul

Friedlander to an international
commission of nine eminent histo-
rians to probe, evaluate and ulti-
mately judge Switzerland’s role
and conduct during World War n
and die Holocaust era.

Nearly 55 years ago, on
September 29, 1942, Friedlander’s
Czech-born parents tried to cross
into Switzerland from Vichy
France. They were intercepted by
Swiss border guards, who turned
Jan and Efli Friedlander back and
handed them over to the French
police. The French passed the cou-
pie on to the Germans, who
shipped them to Auschwitz, where
both perished.

Just before the Fried!anders
embarked on their ill-fated

attempt, they managed to And a
hiding place for their 10-year-old

son in a French monastery, where
he was raised as a Catholic.

Out of the group of 12 Jews who
participated with the Friedianders

in the attempted border crossing,

the Swiss admitted those with chil-

dren, but refused entry to the oth-

ers. If young Saul had accompa-
nied his parents, the family would
have been saved.

“It shows how implacably hor-

rendous the whole situation was,"

says Friedlander, sitting in his

sonny office on the campus of the

University of California, Los
Angeles. “What you thought was
the best, turned out to be the

worst”

The horrors of the past flooded

EARTHi* CONCERNS

back to Friedlander’s mind with
particular force when he received a
phone can last December from
Switzerland’s special envoy.
AmbassadorThomas Borer, asking
him to serve on the Independent
Commission of Experts. The com-
mission, Friedlander was assured,
would .have complete access to all

of Switzerland’s documents on
foreign policy, economic and
financial dealing*, and treatment

Bergier, a professor at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in

Zurich.

Friedlander based his acceptance
on three main considerations. “The
Swiss knew what had happened to
my parents, that I had written

about Switzerland’s role in the
war, and that I was an Israeli citi-

zen," says Friedlander. “Given all

that, I took the Swiss offer as a
sign that their intentions were rcal-

Friedlander is perhaps uniquely

qualified for the fob at hand.

Acknowledged as one of the world’s top-

ranking Holocaust scholars, he is a past

or present history professor at universi-

ties in Israel, Switzerland, France and
the US.

of refugees during the Nazi era, as
well as the wartime archives of the

international Red Cross.

Facing withering accusations of
aid to Nazi Germany and refusal

by Swiss banks to pay out accounts

established by Holocaust victims,

Switzerland was anxious to

announce the formation of die

commission as quickly as possible.

Friedlanderwas given two hours to

decide whether to serve on the

panel of historians known as die

Bergier Commission, named after

the chairman, Jean-Francois

ly serious.

“As a Jew, as a human being and
as a historian, I felt a deep com-
mitment to make sure that the task

would be carried through serious-

ly." Friedlander was also reassured

by the reputations of his fellow

commission members - five

Swiss, one American, one Briton

and one Pole. - all of whom he
knows as scholars ofhigh standing

and integrity.

The American is Dr. Sybil

Milton, until recently chief histori-

an at die US Holocaust Museum in

Better the turtle you grow ...

Washington.
Even in this distinguished com-

pany, Friedlander is perhaps
uniquely qualified for the job at

hand. Acknowledged as one of the
world’s top-ranking Holocaust
scholars, he is a past or present his-

tory professor at universities in

Israel, Switzerland, France and the

US. He has written nine widely
translated books in his field,

including When Memory Conies, a
moving account of his boyhood in

his native Prague and as a hidden
child in France.

Also, just published by Harper
Collins is the first volume of his

Nazi Germany and the Jews, cov-
ering die period 1933-1939. This
highly readable book, already
translated into French, German
and Hebrew, has won early accep-
tance as the new standard on the

subject

TWO MONTHS ago, Friedlander

attended the first plenary session

of the Commission of Experts in

Bern, and came away with the

sense that “our work will be done
thoroughly and totally nothing
will be hidden.” Given the moun-
tains of hitherto secret documents
and statistics and (be international

ramifications of Switzerland’s
wartime role, the job facing the

commission can be fairly

described as monumental.
“I expect the commission’s work

to take five to six years,” says

Friedlander. Some 30 to 40
researchers have already been
hired, who in the months and years
ahead will comb archives, not only

. V. <K»

in Switzerland, but in Germany,
Russia, the US and Israel.

To cite but one upcoming pro-

ject, the commission will probe the

records of a Swiss government
agency dial monitored the flow of

gold into and out of Switzerland

during World War n, on a daily

basis. These records are expected

to yield information on the precise

amount of Nazi gold looted from

occupied countries and Holocaust

victims, channeled into Swiss
banks, and largely retained there.

Based on both his personal and
scholarly background, Friedlander

plans to pay special attention to

Switzerland’s wartime policy-

regarding Jewish refugees seeking
asylum.

The commission will issue inter-

im reports on its findings. It is also

expected that as the investigations

deepen and widen, they will shed
new light on die assistance given
to the Nazi regime and war
machine by such “neutral" nations

as Sweden, Portugal, Spain and
Argentina.

Such future research will give

further impetus to a historical phe-
nomenon: That as the Nazi era and
the Holocaust recede in time, the

world’s attention is not slackening

but increasing.

“With the passage of time, we
are slowly grasping the vastness of
the amplitude and ramifications of
the Hitler period.” says
Friedlander.

Another remarkable historical

aspect of the commission’s work is

the fact that, apparently for the first

time, an independent nation is ask-

ing an international body to probe
its past behavior, albeit under
intense American and global pres-

sure. “Germany opened its records,

but only as a defeated nation under
Allied control,’’ says Friedlander.

“America investigated the Pearl

Harbor disaster, but that was done
by the US Congress. Switzerland,

to my knowledge, is the first sov-

ereign country to agree to such an
international investigation."

The critical spotlight on the hith-

erto “exemplary" Swiss nation has
resulted in “a major crisis in self-

perception ... and a terrible internal

debate" among the Swiss, says

Friedlander.

Friedlander earned his doctoral

degree at Switzerland's University

of Geneva and currently splits the

academic year between two posi-

tions.

He is professor of history at

UCLA, where he holds the “1939
Club" Chair in the History of the

Holocaust. In Israel, he is profes-

sor of modem European history at

Tel Aviv University, where he is

also director of the Besen Institute

for the Study of Historical

Consciousness and editor of the

journal History & Memory.

Friedlander and his wife live in

Jerusalem. •
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By lyypRA BEN SHAUL

I
n an effort to save the

world's vanishing turtles

from extinction, a new form
of aquaculture is becoming a pop-

ular activity in a number of places.

Whenever one thinks of endan-
gered species, one automatically

think&of rhinos and tigers or per-

baps^some remarkable bird. But
one of the most endangered
groups in the world today is the

sea turtle.

There are several dozen species

and almost all are 'In immediate
danger. Turtle carapaces have
been in demand for centuries as a
material for making ornamental

objects and, at one time, it was
almost the only material suitable

for lightweight combs, hairpins

and countless other useful items.

But today, plastics can replace

them, and some even resemble

real turtle shell.

'But the capture and killing of

vast numbers continues, partly

because real shell now has a cer-

tain snob appeal and partly

because there are communities in

the Far East where the making of

objects from turtle shell is the sin-

gle occupation of the entire com-

munity and has been so for cen-

turies. In these communities, hun-

dreds of thousands of cigarette

lighters, key-chain ornaments,

ornamental boxes and hair oma-

ments are carved every year.

But it isn't only the trade in

ornaments that threaten these sea

creatures, but also some of me

beliefs popular in many Far

Eastern countries, especially m
China. Tbrtle blood is used as a

remedy for dozens of complaints

ranging from insomnia to difficult

childbirth, while turtle meat is said

to be an almost absolute guarantee

of longevity. Turtle eggs, harv
^f

T"

ed by the thousands from tne

shores of islands along the Pacific

Rim, are highly praised as an
aphrodisiac for men and an aid to

the conception of male offspring

for women. (And with China’s

stringent regulations limiting the

number of children one may pro-

duce. and with the great desire for

a male heir, almost every married

woman is a candidate for turtle-

egg consumption.) In addition, sea

turtles are still the required ingre-

dient for gourmet turtle soup and
other turtle-meat dishes.

The situation is becoming so

serious that more and more coun-
tries are enacting laws to protect

sea turtles. Fines for illegal hunt-

ing are usually high but the trade

is so lucrative that many find

poaching to be worth the risk. To
combat this, a number ofcountries
including Thailand, Malaysia,

Taiwan and now, die southern

United States, are taming to pro-

jects designed to produce turtles in

captivity. They hope drat this will

provide enough shell, meat, blood
and eggs to meet die demand and
save the remaining wild turtles, .i

Although die projects are still ini

the experimental stage, the;

Taiwanese report some dramatic:

successes in egg production by-

using hormones to boost egg pro--,

duedon and artificial insemination

to increase fertile eggs. thus,

inducing at least one species ofsea

turtle to lay eggs twice a year

instead of the normal annual

clutch. It is also reported that

under the optimal conditions,

where highly nourishing food is

provided in abundance and water

temperatures controlled, the tur-

tles reach a marketable age in

about 65 percent of the time that it

would have taken them to mature

in natural surroundings. The resul-

tant turtle crop is also larger since

the young are protected from

predators and for more of them

survive.

Farmers have undertaken to

release 10 percent of the annual

hatchings hack into their native

waters, and, since newly hatched

turtles are totally independent, if

they are protected for the first few
days of their lives then survival

rates should be high. The farming

of yet another species for totally

unnecessary human demands may
be, for many, a deplorable act, but

right now, it seems that it is either

turtle farms or no turtles at all.

'
:.fc

Mounted sea turtle on exhibit at the Hebrew Univeraty. OMsnerBram)

S
omehow, the white picket
fence fantasy escaped
me. An independent fem-

inist little girl, I never really

waited impatiently for the day
when I would marry a handsome
prince, move into his castle and
raise his children.

Sure I played with dolls, but
my Barbies’ spent their days
leading corporate board meet-
ings, redecorating their high-rise
apartments, and attending cock-
tail parlies, (and sometimes. I’m
ashamed to admit, compromis-
ing their virtue with my broth-

er’s G.I. Joes.)

In my adolescence, my ideal-

ized future revolved around a
Manhattan penthouse, Pulitzer

Prizes, and a glamorous social

life. Living in the country with a
husband and kids were not part

of my imagined lifestyle.

Families weren’t hip or trendy.

Suburbia and a station wagon?
Forget it.

But, like others before me,
after I did Manhattan (minus the
penthouse) single (unglam-
orously) and career (minus the
Pulitzer Prize.-.so far) I’ve final-

ly ended up married, with a
baby, and thousands of miles
from New York City. All that

remains of the self-image of my
youth is the fact that I am a city
animal. A scientist might term
me matemis urbanitis, an urban
mom.
We’re a tough breed. Though

mfich is made of how child-

friendly Israel is. you’d never
guess it spending a day with
young children in Tel Aviv.
Because most buildings are

tall, old and lacking elevators.

I’ve developed hefty biceps lug-
ging carriages and babies up and
down three flights of stairs. I

know how to expertly pop my
stroller up and down high curbs,
because curb cuts to accommo-
date mothers were apparently
loo far beyond the abilities of
our city planners.

I’ve negotiated my stroller in
heavy traffic, been forced off of
the sidewalks by those who view
them as their private parking lot

and construction crews who see
no problem blocking the entire

pedestrian pathway.

I've shlepped carseats and
strollers into a taxi as the impa-
tient drivers sit there offering

not a shred of help. And the lit-

tle old ladies still push in front

of me in the supermarket and
bank teller line, they just smile
and coo to the baby while they
are doing it.

But perhaps the hardest pan
about being Mommy in the city

is feeling like you don’t belong.
In the “burbs, having babies

puts you in the mainstream.
Raising your family is what it’s

all about.

In the city, the first time you
drag your new infant outdoors,
after having achieved a sum
total of four hours sleep, you
have to confront a world that is

well-rested, good-looking, and
fast-paced. As you stagger by

the bars and coffee shops with

your baby carriage in front of

you and your extra baby weight
behind you, you feel like a crea-

ture from another planet as you
pass the inevitable gaggle of 20-

somethings in full navel-bearing

regalia, the young lovers flirting

intimately on a date, the two
slick-looking yuppies perform-
ing a business transaction.

The really weird part is that

you know that until very recent-

ly you resembled these people,

and your life resembled theirs.

Then you became a lumpy, tired

Mom. Kind of like a caterpil-

lar’s transformation into a but-

Perhaps the

hardest thing

about being

Mommy in the

city is feeling

like you don’t

belong.

terfly, except in reverse.

Mind you. there are rare

admirable creatures who man-
age to straddle their maternal

and their cutting-edge identities,

who don’t let themselves look

like a mother just because that’s

what they are.

Take a walk down Sheinkin
Street and you see them, sport-

ing a neon orange crew cut, a
leather jacket and thigh-high
boots - cutting deals on their

cellular phone with one hand
while pushing a carriage with
the other (what I don’t admire
about them is the cigarette with

ash dangling precariously over
their .child's_head, but that’s

another story..,).

That’s fine with a baby.
But I doubt that either these

women - nor I - will have the
wherewithal to follow through
and actually raise a child down-
town. It’s one thing to look cool
pushing a stroller in the city, but
once a kid gets mobile, running
after him screeching “Don’t pul
that dirty thing in your mouth!"
seems less than the height of
nonchalant chic.

So even I, the great urban
holdout, have begun to eye the
real estate section searching for
the perfect idyllic setting in the

'

country - hopefully a place
where I can afford a house with
many rooms, a spot in which to
park a family-size car - maybe
even a station wagon, and a
backyard for my kid to run
around in.

Surrounded, 1 suppose, by a
white picket fence.

vv.v G fi ME TIME
HISTORY OF CHESS - by Victor Keats, world-renowned expert

•

afQ
Th*» mnst comDrehensive review of chess history is now available in the 3 volume senes by Victor Keats.

mSi o°the textderives from translators from Arabic and Hebrew, with accompanying commentaries, manuscripts, and pictures of

chess pieces and early chess problems. This is an invaluable reference source for collectors, players and everyone fascinated by this ancient game.

VOL. 1 - CHESS, JEWS AND HISTORY brings a b
if
an

i

n9°^1 and

constitutes a unique review of the whole history book plates, Hebrew and

Arabic texts, pictures of chess pieces, problems

VOL II - CHESS AND rTS ORIGINS is the first ever translation into English of the work by Thomas Hyde, chief librarian of

the Bodleian library in the late 17th century. 352 pp., with 80 illustrations from period literature and iconography.

VOL III - CHESSAMONG THE JEWS - a catalogue of Hebrew sources, and a translation and explanation of the work of

Moritz Steinschreider.

JP Special Introductory Price: NIS 269 per volume ind. VAT and door-*Hioordelivery (where available)

All three volumes: Only NIS 699 ind. VAT & door-to-door delivery (where available).

THE ILLUSTRATED GUIDETOWORLD CHESS SETS by Victor Keats, is a book of immense value to established and new

collections alike. The development of chess sets in each country is charted systematically in chronological order, giving the reader an

instant means of identification. 50 color and 273 black and white illustrations give details of the diverse materials used, sizes and

dates, and highlights the variations in style in English Saturation sets, Indian ivory sets, Spanish 'pulpit* chessmen, as well as

unusual, one-of-a-kind sets from Africa and America.

JP Special Price: NIS 249.

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, FOB 81. Jerusalem 91000

Please deliver me the following History of Chess books:

Fhe Illustrated Guide

ORDER BY PHONE OR FAX|

02-6241282
Fax: 02-62412121

'e-mail: orders@jpost.co.il

CALL

" Selling? Buying?
Hiring

Do It through

the Jerusalem
Post Classifieds

r. Tel Aviv 03-639-0353

Jerusalem 02-531-5608

With your credit card number

FAX: Tel Aviv
03-639-0277

Jerusalem
02-538-8408

I would like to order the 3-vdume set of Chess History, for NIS 699. Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

Mailing in Israel - NIS 10 per order or door-ttxtopr delivery, NIS 19 per order.

Visa Isracard Diners CJAmex

GC Number- Exp..

Name — - Address. — —————City —.Cod©_

ID Number -Tel. (day) signature

i^X'i
j.v.y

\%Vj
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BUSINESS
in brief

April money supply up 2.3%

Ml money supply increased 2.3 percent last month, according

to figures published yesterday by the Bank of Israel. This fol-

lowed a decrease of 1.8% in March and increases totalling 6% in

the first two months.

Ml - which includes the sum of currency, demand deposits

and travelers checks - significantly reflects the credit given by

the banks to the business sector. David Harris

Frenkel holds talks with Jordanians in Amman
Bank of Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel was scheduled to meet

Jordan's Crown Prince Hassan and Jordanian central bank

Governor Ziad Fariz last night in Amman. The three were

expected to discuss strengthening links between the banks and

other related issues. David Harris

‘Economist1 roundtable starts today in capital

More than 1 20 businessmen and politicians from Israel and

abroad will be in Jerusalem for a two-day Economist sponsored

round-table event starring today.

Speakers include Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and

other senior ministers. The conference, being held behind closed

doors, is expected to give foreign investors the opportunity to

understand Israel’s policy decisions. “The questions to be asked

will be bow quickly are deregulation, privatization and reform of

the financial sector being implemented?" according to confer-

ence chairman and Economist Business Affairs Editor Peter

David.

Among those participating are senior executives from accoun-

tants Coopers and Lybrand LLP. “Our intention is to become the

market leader in serving the high-tech venture capital market,"

said company spokesman Steven Silber. David Harris

HAMMER
Continued from Page 1

Oded Cohen, an Ilth-grader at

Jerusalem's AI Yad Ha'universita

High School and chairman of the

National Student and Youth
Council, who had led the fight to

reinstate the lottery system, was
next, knocking histoTy off the list.

He was followed by council

spokesman Galit Eliasi, who took
care of Hebrew. The latter two,

ironically, had been eliminated by
the abortive committee decision

last week.

Cohen, speaking before the
drawing, said, “This feels great,

this is a great day, even a historic

day. The education minister, in a
very-, very courageous decision,

which 1 and the council very much
appreciate, returned the trust that I

think was lostwhen the announce-
ment was made about the estab-

lishment of the committee.*’

Asked why the decision could
not have been made months ago.
Hammer spokesman Ephraim
Lapid said: “There was a way to

do have done that, but it was
decided that the element of sur-

prise, by which we would main-
tain the intensity of study until the
last moment, was more important
Looking back, we realize we were
wrong."

Education Ministry Director-
General Benzion Dell said
Hammer had displayed “great
civic courage” in making the deci-

sion. but said the original decision
had been equally courageous, and
had not harmed pupils.

; , \ ! i

HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED
INVESTING IN

SPIDERS?

Wfe're not talking about insects. This SPIDER is a nickname

for SPDR - Standard & Poor's Depositaiy Receipts - the S&P
500 packaged as an American Stock Exchange-traded share.

SPIDERS closely reflect the return on America's blue-chip

companies. The index includes shares of Coca Cola. Exxon.

Microsoft, IBM, General Electric and 495 others - a feat most

mutual funds can't achieve. And unlike open-end mutual

funds which trade only once a day, SPIDERs are very liquid

and can be traded all day during market hours.

Ifyou're looking for a tong-term growth investment or a

short-term investment that tracks the S&P 500. SPIDERs can

spin nice profits for you.

lb team how SPIDERs may fit into your portfolio, please

call Douglas Goldstein, director of our Securities Division, at

(02} 624-4963 or send this coupon.

Please mail to: CommStock Trading Ltd. P0B 7777, Jerusalem 90177 or lax to 02-624-4876

Please contact me witb information about investing

in SPIDERs.

Name.

Address.

Phone (day). .(ew).

CommStock Trading Ltd. I
Futures. Options, andStock Brokers (Est. 1981) 1

Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda St TeU12-624-4963: Fax 02-625-9515 s
Ramat Gan: Beit Sitvei; 7 Abba HlDei SL Tel. 03-575-8826/27; Fax. 03-575-6990 1

lrttp7Araw.Mmmstock.CD.il !_JE-mail: commstock'S'pobox.com

Water Commission: Don’t

break up Mekorot monopoly
By DAVID HARRIS

The Water Commission will urge

National Infrastructure Minister

Ariel Sharon to object to proposals

for reforming the water industry.

Water Commissioner Meir Ben-
Meir said yesterday.

Ben-Meir’s statement came
following Finance Minister Dan
Meridor’s decision to fully sup-

port the Arlozorov Commi nee’s

proposals to end Mekorot 's

monopoly of the water-extrac-

tion industry and to increase the

price of water for fanning pur-

poses.

“The recommendations present-

ed are an important step toward
the effective management of the

water industry in Israel," said

COMPANY RESULTS

Meridor.

The report comes at a turning

point for the sector, witb water m
short supply and a likely increase

in demand in coming years, the

minister added.

The major recommendations of

the Arlozorov Report are:

- Establish private sector com-
petitors to Mekorot.

• Pass legislation to regulate

water and sewage supplies in

municipalities.

• Prohibit Mekorot from enter-

ing areas of competition, includ-

ing water purification and desali-

nation complexes, and also inner

city water supply.
• Set a levy on water producers

at source per cubic meter, with die

sum varying according to water

quality.

• Raise charges for watersupplied

to the agricultural sector, while

offering formers alternative help.

• The preservation of the Water
Commission as die state body
responsible for management of
the water network, its overall

control of other organizations in

the industry and its price setting

role.

• The establishment of a public

water services authority, similar to

the watchdog Public Utilities

Authority (Electricity).

The implementation of the pro-

posals will lead to greater efficien-

cy, improved hydrological man-
agement of water sources and
cheaper water to the end user,

according to committee chairman

Shaul Arlozorov.

If the report's recommendations

are put into effect, farmers will

increasingly use treated sewage

water, freeing up greater quantities

of pure water for urban use,

including industiy.

The chapters dealing with dereg-

ulation of the industry
-

ore aimed at

reducing centralization and the

monopoly's stranglehold on the

industry, particularly its infra-

structure.

Ben-Meir is objecting to the pro-

posals on several grounds, saying

it will be impossible in practical

terms for consumers to select their

water suppliers and that the gov-

ernment will not succeed in break-

ing up the monopoly.
Increasing water prices to agri-

culture has two negative effector

an unjustified negative impact ou
farmers and. more seriously, a
reduction in agricultural land and
subsequent desertification, he
said.

Ben-Meir also attacked the
Treasury for publishing the

report's recommendations before

discussing them with Sharon.
“We have already discussed the

report in the Treasury and
assume the Agriculture and
National Infrastructure ministries

have done the same," said

Finance Ministry deputy budget

.

director Ronen Wolfman. “Next
will come interministeriai talks,

with the report coining before the

cabinet within some two
months."

Cellcom’s first-quarter net profit

up sharply toMS 86.9 million

Former education minister

Amnon Rubinstein, who devised

the lottery system, expressed his

“happiness over the fact that the

pupils' pressure and the threat to

petition the High Court of Justice

led the education minister to

change his wrongful decision."

National Parents Association

chairman Shai Lachman called

Hammer's decision “the victory of
justice and common sense,"

adding it was a “tremendous
achievement for the parents and
the pupils."

“The ministry's speedy backing

down within 24 hours is a form of
public acknowledgement of the

serious moral and educational

mistake made in its' handling of
this matter," Lachman said.

But Ran Erez, chairman of the

Association of High School
Teachers, said he has “reserva-

tions about the way the cancella-

tion of the cancellation of the

matriculation lottery was reached,

and ask myself which of the two
decisions by the Education

Ministry was the correct one.

“If the ministry's leadership

believed until this morning that it

had reached the proper decision, it

should have apologized for the

way it reached that decision,

drawn conclusions, and stood

bravely behind it The way they

gave in, which stemmed from die

wave of protests by the pupils,

sends them the message that the

way to get decisions cancelled,

whether those decisions are justi-

fied or not, is to demonstrate and
strike."

By JUDY SIEGEL and JENNIFER FRjEDUN

CeUcom's net profits rocketed to NIS 86.9 mil-

lion during the first quarter from NIS 8m. during

the same period last year, the company announced

yesterday.

The cellular phone company's revenues mote
than doubled to NIS 499.1m. from NIS 2253m.
The company, which says it has 650,000 sub-

scribers, invested NIS 1 84m. in infrastructure dur-

ing these three months.

Large numbers of new subscribers and

increased rates allowed under its license were foe

main reason for die jump in profits, according to

company president and CEO Ya'acov Perry.

Delek Israel Fuel Corp. yesterday reported a

43 percentjump in net income toNIS 42.8m. from

NIS 29.8m. in the same period last yean Revenue
was up 43% to NIS 990m. from NIS 947m. The

increases were attributed, in part, to higher gas

prices.

ECI Telecom Ltd's first-quarter net income

jumped 22% to 529.42m. from 524.02m. in the

same period last year. Revenues rose 22% to

5160.1m.

The company attributed its success to strong

sales of its DCME and SDH telephony technolo-

gies, which rose 70% and 74% respectively, as

wefi as improved performance by its subsidiary

Telematics. Sales of the ACCESS business Unit

were down 11%, due to the late arrival of several

orders, the company said Based in Petah Tikva,

ED Telecom develops integrated network solu-

tions fortelecommunications providers.

PEC Israel Economic Corporation has

reported a 25% increase in first-quarter net

income to $I3m. from 510.4m. in the same peri-

od last year. The company’s results reflect an

increase over 1996 of 54.1m. in net gain on sales

of investments and 53.1m. inequity in net income .

of affiliated companies.'

PEC of New York organizes, acquires interests,

finances and participates in foe management of

companies, which are predominantly located in

Israel or are Israel-related

Geotek Communications Inc* a wireless

mobile communications company, recently

reported an increase in firet-quarier net losses to

5343m. from 5253m. in the corresponding peri-

od one year ago. Revenues for foe quarter inched

up to 522.7m. from $21 3m.
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Arab air carriers forecast

increased business
By ISSAM HAMZA

DAMASCUS (Reuter) - The
Arab Air Carriers Organization
(AACO) expects increased busi-

ness for its members in foe next
five years, with the number of pas-

sengers on international routes

increasing to more than 30 million

in 2001 from 22.9 million in 1996.

Abdul-Wahab Tuffaha, secretary-

general of the 16-member group,

said the volume of caigo was also

expected to increase - to more than

one million tonnes from 730,000
tonnes in 1996.

But Tuffaha, taking part in

AACO's general assembly in

Damascus, said he expected no
expansion in the carriers’ current

routes.

“We do not expect any increase

in the international routes in foe

coming years. The increase would
center on beefing up operations on
certain routes within the same geo-
graphical map," he said

Arab carriers had already started
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The Treasury
THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL

Bids are invited for the supply of laser printers for government
offices and agencies throughout Israel:

Tender 9/97 - Laser printers

Tender Participation Pre-conditions
Minimum tender participation conditions are given below. Offers
which do not comply with these conditions will not be
considered.

A (M) The supplier must have an annual business turnover in
foe supply of data processing equipment in the 1966 tax year
of no less than 15 million shekels in accordance with an
audited balance sheet

1. A bidder must attach to his bid confirmation from the Israel
Standards Institution, or from a body operating in Israel which
has been 'authorized by foe Institution, that It has quality
approval which accords with international standard
(IS09002) or that R has instituted proceedings to obtain this
approval

2. The supplier must undertake to complete the procedure for
obtaining approval and to report on progress every three
months. Our office will verify the supplier's report on

itf
** 1 ‘

body
progress of negotiations with the Israel Standards Institution

authorized

3.

4.

5.

or any other ai

Our office receives the right to cancel any supplier's
successful bid if he has terminated the procedure for
obtaining International standard approval (IS09002)

Last date for submitting bids: Monday, June 30, 1 997,
at 12 noon.

be made by fax
only, to 02-5317778, giving the following information:

Tender no ^Subject of

Tender
Name of company bidding Authorized Trader's no.
Company's address, with postal code no.
Fax. no.

Tei.no

.Bank acc. no.Company's bank.. Bank branch no._
(at which company has its account)

The tender documents end technical specifications will be sent,
after receipt of a foot, as aforesaid.

Our address: Tfendars and Buying Dept., The Accountant
General, Finance Ministry, 1 Kaplan, 7thTioor, Room 714 or
71 5, or P.O.B. 131 95, JerusaiemB1 131 . .

Additional details from 1H. 02-531 7428, 02-5317418. £

No undertaking la given to accept the lowest or any bid. S

preparations to meet the expected
increase in business by expanding
their fleets.

Khaled Slam, chairman of
AACO ’s executive committee, said

thatArab countries needed to spend
$20 billion over foe next 10 years
to expand fleets as demand picks
up.

Tuffaha said Yemeni Airways,
Gulf Air and Syrian Airlines had
already signed contracts to buy or
lease 13 planes.

Deliveries started in March and
are expected to be completed by
June 2001.
TheAACO official said the Arab

fleet consists at present of 397
planes of all sizes, of which 2 1 8 are
Boeing, 115 Airbus, 25 Lockheed
and 39 planes of other types.

Operational and non-operational
revenues of Arab airlines totalled

$83b. in 1995, and that figure was
likely to have grown to S9b. when
1996 figures are finalized.

He said 73 percent of the revenue
came from passengers and 11%
from cargo.

AACO has 16 members: Air
Algerie, Egypt Air, Emirates, Gulf
Air, Iraqi Airways, Kuwaiti
Airways, Libyan Arab Airlines,

Royal Air Maroc, Royal Jordanian,
Saudi Arabian Airlines, Sudan Air,
Syrian Arab Airlines, Yemeni
Airways, Middle East Airlines,
Trans Mediterranean Airways and
Tunis Air.

UK-Israel
business

conference

postponed
By DAVID HARRIS

A UK-Israel business confer-
ence, officially endorsed by Prime* J

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and

scheduled to take place in early

June, has been postponed because

of the failure of any Israeli minis-

ters to agree to attend.

Senior British businessmen who
put their names to the conference

are said to be shocked by the post-

ponement and also highly embar-
rassed, given the impression die

conference could have made on

the new British Labor govern-

ment
The conference, initiated by Tel

Aviv company OSKR, was billed

by Netanyahu as "a unique oppor-

tunity for European investors to

familiarize themselves with recent
• - developments -and -innovttfions on
the Israeli-economic scene

As of last week, British organiz-

ers of the event were under the

impression that all five invited

ministers - Dan Meridor

(Finance), Ariel Sharon (National

Infrastructure), Limor Livnat

(Communications), Yitzhak Levy
(Transport), and Mostos Katsav

(Tourism) - intended participating.

Only on Tuesday were foe

British told the conference was .

being postponed, with no reasons J?

forthcoming from foe Israeli side.

However, by that stage none of the

ministers had confirmed their par-

ticipation.

The event had received the

backing of top British executives,

including Lord Young of Young
Associates, Marks, and Spencer

chairman Sir Richard Greenberry,

Cable & Wireless CEO -Richard

Brown, British Gas chairman

Richard Giordano and leading

Jewish businessman Sir Trevor

Chinn.

“It is not a happy day in my
life," said conference initiator

Ruth Korea. “This does not trans-

mit positive messages to the big

companies in Europe."
Some 250 people had already

indicated they wanted to partici-

pate in the event, incltidmg 100

from Israel and several from ibe

Netherlands, Germany, France and

Italy.

The Prime Minister’s. Office

refused to comment on the issue.

It intends to reschedule the con-

ference for an as yet undecided

date.
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Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)

3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. dollar (5250,000) 4.750 5.000 5.375

4.000
1.625
0.750

4.250

2.125
1.000

U.S.
German mark
Pound sterling

Ranch Trane

Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc

Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mask
Canadian dollar

Australian dollar
S. African sand

franejio)

Pound sterling (£100.000) 3.875
German mark (DM 200,000) 1.625
Swiss franc {SF 200.000) 0.625
Yen (10 mfflon yen) —

(Rates vary higher or lower than buSeated acoording to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (16.5.97)

CHECKSAND
TRANSFERS
Buy Sell

3.6630 3.7221
3.3614 3.4157
1.5786 2.0106
5.5137 6.6027
0.5878 0.5971
2-9040 29508
1-7599 1.7883
£3514 2.3894
0.4418 0.4490
0.4782 0.4839
0.5195 0.5279
0.6561 0.6657zm*
2.6029 3,6449
0.7510 0.7832
0.9585 &9740
2.8113 2.8567
2.0071 2.0385

<8178
2*5000 1.0400

, . u 3-8619 3.9242
wahpurt 5.1332 slieo
Spanish peseta (100) 23446

*Theee rates vary according to bank.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI

BANKNOTES R6*
Buy Sell Hat**— _ 3.6972
3.30 3.47 3.3940
134 204 1.9954

'

5.41 5.69 5,5706
0.57 0.61 0.5825
285 3.00 29256
1.72 1.82 1.7751
231 243 23880.-
0.43 0.46 0.4456-
0.46 0.60 . 0.4806
031 0.54 05240 .

0.64 0.68 0.6600,
240 253 24729.',
255 269 262M.;-
0.68 0.77 0,7580 -

0.94 0.89 0.9684." >

278 290 26346;.
1.97 207 20245 ^

4.68 5.00 4.8185^
036 1.04 1.0521.-— — 291Z8-
5.04 S.29 54039:.
230 242 23652.

“Bank of Israel. - “— "•

£53
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t
Precious

metals

tumble
By MICHAEL ZWEBHEB

Precious metals ended Friday
sharply down as fears about central

bank gold sales were rekindled and
- fond selling pushed silver lower.

Sources have said that sentiment
has been hurt by concern over poten-
tial gold sates by the Bundesbank,
despite an announcement by the

German finance minister feat there

was ho plan to sell gold
The news rekindles speculation

feat other countries are trying to

meet .-financial requirements for

European economic and monetary
union, and this is weighing on senti-

ment about gold
Sources also noted that if fee

Federal Open Market Committee
raises interest rates tomorrow, it will

very'possibly furtherharm sentiment

for gold

Ptetiqnm and palladium also were
lower an fee day, but fee market is

stiH awaiting news from Russia

about when exports will resume. On
fee day, June gold closed down
$150 at $344.90. July silver closed

down 165 cents at $4.6930. July

phrimim closed down $2.70 at

$391-20 and Jane pnllariinni dosed
down $1.15 at $172.10.

Copper futures ended fee day
steady after erasing modest losses to

end fee day virtually unchanged
Activitywas limited wife thin vol-

ume periods interspersed wife

decent trading activity. A point of

interest will be developments wife

talks between Chuquicamaia super-

visas and Codelco management
They have said that they aregoing to

vote whether to strike on May 27.

-The mine produces 630,000 metric

tons ofoopper a year.

July high-grade copper futures

closed down 20 basis points at

i!l§8i(X;
'* • ‘ ' l-Ji nW i

n cotton^fotmes'closed

mixed, wife the mariret'unchanged

modi offee day. At settlement, July

cotton was 12 points lower at 73.04

cents. December cotton was up
seven points at 75.23 cents.

Woridraw sugar futures finished

lower, wife fee July contract ending

beneath fee 11-cent marie after late

speculative selling. Analysts said

sugar supplies were ample because

oflarge cane production this season,

and feat Australia’s new crop

appears to be a record.

The July delivery settled four

pants lower at 1037. Coffee futures

ended lower after hectic profit-tak-

ing pruned prices from fee new 20-

year high of $2B0 a pound, basis

May, achieved on fee opening.

DS coffee stocks ballooned 12%
during April. Moreover, stocks in

exchange-certified warehouses have

been rising in duty reports, analysts

observed; And the crop in Brazil,

where harvesting is getting under

way, appears to be in good shape.

CommStock Trading Ltd.

DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

£2 ft
-

) Jg£ COMPUTM 2T*TKM8 LIMITTO I

Cl llD emumuhskuks*sum?
|

Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Hading LUL
Futures, Options,

Slocks, Bonds
andMutual Funds
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34 Ben Yehuda St, Jerusalem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

TeL 09-958-5873. All other

data supplied by

Commstock Trading Ltd,,

Tel 02-624-4963 . Due to

technical failures data may

be inaccurate. The

Jerusalem Post will not be

held responsible for the

consequences of any

transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards

only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business

Desk, P.OJB. 81, Jerusalem
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Oracle to purchase
Netscape Internet unit

By KOIfflOSH KAMMKHAHV

PALO ALTO, Calif. (Reuter) -
Oracle Corp. is expected to
announce today feat it plans to buy
a unit ofNetscape Communications
OC»p. that designs Internet-access
devices, industry executives said
over the weekend.
Tbe chiefexecutives ofbo* com-

panies — Oracle’s Larry Ellison and
Netscape’s James Barksdale - plan
to hold a press conference today
Netscape and Oracle officials
declined to say what they will dis-
cuss.

Executives close to fee compa-
nies said, however, that fee
Network Computer Inc. unit of
Oracle may buy Netscape’s Navio
Communications Inc., which makes
software for.browsing the Worid

Wide Web through devices other

than personal computers - such as
television sets and video game
machines.

Netscape established its Navio
affiliate nine months ago, and
Oracle and several consumer elec-

tronics companies announced sup-
port for fee venture when it was
first announced. Terms offee posa-
ble sate to Oracle could not be
learned immediately.
Oracle’s NCI unit is designing

software for so-called network
computers, or NCs. These relative-

ly cheap devices are stripped-down
'

computers feat get much of their

horsepowerfrom corporate orpub-
lic computer netwoiks, such as the
Internet Oracle’s Ellison, who nms
fee nation’s second-biggest soft-

ware company after Microsoft

Corp., has been pushing fee NC
concept as away for big companies
to cut computer costs, and to get

computers Into fee homes of less

affluent consumers.

Until now, NG has been concen-
trating on corporate markets. A
Navio acquisition would give fee

unit expertise in making consumer-
oriented devices, analysts said.

“It’s tough to get internet technol-

ogy to work in the context of con-
sumer electronics, because the

processors are so simple, fee mem-
ory is so limited and you don’t have
a bard drive,” said Josh Bernoff,

analyst at market researcher
Forrester Research Inc. Navio is

developing feat expertise.

In addition, buying Navio would
help Oracle get consumer electron-

ics companies to rally around the

Beijing-Hong Kong train service begins
The inaugural number 97Beying-to-Kowloon passenger train passes a f!hmea> railwayguard on the platform ofBeying’sWest
Railway Station, beginning the operation ofa direct service between the two cities yesterday. (React)

Largest UK union pressures Blair

oritnmmum wage promise
By CHERYL JIICKES

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain's largest trade

union Unison, which represents 13 million

public sector workers, signaled yesterday feat

it would make sure fee new Labor govern-

ment kept its promise to introduce a minimum
wage.
Unison asked fee two-week-old administra-

tion ofPrime MinisterTony Blair to set the rate

at £4.26 per hour, fee same rate demanded by
fee Trades Union Congress last year.

“My job is to keep up the pressure for a
decent rate, which will really make a differ-

ence to fee army of workers on poverty pay,”
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said General Secretary Rodney Bickerstaffe.

“Many of those who oppose the minimum
wage are high earners, out of touch wife the

real-life struggle ofsurviving on poverty pay.

Let them tell these UNISON members why
they should not be paid a fair wage for a fair

day’s work.”

The report said the severity and extent of
poverty had increased rapidly during 1 S years

of Conservative government and more than 5.6

million people- one in four workers aged 18 or
more - were now paid less than £436 an hour.

In contrast, official figures show average
hourly earnings for employees in Britain are at

£736.

Britain first had a minimum wage in 1909,
introduced through the Wages Council.

The Conservatives, ousted on May 1 , abol-

ished the Council m 1993 for all but agricultur-

al workers, arguing feat a compulsory floor on
pay levels was stiffing job creation.

Labor, which has its roots in fee trade union
movement, places greater emphasis on
employee rights and argues that most major
industrial nations, such as fee US and Japan,

have minimum pay levels without damaging
employment
The UNISON report argued feat increases in

fee US minimum wage had reduced inequality

there as well as in France.
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“I don’t have fee words to

describe what it was Uflce,” he

said. “The seminar was bigger

than life. It was gigantic. The

questions feat were asked. The

doubts that were raised. The rab-

bis answered- ail The questions.”

They even answered fee ques-

tions about fee Holocaust

”1 didn’t believe the first things

they said to me” he recalled. “I

wanted facts. And they supplied

feem. All sorts of prophecies

about the Holocaust For exam-

ole, in the Tklmud, Tractate

Megilla, (it describes how fee

patriarch] Jacob was already

praying to the Creator of fee

Universe to prevent fee.

Holocaust You see, there is a

plan, just like fee blueprint an

engineer follows when he builds a

buSding- When there is a blue-

print, you can correct a mistake

before fee bufldmgis erccted.

One might think that fee

Holocaust would turn a religious

SmSto a skeptic

corroborate God’s existent. But

mdav O-H. believes that fee

Maine for fee feet that the “error^

which became fee Ho!ocauSt was
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not “corrected” In time falls on
the “contractor, because he did
not prepare the right mixture” -

rather than fee engineer who.
designed fee plan.

Furthermore, “there are many ,

stories that don’t reach fee media.

I learned that many haredim did

not die in fee Holocaust I heard
testimony from old people (who
survived]. For example, the Nazis

wanted to hang fee shohet (ritual

slaughterer] of me village wife a

very heavy ‘rope, but the rope

snapped and the man survived.”

OjH. returned home a changed
young nwm. “It was at Hanukka
that I became a hozer betshuva,”

he said.

“Three’ months later, I left

school. I assumed fee burden of

fee kingdom of heaven [of

malchui shamayim] and under-

stood once and for all that there is

a Creator and that He wants each

ofus to diligently pursue his plan,

for which He has provided fee

instructions."

OJFL’s parents refused to be.

interviewed. But he said they

have accepted the change wife,

satisfaction. They balked only

when he returned from Ohr
Somayach with his beard and’

black lappa.
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“We sat down and talked about
it calmly and pleasantly for many
hours,” said OJL “I spoke to

them using simple language. We
have the chemistry to explain

tilings to our parents calmly and
pleasantly, without quarreling.”

OJL’s sister, who was 16 at fee

time, attended an Arachim semi-

nar immediately after her brother

. and also became observant Today
she is studying ax a girls’ high
school in Jerusalem. The follow-

ing year. O.H.’s mother also

attended a seminar and became
observant, along wife ' the

youngest son, who is now study-

ing in a haredi Talmud Torah. The
father is the only holdout in the

family and a dear embarrassment
to O.H., who refuses to discuss

him but gives the impression that

he regards his father’s inability or
unwillingness to observe mitzvot
as a weakness of character.

His faltering on this point
comes across as fee one blem-
ish in an otherwise idyllic story
of a family adopting a haredi
way of life.

OJfL’s odyssey is dearly not
over. For exalnple, ir took him
two years to shed his sneakers, T-
shirt, and jeans in favor of fee
traditional yeshiva garb.Why did
he do it?

“I was talking wife a friend of
mine who wears a knitted kippa,”

said OJL “I told him that if -he

wants to behave like a secular

person after be leaves the syna-

gogue, all he has to do is stick his

kippa in his pocket. My clothes

are my boundaries. I can’t stick

my suit in my pocket and pretend

I’m something else.”

The idea of gradual enlighten-

ment was a constant refrain in his

narrative.

“Hie process of teshuva is like

fee growth of a sapling,” be said.

“You plant it in the ground, but it

takes time to grow. It doesn’t

grow in one day.” At another

point, he said: “You are like a

i

child whose father gets angry at

'him for the things he has done, so
you try to correct them. You can’t

connect everything at once, but
you start”

It is not by coincidence feat he
expounds on this idea. It has
been explained to him over and
over again, for ii is the teshuva
movement’s operative strategy
for winning secular souls over to
Observance:

Third in afive-pan series on the
teshuva movement in Israel'spoor-
er neighborhoods. Tomorrow; Fire
and brimstone in Bat Yam.
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NC as a standard, Bernoff said.

Oracle also could use Navio to

stave off Microsoft in fee battle for

primacy in consumer’s homes.

In March. Microsoft paid $425
million to buyWebTV Networks, a
company based in Palo Alto,

California, that designs set-top

devices for Internet access on TVs.

Netscape shales fell Friday after

fee company said its revenue in

coming quarter could be less than
investors expected partly because
of competition wife Microsoft.

In recent months, Netscape execu-
tives have said they would concen-
trate less on selling software to con-

sumers and more on software to help

corporate employees communicate.
Netscape stock fell $5.32 to

$29.25, while Oracle slid $1.56 to

$44375 on Nasdaq.

Stocks up on
rates optimism

Mishtanim Maof

265.84 A 0.66% 273.27 A 0.71%

By ROBERT DANIEL

Stocks advanced yesterday
after the government on
Thursday reported lower-than-
expected consumer inflation for

April, lifting hopes that the cen-

tral bank might cut interest

rates.

Weakness on Wall Street
Friday tempered the gains, ana-
lysts said.

Leading the market higher
were Bank Leumi, Discount
Bank; holding companies
Discount Investments Ltd.. Clal
Electronics Industries Ltd., and
Clal Israel Ltd.; and state-con-

trolled telecommunications
provider Bezeq.
Prominent among the losers

were Teva Pharmaceutical
Industries Ltd.. Israel Chemicals
Ltd., Koor Industries Ltd. and
Supersol Ltd.

~The market responded to the

lower inflation,” said Zvi
Hoffman, co-managing director

at Meitav Ltd. The Ml money
supply, reported yesterday, rose

23 percent in April from March.
Taken together, the figures

“will allow the Bank of Israel to

do a small reduction,” perhaps
0.25 or 0.3 percentage point, he
said.

In addition, “Wall Street was a
little bit weak,” said Shachar
Gazit, analyst at Ilanot Batucha
in Tel Aviv.

On Friday, the Dow Jones
dropped 1.89% and the Standard
& Poor’s 500 Index shed 1.44%
on concern feat corporate earn-

ings growth might slow.

The Mishtanim Index of 100
most-traded issues rose 0.66%
to 265.84, while fee Maof Index
of 25 top stocks added 0.71% to

27337.

Across the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange, NIS 128.2 million of

shares traded. About seven
issues rose for every three that

foil;

Discount Investments shares

jumped 3.75% to 288.03 as fee

holding company, with interests

in communications, fuel and
tool production, reported 21%
higher first-quarter net income.
Profit soared at its Cellcom
mobile-phone subsidiary.

Bonk Leumi shares rose 3% to

5.3. A Ha’areiz report said for-

eign institutional investors are

likely to purchase 70%-S0% of
an offering of Bank Leumi
shares scheduled this month.
The government holds 82% of
Israel’s No. 2 bank based on
assets.

Supersol Ltd. shares declined

0-75% to 10.51. The supermar-
ket chain reported first-quarter

net income dropped 7% on loss-

es at its non-food business and
recently acquired supermarkets.

Revenue advanced 19%.
Delek shares rose 2.25% to

105.34. The gas company
reported first-quarter net income
rose 43%, partly because of
higher gasoline prices, as sales

rose 43%.
After the market closed

Thursday, fee Central Bureau of
Statistics said consumer prices

in April rose 0.7%, the smallest

April increase in six years, as

vegetable prices unexpectedly

dropped.

Analysts had expected a rise of

1 .2%.
The report could prompt

Central Bank Governor Jacob
Frenkel to cut rates later in the

month, analysts say.

(Bloomberg)

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are chained
at NIS 2848 per Hne, including VAT.
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JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY- Touis of the
Mount Scopus campus, h English,

daty Sun.-Thur., 11 ajn. from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administialion Bldg. Buses 4a, 9. 23.
26, 28. For info, cal 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-

6416333. 02-6776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
Tbs Morgue. Soviet Photography, from

-theMuseum. collection. Luceu>Freu±
. selection of works. Tzvi-HectaCr,.
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of
Israeli artists. Virtual Realty: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary
Israeli art. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shlomo Ben-David andAmon
Ben-David, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 am-6 pureTue.
10 a.m.-10 pm Frt io am-2 p.m.
Meyerhoff Art Education Center, TSL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, oBal 04-
8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Leib Yaffe, 673-
1901; Balsam, Salah e-Din, 627-2315;
Shuafat, Shuafet Road. 581-0108; Dar
Aldawa, Herotfs Gate. 628-2058.
TeJ Aviv: Pharm Dal Jabotinsky, 125
ibn Gvirol, 546-2040; Superphann Lev
Dlzengafl. 50 Dtongoff. 6204)975. TiB

1 am. Tuesday. Pharma Daf
Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn Gvirol, 546-2040.
Til midnight: Superphaim Ramat Aviv,

40 Einstern, 641-3730; London
Ministore Supeipharm, 4 Shaul
Namelech, 696-0115.
Ra’anana-KJar Sava: BaHlan. 29 Bar-

Uan, Ra'anana. 744-3579.

Netanya: Magen. 13 Weizmann, 882-

2985.
Haifa: Carmefit, 6 Biahu Hanavi, 867-

5175,
Krayot area: Bialik, 15 SdL

Yerushalayim, Kbyat Bialik, 872-1230.

Herdtya: Oat Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6
Maskit (crv. Sderot Haoalim). Herztya
Pftuah, 955-6472, 955-8407. Open 9
am. to mtdniQfrrt.

Upper Nazareth: CJal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mas. 657-0468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem

FIRE 102
FIRST AID ioi
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (English) in most parts ol the coun-
try. In addition:
wood* 8551333 War Sava* 9902222
ArftotaeastSffi Nataifya* 9912333

SSSSSiftii

HaHaT 8512233 Sated 6920333
Tel A«W 5460111

.
Trains' 5792444

WanstaBCm Unt (MICU) service InMB waa. omnd the crock.

Mbdtcal help tor tourists (in English)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at
Rambem Hospital 04-852-9205. 24
hours a day, tor Information in case of
poisonmn.

Shaarsz^lopo.

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Metical Center Dana
Pet&trie HospSal (pediatrics)- TelAvtv
Metical Center fmlwSwtMM.
Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100

DRIVE-TEST
Confeuedfrom Page i

They had acquired expensive
cars and homes and traveled
abroad frequently. At least one
possessed a private plane.

Basban said there was prima
facie evidence to suggest feat

some of fee students bad subse-
quently been involved In road
accidents.

Northern region police chief

tran - Emotional FirstAW -1201.
also Jerusalem 561-0303. Tel Aviv 546-
1111 (chBdren/youth 546-0739), Rfehon
Lazion 956-6661/2, Haifa 867-2222.
Beersheba 649-4333. Netanya 862-
5110, KamVel 988-8770, KfarSava
767-4555, Hadera 634-6789.
Crisis Center for Religious Women
02-655-5744/5. 24-hour service, confi-

dentiality guaranteed.
Wbo hotlines for battered women
02-651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-637-6310, 08-855-0506
(also in Amharfe).

Rape Crisis Center {24 hours), Tel
Aviv 523-4819, 544-9191 (men).
Jerusalem 625-5558, Haifa 853-0533.
Qlat 633-1977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support ser-
vice 02-624-7676).

Cradr. Alik Ron said itwas one of
fee most serious and dangerous
cases of its kind even He said he
hopes that fee driving test system
will be thoroughly examined and
improved.

Income tax authorities are also
expected to become involved in
fee case.

The Transport Ministry said it

had relayed information to fee
police about fee alleged offenses
and a special committee will be
established to prevent bribery and
corruption in the future.

Selling? Baying? Hiring?
Do it through

the Jerusalem Post Classifieds
CALL: Tel Aviv 05-639-0333

Jerusalem 08-531-5606
Withyour credit cardnumber '

BAX: TelAvW 03-639-0277

Jerusalem 02-533-8408
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SPORTS Cantona announces retirement
in brief

Kashtan to Betar, Tabak to Beersheba

Dror Kashtan yesterday finalized details of his new job with the

management of newly-crowned league champions Betar

Jerusalem and he will take over the reins at Teddy Stadium next

season. Current Betar coach, Eli Cohen, will probably replace

Kashtan at Hapoel Tel Aviv.
.

Benny Tabak was released from his post as coacn of the national

under- 16 team by an irate IFA Chairman Gavri Levy and will take

over at Hapoel Beersheba next season. Levy has ordered Tabak to

pay the IFA compensation to the tune of NISI 20.000 for breaking

the new contract he signed just two weeks ago. Ori Lewis

Corretja wins Italian Open
ROME (Reuter) - Spain’s Alex Corretja was crowned Italian

Open singles champion for the first time yesterday, defeating

Marcelo Rios 7-5, 7-5, 6-3 to establish himself as favorite for the

French Open which starts a week today.

The number 10 seed, who has the season’s best record on clay

in which he has lost just four times, avenged his loss to Rios in

Monte Carlo last month.

The victory also hoisted him among the elite of world tennis.

When the new rankings are announced today, the Spaniard will

be No- S in the world.

Parma prevent Juventus winning Italian title

ROME (Reuter) - Parma prevented Juventus from clinching

their 24th Serie A title in front of their home fans yesterday when

they held the European champions to a hard-fought 1-1 draw at

Turin's Delle Alpi Stadium.

But the draw merely delayed the Juventus party. The European

Cup finalists kept a six-point lead over second-placed Parma and

need only draw in one of their last two matches to lift their sec-

ond “scudetio." or little shield, in three seasons.

Silver Charm wins Preakness
BALTIMORE (Reuter) - Silver Charm became the first horse

in eight years to win the first two jewels of the Triple Crown,

nosing out Free House in a photo finish Saturday to win the

122nd running of the Preakness Stakes. Captain Bodgit finished

third.

Silver Charm will set his sights on the Belmont Stakes, on June

7. There has not been a Triple Crown winner since Affirmed in

197S.

Mary Jo Fernandez wins German Open
BERLIN (Reuter) - Mary Jo Fernandez of the US won the final

of the $926,000 German Open in straight sets yesterday as Mary
Pierce ran out of steam in her bid to add another title to last

week's Italian Open victory.

The consistent Fernandez, ranked 14th in the world, rattled off

eight games to go from 4-2 down in the first set to 4-0 up in the

second. The 6-4, 6-2 win in the clay-court event gave her her first

title in two years.

Red Wings beat Avalanche
4-2 to tie series at 1-1

DENVER (Reuter) - Steve

Yzerman scored from behind the

net with four minutes left and the

Detroit Red Wings rallied from
two-goals down for a 4-2 victory

over the Colorado Avalanche to

even the NHL Western Conference
finals at one game apiece on
Saturday.

The Red Wings ended
Colorado’s 11 -game postseason

winning streak at home and
claimed home-ice advantage.

Yzerman broke into the Colorado
zone and went around defenseman
Sandis Ozolinsh before goaltender

Patrick Roy stopped his shot from
the low left faceoff circle. But
Yzerman collected the rebound and
banked a shot off Roy's backside

that the goalie ended up knocking
into the net with his left skate.

Detroit’s Nicklas Lidstrom made
the defensive play of die game
with 2:35 left to keep the Red
Wings ahead. Eric Lacroix had die

puck all alone off a rebound with

an open net m front of him. but

Lidstrom made a stick save behind

goalie Mike Vernon.

Darren McCarty beat Roy on a

breakaway with 1:17 to play to

seal the victory for Detroit, which
dominated the first two games of
the series. The Red Wings, who
finished 13 points behind the

defending Stanley Cup champions
in the regular season, outshot

Colorado, 40-17.

Game Three is today in Detroit.

MANCHESTER (Reuter) -

French striker Eric Cantona has

retired from professional soccer,

his club Manchester United

announced yesterday.

Cantona, who will be 31 on

May 24, has had a moderate sea-

son with United, although the

club retained the English premier

league title - their fourth league

triumph in five seasons.

Cantona has had a colorful his-

tory in his years with the club,

most famously in 1995 when he

took a flying kick at a Crystal

Palace fan and ended up in court.

But, with his imperious talent

on the pitch and his enigmatic

quotes and intriguing personality

off it, he always held a special

place in the hearts of United fans.

Club chairman Martin Edwards
announced Cantona's retirement

at a hastily -arranged news confer-

ence at the club’s Old Trafford

ground.
I'm extremely sorry that Eric

has arrived at this decision but

understand and respect his rea-

son,” Edwards said.

“Many of us believe Eric has

been the catalyst for the most suc-

cessful period in our history.

“During Eric’s time with us we
have won four premier league
trophies and two FA Cups.

“It is no coincidence that short-

ly after Eric’s arrival we won the

league for the first time in 26
years and have subsequently
completed two doubles. It has
truly been a magical time.”

Cantona was not at the news
conference, he is holidaying with

his family in France, but the club

read a statement on his behalf.

“I’ve played professional foot-

ball for 1 3 years, which is a long

time. I now wish to do other

things," the statement read.

“I always planned to retire

when 1 was at the top and at

Manchester United I have
reached the pinnacle of my
career.

“In the last four and a half years

I’ve enjoyed my best football and
had a wonderful time. I’ve had a

SO SAD - A young Manchester supporter stands in trepidation

about his hero’s immediate retirement.

outside Old Trafford fearful of the news which is about to break
(.Rotter)

marvellous relationship with the

manager, coach, staff and players

and not least the fans.

“I wish Manchester United
even more success in the future.”

United manager Alex Ferguson,

who brought the Frenchman to

Old Trafford for £1.2 million
from premier league rivals Leeds
in 1992, spoke warmly of

Cantona's contribution to the

club.

“Eric has had a huge impact on
the development of our younger
players.” Ferguson said.

“He's been a model profession-

al in the way he’s conducted him-
self and has been a joy to manage.
“He's currently one of the most

gifted and dedicated players I've

ever had the pleasure of working
with.

“Whenever fans discuss
United's greatest ever side you
•can be sure that, in many. Eric's

name will be very high up on the

lisL

“He leaves with our best wishes
and will always be welcome at

Old Trafford. He’s given us so

many wonderful memories.”
Cantona started his career wither

French club Auxerre in ] 983 and
moved to Martigues, Marseille,

Bordeaux, Montpellier and Nimes
before crossing the Channel to

England. He also won a league

championship with Leeds.

He said recently he had no
plans to leave Britain.

Harazi recalled for Russia game Houston beats Seattle
By ORI LEWS

Betar Jerusalem striker Ronnen Harazi was
recalled to the' Israel squad yesterday for the

European group 5 World Cup qualifier against
- Russia in Moscow on' June 8.
' Harazi, -who has scored- T9 goals in' his 36
appearances in national colon, had been out of
action since the 2-0 loss to Cyprus in a group 5
qualifying match in Limassol last November.
He was recovering from an.ankle operation and
only recently.returned to full fitness.

Harazi played the full 90 minutes during the
Jerusalem derby on Saturday, and had several
chances to score. He was responsible for setting

up Eli Ohana’s goal which put'Betar ahead late

in the' first half. The match ended in a l-l draw.
Israel coach Shlainb Scharf is also expeced to

toss the captain’s armband to Harazi ’s team
mate Eli Ohana as Taj Banin, who is suspended
for one match due to receiving two yellow
cards will be unable to pfay-in Moscow.
Also named in die 20-man .squad are three of

the five players who were suspended a day
before the game against Cyprus last month after

breaking a team curfew.

The three are Avi Nirani, Felix Halfon and
David Amsaiem. Of the other two, Haim
Revivo of Spain’s Celta Vigo will be included
only if he can get to a training camp beforertfte

squad leaves for Moscow crirJune '4.
.. ^

The fifth suspeiidfed player former 'captain..

Nir Klinger, announced bis -retirement from
international soccer immediately ’ after being
suspended.
Not included in the squad due to what'S.charf

called professional reasons are Yossi Abuksis
and Gadi Brumer, who is still -not folly fit fol-

lowing a leg injury.

Squad: Goalkeepers: RaC Cohta (Hapoel HsiCa), ItzDc
Korafefa (Bear Jerusalem}. . .

Defenders: Mosbe Glam (Maecabi Haifa), Amir Sbckb I

(Maccabl TO Arlr),Aloa. Harazi tMaccabi Haifa),Asst Domb
(Betar Jerusalem),.David Amsaiem (Betar Jerusalem). Felt*

.

HalTon (Hapoel TO Arfr), Arfk Bennado (Maccabl Haifa).
Midfielders: Eyal Berkovie (Sontbampeank Rraven Atar

'

(Maecabi Haifa), Avf Nlmnt (Maccabi Tel Aviv), lcdk'Zobar
I Betar Jerasalemk Ran Bco-Shinon (Hapoel Haifa). Avlshai
Jdnno (MaccaM Haifa).

Strikers; Ronnen Harazi (Betar Jerusalem), Ett OtutdA '

(Betar Jerusalem, captain), Aloa Mizrahi (Bnei Yehuda).
'

Ronnie Rosenthal (Tottenham Hotspur). Shai HoJtzman
(Hapoel Beersheba).

to win Western

.Conference semifinals

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All raids
includa VAT:
Single Weekday - NlS 128.70 lor i0 words
(minimum), each additional word NlS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NlS
198.90 10 worts (minimum), each atkfi-

lional wort NlS 19.B9.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NlS 292.50 lor 10 worts
(minimum).each additional word - NlS
29.25
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NlS 409.50
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional
wort - NlS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NlS
526.50 lor 10 worts (minimum), each ad-
ditional wort - NlS 52.85.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NlS 994.50
for to words (minimum), each additional
word - NlS 99.45.

Rates are valid until MAY 30 1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jarusalem - weekdays: 12 noon |he day
before publication; for Friday 4 pm. on
Thursday.
Tal Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days betort publication; lor Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
THE JERUSALEM INN at the city Cen-
ter - double or large family rooms, pri-

vate bathroom, T.v./telephone. quality
lumished. Tel. 02-825-2757, Fax; 02-

625-1297.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals.

Bed and breakfast.

P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044.
Tel 02-5011745. Fax: 02-581-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS
CENTER, PRIVATE HOUSE, garden,
quiet, 5. kosher. For August, S3.000. Tai.

(02 ) 825-1437.

REHAY! A, 3, NICELY renovated, fur-

nished, quiet, kosher, cable TV. June
30-augusf 3. TeL 02-663-0022.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
WANTED: METAPELET FOR 8 month
old twins. 6 days/weekly, light house*
woik. in Givat Ya'arim. Tel. 02-534-2204.

Jerusalem Area

RENTALS
2.5 ROOMS, 1ST floor, heating + air
conditioning, empty, in Rahavia. Tel. 03-
B43-1H1.

EAST TALPIOT, BEAUTIFUL cottage.

5, ground floor, view, peaceful- Tel. 02-

671-6330.

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or A.

garden, basement, parting, long term, im-

mediate. (No commission). DIVIROLLi
SIANI. Tel 02-623-5595.

HABITAT REAL ESTATE - Selection of

short-term rentals m good areas. Chart-

na. TeL 561-1222.

HABITAT REAL ESTATE - Ramat Dert-
va. 3 rooms, furnished. S800. Yemin
Moshe, 2 rooms, garden. Si, 100. Tel.
02-561-1222.

HANASI NEXT DOOR to President's
house / 1 bedroom * salon t 1 st floor /
fully furnished / fully equipped / TV /

stove / indge / oven / newly, refurbished
available t weekly / monthly. Tel. 02-
671-4202, 050-291-629,

MUSRARA* 4, 2 bathrooms, 2 porches,
fully furnished, long term Tel. 02-6284-
530, 050-348707.

RAMAT SHARRET, LONG term. 3 + gar-
den. private garden, possible furnished.
SI 200. Tel 05&252929.

REHAVIA, 3.5 FURNISHED, balcony.'
modem kitchen. AC. 3rd. S990- From
July. TO. 050-235-5B2(NS).

TALBIEH, 3, 1ST floor, lumished, June
1 . Tel. (02 1

653-6108

SALES
FANTASTIC HOUSE, MAHANEH Ye-

hudah, 173 nu, 3 + yard, kitchen jtfinene.

Tel 02-538-5024.

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2.3

or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no

commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANf. Tel.

02-561-2424.

LEV HAPARK, GILO <brand new flat

wflh fabulous view of Cramisan .3 rooms

2 attic rooms. 2 balconies, litt, ready in 2
months. Tel. 02-6762267 . Or 052-581-

578, Raff.

WANTED
RELIGIOUS BUSINESSMEN SEEK
houses / flats in Jerusalem. Fax AHS ++
31-251-250305 (Hofland).

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room apart-

ments, Ben Gurion Blvd.. tourists / busi-
nessmen. short / long term. Tel. 03-696-
9092. 050-358972.

RENTALS
BEN YEHUDA, 2, fully furnished, long/
short Iarm. Tel. 03-6196151 (NS).

SALES/RENTALS
FROM PRIVATE OWNER, 3. Gorton St.
luxurious, air conditioned, fully fur-

nished, immediate. TeL 03-647-1843.
052-784960.

SALES
NEVE AVIVIM, NEW exclusive building.

4 large spacious rooms + balconies, over-
looking sea. immediate. BINYANEI ISCO.
TeL 03-641-2781.

NEVE AVIVIM, SABORAIM ST. 21.
model apartment lor sale, mini - pent-
house. amazing design + furniture. BIN-
YANEI JSCO. TeL 03-641-2781-

RAMAT HASHARON, NEW, private,

280sqm bum. suitable for any profession.

03-6052701

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS
HERZL1YA PITUAH, BEAUTIFUL vil-

la^jjreo^ garden + pooL OLIVIA. TeL 09-

SALES/RENTALS
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE +
pool, air conditioning. Opposite sea.
Wonderful place. TeL 050-231-725.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, HOUSE lor

sale/rem, V2 dunam, wonderful place.

Attractive pnefc Tel. 050-231-725.

SALES
NETANYA, 3 LARGE rooms, sea view,
fully famished antique + Judaica. TeL 09-

834-6525.

BUSINESS OFFERS
Jerusalem

INVESTMENTS
JUDAICA STORE, IN central tourist

center Jerusalem seeks partner / investor,

serious tor expanded local market. Tel.

02-672-5111.

General

OFFICE STAFF
SECRETARY HEBREW I ENGLISH,
mother tongue English + typing, WORD,
lull lime. Tc£ 02-622-1128.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

FUNDRAISING
BILINGUAL FUNDRAISER FOR Jerusa-
lem Battered Women's Shelter. Please
sand C.V. to Fax (B-671-7386.

SALES PERSONNEL
SALESPERSON FOR ART gallery, from
10:00 - 18:00. Good with languages.
TeL 02-627-3757.

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING HOUSEHOLD HELP, Her-
zfiya, Sun-Thurs, total 10 hrs. Tel. 052-
564525.

HERZUYA, AU PAIR (+ live-in), house-
keeping a care of 2 girts (3,5). Tel. 09-957-
2045, 050-511-961.

UVE-InTtrAVEL, 2 children, high sal-
ary, experienced + references, lei. Q9-
771-0463.

NEEDED - ENGLISH-SPEAKING au
pair/metapelet. Uve-ln/out lor 2 children
(1 and 2 1/5 years), 'light housework,
flexible hours, good conditions, refer-
ences required. Netanya. Tel. 09-861-
052B.

SITUATIONS VACANT U SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FOR ELDERLY WOMAN, cooking and
light housework, pfl or UL Tel. 536-4573
eve., or 651-4050 days, waz

Tel Aviv

GENERAL
KOREAN SPEAKERS WANTED lor per-
manent job in Ramat Gan! High salary)

Call Michal at 03-575-3255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SOUTH-AFRICAN AU PAIR AGENCY Is-

rael based, requires many South Afri-
can/oiher live-in au pairs countrywide.
Top conditions + high salary. Wonderful
Job opportunities. 03-619-0423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-

liest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call HB-
ma. TeL (03) 965-9937.

STAR AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL
seeks 2 South African au pairs, live-in, for

2 families in Tel Aviv, $750. Tel. 03-
8201195, 052-452002. Families receive

one year guarantee on all our place-
ments!!

METAPELET, PLEASANT FAMILY,
high salary . Uve-tn / livo-cot. Good con-
dilions. Tel. 03^37-1036.

OFFICE STAFF

SUCCESSFUL COMPANY IN Tel Aviv
seeks typist. English, quick, WORD pre-
ferred, full lime, immediate. Tel. 03-609-

COMMERCIAL COMPANY IN AZUR
seeks secretary, English mother tongue,
Spanish desirable, lull-time. TeL 03-559-
8288.

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE
IAWA MULTISYSTEM VCR, 6 months
old, leaving country, must sell. S450 or
NlS 1550. TbL 02-625-5439.

PERSONALS
General

~
SEEKING

TESSA HOFFMAN: PLEASE get in
touch with Bill Gaylie at Fax. 1-804-465-
1157, or wide to 12401 193 B Street. Pitt

Meadows, British Columbia, Canada.
V3Y-1AS.

VEHICLES
General

UNRESTRICTED
CITROEN ZX (1.4), 94', 55,000 km., first

hand, private. Tef. 09-957-2045. 050-
511-961.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS?
buying, selling, leasing, trading. Tel. 02-
6523735,050-240977.

HOUSTON (Renter) - The
Houston Rockets rode their All-

Star trio of Hakeem Olajuwon,
Charles Barkley and Clyde
Drexler into the Western
Conference finals with a 96-91
Game Seven win over rhe

Seattle SuperSonics on Saturday.

Olajuwon, Barkley and
Drexler scored all but six of
Houston's points in the second
half, when the Rockets surged to
a 14-point lead and held off a
furious rally by the defending
conference champions down the
stretch.

Drexler scored eight of his 24
points in the fourth quarter.

Olajuwon added 22 and 13
rebounds and Barkley - who
guaranteed a win after two
straight Houston losses - con-
tributed 20 and 1 4.

The Rockets took control by
holding the SupetSonics without
a point for nearly six minutes of
the second half.

Matt Maloney scored 15 points
for the Rockets, who will face
the Utah Jazz in the conference
finals beginning today.
Houston defeated Seattle for

the first time in six playoff
series.

“It was a great team effort,”

Barkley said. “They have a ter-

rific team. Everyone wanted to
say bad things about us, but they
were terrific to come back from
three games to one. If you can't
win a game seven at Houston it

would mean they are just better
than you.”
Gary Payton scored 27 points

and Shawn Kemp had 21 and 10
boards for the Sonics, who lost
an elimination game for the first
time in five tries. Seattle was try-
ing lo become the sixth team in
playoff histOTy to win a series
after trailing 3-1.

The Sonics had just one basket
in the first eight minutes of the

final period and appeared dead
after Olajuwon’s follow dunk
with 3:52 remaining gave the

Rockets an 88-74 lead.

But Seattle went to a trap and
made a final charge. Two baskets
by Hersey Hawkins around a
steal cut the deficit to 10 points

and Maloney missed two free

throws with 3:05 to play.

NBA not on XY f
' Cable TV” Sports . Channel,
after having announced its inten-

tion to broadcast live Game? of-,

the. KnicksrHeat '.'Eastern

Coofertnceseniifinals lastfught,

changed its .programming, at rhe

1 Ith hour, andm&,garoe was not,'

broadcastdsiieposted. •
?*

*
,

*
• x

Detlef Schrempf made a three-

pointer and Hawkins had a steal

and layup, pulling the Sonics
within 88-83 with 2:40 left.

Drexler split two foul shots
and Kemp was fouled as be
scored on a drive. His free throw
made it 89-86 with 1:33 remain-
ing, but Maloney buried a three-

pointer - his only points of the
second half - 16 seconds laier.

Seattle kept coming, as two
free throws by Payton and an
inside basket by Schrempf cut it

to 92-90 with 21 seconds left.

Again, Drexler missed, one of
two foul shots and Terry
Cummings was hit on the

rebound, but he also missed
once.

Hawkins grabbed Drexler’s
shorts with )7 seconds remain-
ing, and Seattle got one more
chance when Drexler again split

the pair of free throws. But
Kemp missed an off-balance
three-pointer from tiie left comer
and Schrempf lost the rebound
out of bounds. A basket by
Olajuwon sealed it.

Major League Baseball
National League

East Division

Atlanta

Florida

Montreal
New York
Philadelphia

Central Division
Houston
Pfflsourgh

St. Louis
Chicago
Cincinnati

west Division
San Francisco
Los Angetes
Colorado
San Diego

W L
28 13
25 16
22 17
21 20
15 25

22 20
21 20
17 23
13 27
12 28

24 15
23 16
23 17
15 24

PcL GB
.683 -

.610 3
364 5
.512 7
.375 12S{

.524 -
512 a
.425 4

.325 8

.300 9

.015 -

.590 1

.575 1VS

.385 9

^ ,
American League

East Division

Baltimore
New York
Toronto
Detroit

Boston
Central Division
Kansas Chy
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Chicago
Minnesota
West Division
Texas
Seattle

Anaheim
Oakland

W L
27 13
25 17
21 18
18 23
16 23

20 59
19 19

22 17
23 IB
20 19
17 26

PcL GB
.675 -

.595 3

53& 5K

.439

.410 1®

£13 -

500 #
.487 . 1

.436 3

.381

.564 -
561 '
.513. 2
.395 7

JgygSfr a NY Mas 3. Colorado 1; Florida 1LKn^urgh l; PhSfaddptea 4, Houston 2; Atlanta 11, St Louis 6; Los Angles 8, Montreal *San Frandsco 4, Chicago Cabs 1,

Saturday'sAL games Cterdand 8,Toronto 1; Chicago White Sew 7, Oakland & Boston*

ess:b& * 2:w v“h*9 “• <ib« 51 Anabei“ *•Axm*
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ENGLISH THEATER
Helen Kaye

It's just recently opened on
Broadway, but the Haifa English
Theater has received special permis-
sion from Neil Simon to perform the

latest of his “suite” comedies. This
one’s London Suite, four one-acters

following the fortunes and misfortunes

of four different sets of people in the
same London hotel suite. There's a
nostalgic widow and her daughter, a

writer and his investment advisor, a

star who meets her ex. and a young
couple who’ve lost their tickets to

Wimbledon. HET veterans Laura
Sivan and Ed Cogan each direct two
and the fim is at the Haifa Museum
today at 5:30 p.m.; Wednesday at 8:30

p.m.

DANCE
Helen Kaye

The Israel Ballet performs Berta

Yampolsky’s version of
Tchaikovsky's perennial favorite. The
Nutcracker. It’s fun, colorful and
great for kids. At Theater North in

Haifa at 6 p.m.

GUITAR™
* Helen KayiT

Award-winning composer and classical guitarist

Reuven Seroussi gives a lecture/ demonstration on
the classical guitar in the 20th century with guest

percussionist Karen Phenpimon. At Jerusalem's

Confederation House at 9 p.m.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

Clarinetist Eli Eban, who currently teaches at

the Indiana School of Music presents masterclass-

es at the Jerusalem Music Center today,

Wednesday and Thursday (on each day. 10 a.m.-l

&. 3:30-5:30). Admission free. Tomorrow Eban
joins the Israel Suing Quartet in performing the

Clarinetist Elia Ebon presents his master classes at the
Jerusalem Music Center.

Reger clarinet quintet in a program which aLo fea-

tures Haydn's Lark quartet and Mendelssohn's

Opus 80 quartet. 8:30 at the Tel Aviv Museum.

TELEVISION

Elana Chipman

Zahal / is a new original Israeli sil-com airing

tonight on Channel 2 at 9: iO p.m.. Tne show

(made on a small budget) is set in an army radio

station (GaJei Zahal ), where a group of talented

and ambitious young broadcasters try to work
within a strict military atmosphere. With Shmue!

Vilozney. Sharon Kantor. Lior Miller. Rama
Messinger and Amos Shuv.

Another comedy series airing tonight is The

Thin Blue Line, a seven part British show about

goofy policemen in a small British town. The town
Is like many other towns, the police station is jus;

like many other stations, but the people working

there are quite unlike anything else. With Rowan
Atkinson. Channel 1. 11:00 p.m.
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ACROSS
1A note on technique that
makes good sense (10)

9 Hat for an antelope 14)

10 Steers' lice transferable to

sheep /10)

11 The jerk is positive and
arbitrary 16)

12 The bookworm’s place? 17)

15 Fix for Argentinian leaders
to travel over f7)

16 Aim to take public
transport (5)

17A woman would cast ofTf4)

18 Flavouring which is quite

new (4)

19 Tarn providing a refuge for

many a blackbird 15)

21 Solid fuel hold-up f7)

22 Old queen having just one
real failing (7)

24 Soldiers grow weary, so get
leave (6)

27 Devious rationales
characteristic of the
politician flO)

28 Some manor men might
regard as average (4;

29 Care for the Channel
Islands in isolation? i 10)

DOWN
2 Left again (4)

3 Support 4... (6)

4 . .
.without delay (7)

5 Bam and died in poverty

4i

6 Oriental fashions are seat

F I F

7 Gratified in accepting
nothing can cause conflict

10 )

8 Gunnery school? '10'

12 May be near a Trust House
serving refreshments 'IC.

13 Setting aright people in

publicity—aright! » !•}

14 Inexperienced. yet
flourishing t5>

13 A way to walk when cne’;

m drink (-5;

19 Attacks doctors keeping in
case 17)

20 Flexible, being fr:u
Castile «7j

23 Seating a painter frr going
up a mountain

25 A duck’s colouring 1 4

26 role getting ac-sritar. :*? as
stated <4;

SOLUTIONS
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QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS _ DOWN
5 Compose 3 letter 1 Turkish gwera. r

f.5; "•
.

8 Make advances ; r • 2

9 Savh one 'v
10 Attractive • 5 1 ’ n" --T

11 Simple seat :5i _
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WHAT’S ON
pres?

EngJish

22&0 The Write

Verdict

23:15 The Cinder Path

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News Rash
6:31 News in Arabic

6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL

8:00 Computers and
the Interna
8:30 Basic Arabic

9:00 Reatfng
9:20 Nature
0:45 Programs lor

the very young
10:15 Sciences
itMO English
11:10 Social

Sconces
11:40 Tolerance
12:10 Sciences
12:30 History

13:00 !n the Heat of

the Night
14:00 Surprise Train

14:20 Kitty Cat and
Tommy
14:35 Quentin Quack
15:10 Without
Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Molormice
from Mars
15:55 Booty
16:00 Dubileh - inter-

aonve Bve show
16:25 Yetedudes
16:50 Super Ben
16:59 A New Evening
17:34 Zappv Culture
18:15 News in English

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Sports
19:00 News
HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

19:31 Hebrew Video
Clips
20:00 News
20:45 Pooolitica

22:15 Different

Drummer
23:00 The Thin Blue
Line- new British

comedy series star-

ring Rowan Atkinson
as a bumbling cop.
Parti.
23:30 News
00:00 Verse of fie Day

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Today's
Programs
6:30 Trie):/

7:00 Breakfast
Magazine
9:00 Meetings
10:00 Pablo
11:00 The Britts Empire
11.-30 Altonso Bonzo
12:00 Doug
12:30 Basic Arabic
13:00 Kate and Elite

13:30 Open Cards
14:00 The Kids of

Degrassi Street
14:30 7c Tac
15:00 Super Duper
15:30 Make A Wish
16:00 The Bold and
the Beautiful

17:00 News maga-
zme with Rati Reshel
17:30 Zehu Zc-h irpu
18:00 Smbad
19:00 PasHc Blue
20:00 News
20:30 :rs Nothing
21:10 IDF •. - original

senes set at a mili-

tary radio stalicn

21:45 "an Shilcn Live

23:20 Miner.nrjm
00:00 Hews
00:05 MSSennium -
continued
00:25 N:^-.:;>rls Talk

2:00 Cn the Edge of
r-e Snell

JORDAN TV

15:30 Holy Koran
15:35 French preranrs
16:00 German Scene
15:50 Ocean G.tI

17:15 E«"a
Z—'ers-ons

15:00 =*erc.*i pro-

13:00 \-zmz r. -rerch
13.33 "eaOTires

13:35 C”e =c?: .r

23:00 Sere's ol

Sconce
23:32 McUer

21:10 pinlander

23:25 Babylon 5 (rpt)

00:15 ENG
Newsroom
1:05 Barnaby Jones

I MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Club
15:00 Gerberi

15:30 Dennis the

Menace
16:00 Larry King
17:00 Family

Challenge
17:45 Beakman's
World
18:10 Perfect

Strangers
18:35 Saved by the
Bell

19:00 Showbiz
19:30 World News
Tonight

20:00 Cosby
20:25 Mr. Bean
20:50 Major Dad
21:15 Diagnosis
Murder
22:05 MatlOCk
23:00 CNN
23:30 The 700 Club
00:00 Quantum
Shopping

[TV 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons
16:30 Panorama
17:00 Adventures
and Challenges
18:00 Her Majesty's

Tears
19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 Doctors Talk

20:00 News
20:45 International

Art Magazine
21:15 The Browning
Version (1951) -
poignant drama set in

a British private

school. With Michael
Redgrave. Directed
by Anthony Asquith.
22:45 The Duchess
of Duke Street

23:35 Jazz into the
Night

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 All Toqether Now
16:00 Wildlife in

Russia
16:30 Investigative Eye
17:00 Fruits of the

Earth

17:15 Milestones in

Science and
Technology
17:30 Faces of

Culture

18:00 Basic Arabic

18:30 Family
Connections
19:00 Computers and
the Internet

19:30 Vis & Vis

19:50 Hello Pnina
20:00 A New Evening
20:30 Cybemews
21:00 Star Trek:

Deep Space 9
21 :45 Situation

22:45 Female
Perspective
23:15 Revolutions in

the Modem E/a

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

7:00 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpt)

7:30 Love Story with

Yossi Siyas (roil

8:00 Dallas (rpt)

9:00 One Life to Live

9:45 The Voung and
the Restless irati

10:30 Cays cf Our
lives (rpt)

11:15 Zingara (rpt)

12:00 BamaDv Jones
12:45 The Sheets al

San Francisco
13:30 Hope and
Gloria

14:00 Dallas

14:50 Days o! Our
Lives

15:35 The Nanny
16:00 Hercules
16:45 Zingara
17:30 Good Evening
with Guy Pines
18:00 Local

Broadcast
15:39 Ore Lite to Lrre
19:15 The vot.ng and
the nestle ’is

20:00 3»r.zc: Sca^h
29:50 Mamed V..*h

Chittren
21:15 Sh:ccfc S“-rw
21:40 ScTteld
22:C5 t^d ard
Stasev
22:20 Love ?T'
with VCS5J S 2S
23:C0 Se’n'ed T*

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Midwest
Obsession (1995)

-

thrflter (rpt)

13:05 Seeing Stars

13^5 The Man Next

Door (1995) -an ax-

con tries to stan fife

afresh in a small

town but is immedi-

ately suspected when
a brutal rape occurs
15:30 Letters From
the East (1995) -

when her father dies

a young woman rinds

tetters and docu-
ments from their past

Kie in Estonia and
goes back there to

find her mother
17:15 Marcaffino

Pane e Vino (Italian.

1991) - monks find a
Strange baby in their

cabbage patch and
raise him unH he
begins to perform
miracles
18:55 Vanished

(1992) - Danielle

Steele drama
20:25 Empty Cradle

(T9S3) - an evS
nurse exchanges a
baby for a deal
fetus, but the mother
refuses to beteve
that her baby was
bom dead. With Kale
Jackson
22:00 Lady
Chatter-ley's Lover
(1995) -Ken
RusseTs TV adapta-
tion of D.H.
Lawrence’s contro-
versial novel. With
Joely Richardson and
Sean Bean.
23:35 Profile For
Murder (1996) -a
police psychologist

investigates a charm-
ing misbnaire sus-
pected of murder
1:30 Just One of the

Girls (1992) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 Alice in

Wonderland
9:30 The Center of

Things
9:45 Pink Panther
Show
10:05 The Center of

Things
10:20 Lois and Clark

11:25 Family Matter

12:00 Twisted Tales

of Felix

12:30 Hugo
13:00 Make Believe

Closet
13:10 Sonic
13:35 Inspector Gadget

14:00 The Little Bits

14:30 Alice In

Wonderland
15:00 The Center of

Things
15:15 Pink Panther
Show
15:50 Ocean Girt

16:15 The Center of

Things
16:35 California

Dreams
17:05 Fun on Six

17:30 Shesh-Tus
18:00 Hugo
18:30 Honey Bee Hutch

19:00 Journey io the

Center of the Earth

19:30 Step by Step
20:00 Animaniacs
20:20 Married With
Children
20:45 Rcseanne
21:10 Tne Cosby Show
21:35 Different Worid

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 Boy Meets Girl

(French. 1 934) - styF

Lred drama in B&W
by Leos Carax taking

p:ace in nighttime

Paris.

23:45 The Hidden
Fcriress (Japanese.
*355; - Akra
Kurssawa epic which
msr -ed Lucas's Star
Wars With Toshiro

Mifune

CHANNEL 3

6:00 Or^n L'n'/ensty

3:00 .'.•ngs d the

Foe S:ar. pad 6 (rpf

19530
|
Newsflash

\ Hebrew .

j
Video Clips

20:00 i Nows

f* Hi!
KOpemnea

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Frosfs Century
7:00 The Best ol The
Ticket

7:30 Travel Xpress
8:00 Today
10:00 European
Squawk Box
11:00 European
Money Wheel
15:30 CNBC Squawk
Box
17:00 Interiors by

17:30 Gardening by
the Yard
18:00 The Site

19:00 National

Geographic
Television - Bafi

20:00 The Ticket
20:30 VIP
21:00 DateHne
22:00 NHL Power
Week
23:00 The Best of
The Tonight Show
wsh Jay Lena
00:00 the Best of

Late Night with
Ccnan OBnen
1:00 The Best of
Later

1:30 N3C Nightly

News with Ttxn
srekaw

MOVIES

ft’s Nothing

21:00 R

22:00

r
. .

Different

* Drummer

!
22:30

;

The Thin

23:00 \ Blue Une

9:00 Return to the
Sea. pari 3
9:30 The Rake's
Progress - opera by
Stravinsky
12:00 Richard

StoBzman Plays Mozart
12:30 Taste of the
Carfcbean:
Guadeloupe (rpt)

13:00 Three Festivals

o( Japanjrpl)
13:35 A Taste of

Africa: Morocco (rpO
14:00 Kids on the
Rocks (rpt)

14^45 The Last
Circus- the history
of (he circus, its con-
temporary problems
and performances
15:35 Our God the
Condor
16:10 National

Geographic Explorer
17:05 Open
University - Margaret
Mead: The
Hermitage: New
Living Body
19riS Wbrtd on a
Plate, part 5: Smoked
Meat
19:30 Travelogue:
New Forest, Norfok
20:00 Big City Metro,
Part 5: Washington
20:30 Investigative

Reports with BBe
Moskona Lermarc The
OJ. Simpson Trial

21:40 Bishaa. Trial By
Foe - the Beduin jus-

tice system has exist-

ed kir centuries and is

derived from their

stark surroundings. To
this day the Bishaa Be

test is performed to

find out the truth

22:30 National
Geographic:A Biting
Kind of Love
23:30 Open
University- Struggle
For Democracy; Tour
of Hie Universe

Married with

Children

Roseanne

idfi Shtock Tin Cosby

Show Show
Different

Dan Shilon Seinfeki Worid

Uve
Ned and Lady Boy Meets

Stacey Chatteday's

Low
Girl

Love Story

wtthYossi

Siyas

Seinfeld (rpt)

Step by Travelogue

Step

Animaniacs Big City

Metro

Married with

Roseanne

Moskona
Leman

Bishaa, Trial

By Fra

2:00 The Best of The
Tonight Show with
Jay Leno
3:00 Intemlght

STAR PLUS

6:30 Nine To Five

7:00 Pierre Frane/s

7:30 Gi Joe
8:00 Eeek! the Cat
8:30 Oprah Winfrey
9:30 Dynasty
10:30 Santa Barbara
11:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

12rt0 Hindi shows
13^30 Lost in Space
14:30 Black Beauty
15:00 Charles in

7:30 Rugby World
Cup Sevens: Tonga
vs. Hong Kong
8:00 Asian Soccer
Show
9:00 Luge: World -

Cup
9:30 Basketball: ABC
Women's
Championship
11:00 Cycling:

Marlboro tour of

ll&OGotf: China
Tour
12:30 Sports India

15&0 Pierre Fraley's

Cooking
16:00 Living on the

Edge
17:30 Hindi programs
18^0 Star News
19:00 Yes, Minister

19:30 Chicago Hope
20:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

21:00 Santa Barbara
22riW Star News
22:30 X-F0es
23:30 Star Trek
00:30 Vegas
1:30 Oprah Winfrey

2:30 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL

5

fc30 Bodes in Motion
16.-00 Bocfies in Motion

16:25 National

LeagueScocer
17:15 International

Journal
18:15 NBA Playofls

20:45 VoBeybafi:

Worid Championshfi
qualifying game

-

Israel vs. Slovakia
22.-00 Engfish

League Soccer
23:15 Table Tennis

EUROSPORT

9:30 BNX World
Championship,
Germany
10:00 Mountain Eke
World Qua South Africa

11:00 TnatMon: ITU
Worid Cup, New
Zealand
12^)0 Offroad

14^0 Trans Worid
Sport
15,-30 Gymnastics:
NCAA Women’s
16:30 Asia Sports

Show
17:00 Cycling:

Marfooro tour of

Philippines

17:30 Basketball:

ATP Tour, AT&T

19rfX) Goa: China Tour

20:00 Tennis:

Greatest Grand Slam
Matches
22:00 Boating Global
Challenge
22^0 T^ts World

I3ro0 Motorcycfing:

Itafian Grand Prix (rpt)

15:00 Soccer: FIFA
Youth Cup. Finland

15:30 Duathion
16.-00 World’s

Strongest Man
17:00 Stock Car
Chanpionship
18riK) Tennis: ATP
Team Tour, Germany
2tW)0 Soccer: World
Cup Legends
21 d)0 Speedworid
Magazine
22^0 Sumo
23:30 Eurogoals
00:30 Tenrns: ATP
Team Tour. Germany
1:00 Snooker

STAR SPORTS
(unconfirmed)

6:00 Sports Inrfia

6:30 God: China Tour

23:30 Asten Soccer
Show
0030 Basketball:

ATP Tour,AT&T
Challenge
2:00 Soccer Worid
Cup Han of Fame

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
7:30 Correspondent
(rpt)

&.-00 Newsdesk
9:30 Hard Talk (rpt)

10:30 Correspondent
(rpt)

11.-30 The Clothes
Show (rpt)

12:30 Hard Talk (rpt)

13:30 Top Gear (rpt)

14:00 Newsdesk
15^0 Correspondent

M)
16:15 World
Business Report
16:30 Asra-PadTiC
Newshour
17:30 Film VT
18.-30 Hard Talk with

Ton Sebastian
19:30 Tomorrow's
Worid (rpt)

21:30 Hard Talc (rpt)

22:30 Window on

23^6 Cities of the
Future: Seattle
OOriOO Newsdesk &
Business Report
1:00 Asia Today
2:10 Newsrtight

CNN INTERNA-
TIONAL

News throughout
tbs day
6:30 NBA Week
7!^0 Insidrt (rpt)

&30Gto&lVrew
9d» World Sport
11^0 CNN
Newsroom
13^0 American
Edftion

National

Geoyaphic

13:45 Q&A (rpt)

14TO0 Asian News
14^30 World Sport
15:00 Asian News
15:30 Business Asia
16:00 Impact
17:30 Wbrtd Sport& Earth Matters
19:30 Q&A
20:45 American
Edition

21:00 Worid
Business Today
21:30 Wbrid News
22.-00 Impact
23:00 European News
23:30 Insight

OOrtKJ WOrid
Busmess Today
00-J30 World Sport
1:00 Worid View
2:30 MoneyCne

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morrting

Conceit
9:05 Gershwin: 5
Songs arr for clarinet

and string quartet;

Hanrrfoal: American
Portraits opera
(American ensem-
bles, blues singers,
gospel and jazz,

soloists and
choWChicago
SQ/Barenboim); Lou
Harrison: Symphony
no 3; Jon Letts:

Icelandic Cantata:
Eridd-SvenTOOr.
Architectonics 6;

Noam Sheriff; String

quartet

12.-00 Light Classical
- excerpts from
Verrifs Un baflo fri

maschera
13:00 Artist of the
Week -cellist

Mstislav

Rostropovich^;,
Rachmaninoff: *

Elegiac trio no 2 in D
minor for piano, violin

and ceflo op 9;

Brahms: Allegro bom
Sonata in E minor lor

piano and ceflo op 38
14:06 Encore
15ri)0 Cycle of Works
— Beethoven's piano
concertos
16:00 Earfy music
l7rtK» Etnahta - Bve
broadcast from Henry
Crown Aucfitorium.

Jerusalem. Shmuel
Magen (ceBo), AHan
Stemfield (piano}.

Bach: Suite no 5 in C
minor for cello solo;

Brahms: Sonata in D
for cello and piano
terr of sonata for vio-

Sn and piano op 78];
Vartfina Shlonsky: 5
Impressions for

piano; Falla: Spanish
folk suite tor ceflo

and piano
19:00 Rainbow of
Sounds
20rt)5 Beethoven:
Piano concerto no 3;
Ravel: Bolero
(Boston/Munch)
21 ri» A Matter of

Just Jazz
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C-NEMA OArS A.MAM! w -”^~5
Sects nr« Lfts :• she
»s«* 1 4r >.:C GLOBECiTY
~-i The Chamber OJocd andWse

4.45. ' . r 4= • The AssociaSe-The Saint
4 4?. 7 ; i-jj - Befie 4:45. '. 25. fir45 -

Space Jam MORIAH w664J654 Shine
7i: r: ORLY ^ SCSSrSS Everyone
Says ! Lcre You 3:15 PANORAMA
3:ood and Wire 4-JO. 7. ?:3C Kolya 400.
" - The AssocLite - JC. 7. 9:33 - The Sajrrt
:- :-C RAV-GAT 1-2 *T SF743?; The
SnglQh ^aliens- Maximum Risk -SS. 7,
v • : RAV-MOR 1-7 W S41 S8S5 Maximum
Rsk 4 :r '. 5 2' - The English Pawn: 6.

* 1-1 ramuti&RS 5. 7. 9:23 - Jerry
Maguire - '5. 7. 9-JO - Marvin's
Rccm.The Dwfs Own 4-45. 7. 9-30 -

Metro 4 2-7. r. " RAV-OR 1-3 t»

— -“-i:- Metro 4:^C. 7. 9:30 • The DeviTs
Owp 4 45. 7. ?.'S - Jerry Maguae «:15. 7.

AFllLA
RAV CHEN tr 5424047 The Ehghsh

15 ? 7 - Moao'-Btood andWme

ARAD
STAR «936C3C4 The Saint* Ret* 7:15.
-- ^5 • mots Attacks: 7:T5 • Romeo and
Julie? 3-45
ASHDCD
G.G. GiL » S64«*2X The Sasi!«aiooCI
and Wine- Relic 5. 7-3C. i?
Miehae; -Dante's Peak 5. 730. ?c G.G.
CR1 1-3 » 7::^23 Space Jarv- Shine 5,
' 3“. T Secrets and Lies 4.45. 7:*5. to
RAV CHEN w3W?*22 The English
Patient 6 *5. ?i5 - The SevU*s
Own- Mesa- Matmum FLsk 5. 7.30. ?45 •

Rcmeo and Juitet 5. 7 if. 9:45 . Jerry
Mwu-re 4-:.:-. ' :5. >4S
A&fKELON
G.G. GIL ^ ^yr Eteod and Wine -The
Sanr!.> fteix f. 7 30. ?0 • Koiyj. Dame's
Peak ’j?. v; RAV CHS< Maxsraun
P.ok-The DoviTs Own -Metro 5. 7JC.
z 4i * Jerry Maguire 4 33. 7 ’5. 9 C5 • The
SccTish P3t«m i.15. ?.:5
8AT YAM
RAV CHEN Mebo The Saim 5. TOC.
“ to • Vjxjru-T! R.sit 5 ~ X. • Blcod
end Wire f. ra. >45 The EnsLsh
Pafcet?! 6 _'C. ? 3C The Chamber 733.

k- • Jerry UbStfao 430 7 \ 3. 3-^j •

Sax» Jan

;

SEESSHEBA
~ G=L *5442771 Dante's

PeW - Rciic -Shsw E. 720, *.3 . Bmafeng
Z’2. ? 30 Space Jam 4 45

G.G. ORf Stood and Wine
The Assoc^i>-7he Chamber 5. T-SI ?o
The Sam 5. 15 RAV-NEGEV 1-4

^--•427? The Enctish Patient CX. >33
Jerry Maguire 4 3j. ,* -s. -3.45 - Mgvo 5.
• ’>4i - Mcxmnsn Risk 5. T2C. 9.45

EILAT
GfL The Assoobak-Tne Chamber 720,
10 -Breaking the waves 6J». 930
HADERA
LEV The English Patient 6:45. 930 -
Blood and WineS. 10 -The Saint 6, &. IQ -
Metro 6, 8. 10-101 Daknaians 6 -Space
Jam S
HERZUYA
COLONYt*ra02666 Jerry Maguire «The
Devil's Own 5:15, 7:45. 10:15 WUDAY
The Associate 730. 10 STAR w 589068
The Chamber 730, 10 • Metro 730. 10 -

VSZ&glEgSS,****
GIL Blood and Wine-oThe Associate 5.
730. 10 - Breaking the Waves B30. 930 -

Space Jam 4:45 • Secrets and Lies 7n5.
<tatogueJ 5

CINEMA Metre-cMaxAnum Risk 7, 930 •

sansKWiw6:,5' 9: ’5

G.G. GIL«7677370 Blood and winoMThs
Chamber 5, 730. 10 •The EngBsti Patient

930 - S^ee Jam 4:45 -The Saint 5,
>30. 10 • Metro-Refic 5. 730 • Shine 10.
Seems and Lies 10 - The Associate 5
730. 10
KiRYAT BIALIK
Gfi. GIL The Associate 7:1 5.9-45* The
Chamber7:i5. 945 - Dante's Peak 7:i&
3.45 The Saint 7:15, 9:45 - Jerry

7:15. 9.45 - The Associate^ SWS: space Jam 7:15, 9.45 - Blood
andWtee7:1§ 9:46 -The DwiTsOwn 7:15
• Shma 945 • Seems and Ues 7:15. 945KWYATSHMOhW ^

?*&,PILJ*69C!50aD Btood and Wine 430.
' 9:30 - Seems aid Lies 43tt 7. 930 -

SjgceJsm 430 - Breaking the Wwes

UPPER NAZARETH
SG .

Dante's PedkmBlood and
Wtoe 4307. 930 • Shtna^Tha Saint 430.

' Maxlnu,m Wsk-Metro 430. 7.

NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Blood and
Vto*~The Saint 5. 7:30. 10 - The
Ota-J«

i
Tta*aoe«.5.7:3a.:a

G;G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Blood and
VWne*The Associate 5. 730. i0 • The
ChamberrThe Saw 5. 73OL 10-SMne W
'«^5.730RAV CHEN* 8610S7OThe
Engfch Patient 630. 930- Maximum Risk

7=30*9:S'*
5 ’ Metr°”Th* DmrirS °wn 5.

OR AIWA
RAV CHEN w 6262758 The English

Patient 6rt5. 9:15 - Everyone Says I Love
You°°M01ro 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 ReBcn>The Safrit«Empire of
the Senses 5. 730. 10 • Breaking the
Waves 6^. 930 - Space Jam 4:45
PETAHTTKVA
G.G. HECHAL Blood and
Wflnti MWlmum Risk5.730. 10 -Metro 5.
730. 10

-

The EngGsh Patient G.G. RAM
1-3 * 9340818 aftMHKoha 730. 10 •

Seems and Lies 7:15. 10 SfRKIN The
Saktt «> The Associate « The dterrtiier 5.
730. 10

-

Dante's PeakoReSc 5. 730, 10 •

The BngBsh Patient B30. 930 • space
Jam *45
RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET Secrets and Lies 830
PARK Blood and Wine-oThe Associate 5.
730. ID*Maximum Risk 5. 730, 30 -Jerry

RAVGAN 1-4 * 6197121 The English
Patient 3. 8:15, 930 • Marvin's Rooms,
730, SMS - Everyone Says I Love You
730. 9«5 - Blood and Wins 5, 730, 9*5 •

Space Jam 5
RAVOASJS 1-3 « 6730687 Maximum
Risk & 730, 9:45 -The Chamber

u

Metro 5,
730, 9^5
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHWBtood axi Wine 5:15, 730, 10
REHOVOT
CHEN The Associate 730. 9:45 - When
the Cat's Away 7:15 * The Prisoner of the
Mountains 9:45 * Kolya 7:15, 9;45 RAV
MOR The Chamber ««ood and wine 5,
730. 9:45 - Broryona Says I Love
YbctaMndmum Rbk 5, 730. 9:45 - The
English Pattern 6:15. 9:15 - Metro 5, 730.

RISHONLEZIQN
GAL1^vsstseea DarnelsPeafuflomeo
and JitiM-The DevJTs Own 730. 10 GIL
1-3 The AssoctttiflraHte SaktinSood and
VWne 5, 730. 10 HAZAHAV The
ChambarwThe Ssdnt 5, 730. 10 .
MMPO«Btood and Wfcw 5. 73Q, io -The

nnaRraKssass
• Marvin's Room-auxkmim Risk 5, 730
9:45 -Metros. 73ft 9:45 STAR Mmdnuh
Risk 73ft 10-JenyMaguire 10 -Returns
theJad 10 -SpateJam 730
YEHUD
RAV CHBI The Bntfteh Patent 630.
930 -Metro 5. 73ft &45- Jerry Magube^ 7:15. ft45 - MarvWS Room ft73ft

Afl times are pun, unless othanwjse imfr-

.t

i . >2 2
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Knesset in

summer
session

By UAT COUJMS

The Knesset is to open its sum-

mer session this afternoon with a

policy address by Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu. In the

morning. Netanyahu is to appear

before the Foreign Affairs and

Defense Committee, which has

been meeting during the recess.

Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon told

parliamentary reporters yesterday

he expects the summer session,

which ends August I, to focus on

all the issues on the public agenda,

including: security and diplomatic

policy; religious-secular relations;

Ashkenazi-Sephardi tension; rela-

tions with the Diaspora; and signs

of an economic recession.

Labor faction chairman Ra’anan

Cohen said he would immediately

submit a motion calling for the

dissolution of the Knesset and

early elections, saying the

Netanyahu government has failed

in all fields and “completely

neglected the peace process.”

Hadash is threatening to file a

no-confidence motion over the

strike by the local authorities. The
faction is expected to meet with

the prime minister this evening.

Meretz MK Dedt Zucker has

submitted four bills based on the

principle of separating public ser-

vices for the religious and secular.

The bills include: an amendment

to the Planning and Construction

Law. which would allow for the

building of new neighborhoods or

communities dedicated specifical-

ly for one sector, to allow people

to choose in what kind of neigh-

borhood they want to live; a bill

calling for separate religious coun-

cils for different streams of
Judaism, including Conservative

and Reform; separate radio and

television channels for the reli-

gious to avoid conflict over limit-

ed air time on the existing public

stations; and autonomous school

systems, like the state-religious

system, for other Jewish streams.

The House is to hold a special

session tomorrow to mark the 39th

birthday of missing IAF navigator

Ron Arad. The meeting, initiated

by coalition and Likud faction

chairman Michael Eitan, is to

include a satellite link-up and dis-

cussion with British and German
parliamentarians and live cover-

age on the Internet

(http://wwwj-on-arad.org.il ).

Knesset renovations unveiled

By UAT COLLINS

MKs may be more comfortable

when the Knesset opens its summer

session today. There are new and

improved toilets (cost: NIS 260,000)

and plans for special chairs in the

plenum which can be adjusted to tit

the width of the individual parlia-

mentarian.

These arejust two of the improve-

ments revealed by Knesset Speaker

Dan Tichon yesterday in a meeting

with parliamentary reporters. Other
innovations include a new cafeteria

on the roof and a health club com-
plete with fitness coaches - donated

by an unnamed Canadian. These

should be opening shortly.

Tichon said that the Knesset feces

a major image problem with the

public - which customized chairs

are unlikely to improve - but noted

that pan of the problem is the

absence of MKs and ministers in

plenum sessions, even though they

might be present elsewhere in the

House.

The Speaker said he is hoping to

entice more MKs to sit in on ses-

sions and for the first time records

will be made and published of the

number of votes in which an indi-

vidual MK participates.

One plan to attract the parliamen-

tarians into the plenum is to start

holding a British-stylequestion time.

in which individual ministers would
present a short review of the work in

their offices and then have to answer
questions fired at them by MKs
without having had a chance to pre-

pare the answers in advance.

“The object is to make things more
a bit more lively," Tichon said.

Among the first expected to be
questioned are National
Infrastructure Minister Ariel Sharon,

Tourism Minister Moshe Katsav and
Finance Minister Dan Meridor. No
dates has been finalized for die ses-

sions.

Other parliamentarians are expect-
ed to undergo even more rigorous

interrogations. Tichon implied feat

police also may be questioning

MKs, though he refused to give

details.

The public committee headed by
Moshe Nissim which is examining
the subject of parliamentary immu-
nity is expected to submit a draft of
its recommendations at the end of
fee month.
Asked about possible changes to

fee Basic Law: The Government,
known as the Direct Elections Law,
Tichon said he would do his utmost
to ensure feat amendments concern-
ing such issues as fee dissolution of
the Knesset or removal of the prime
minister would not come into force

in this Knesset, but only after the

elections of the year 2000.

At the grave of Chaim Herzog yesterday are (from left) his children Ronit, Michael, Joel, and Isaac, and (second from right)

his widow Aura. (Brian Headier)

Chaim Herzog remembered
By GREER FAY CASHMAN

Chaim Herzog, fee nation 's sixth president,

will be remembered as a soldier of distinc-

tion who unfailingly responded to fee call to

serve his nation and his people, both in and

out of uniform.

This was the common thread of the eulo-

gies delivered yesterday at a tombstone
unveiling service on Mount Herd, where he
is buried among fee Leaders of fee Nation;

and later at a memorial ceremony at the

Jerusalem Theater to mark the conclusion of

a 30-day period following his death.

Still wearing their beards of mourning, his

sons Joel, Michael, and Isaac recited

Kaddish, after which Israel’s fourth presi-

dent, Ephraim Katzir, reviewed- the broad

mosaic of Herzog’s achievements as a sol-

dier, statesman, and “loyal messenger of die

public." Katzir also noted that Herzog was
the first governor ofa Jerusalem “which was
all ours."

Katzir said that he had been happy when

Herzog agreed to serve a second term

because he represented a bridge between the

different sectors of the population and
between Israel and the Diaspora.

The fifth president, Yitzhak Navon, added
the dimension of visionary to the compre-
hensive Herzog image, saying that it was
almost prophetic that Herzog, soon after

becoming president, had spoken of the para-

dox which now confronts fee nation. Heizog
had remarked then that fee closer Israel gets

to an accommodation with her enemies, fee

greater the danger verbal and physical vio-

lence, intolerance, extremism, violation of
democratic principles from within.

Quoting Herzog, Navon said that these

may be the greatest hazards confronting us

since our independence. To underscore that

point, he remarked, that Yitzhak Rabin,

“whose death represents fee blind hatred to

which Herzog had been alert” lies buried

nearby.

At the Jerusalem Theater, Herzog's eldest

son, Joel, poignantly read from an olive-

wood-bound Book of Psalms which
Herzog's grandfather Joel (after whom fee

son is named) had given him and which also

bore on inscription from Herzog’s father.

Chief Rabbi Isaac Halevi Herzog. The book
had accompanied Herzog throughout World
War n and throughout all fee wars of Israel

in which he had participated. It had been

handed on to Joel in 1967, when he was
inducted into the IDF.

Chief of General Staff Lt-Gen. Amnon
Lipkin-Shahak and former Supreme Court
president Meir Shamgar spoke of Herzog’s

unstinting devotion to the cause of Zionism
and national security and the principles

which he has bequeathed to fee nation as a
legacy.

His voice almost cracking with emotion,

Abba Eban, Herzog’s brother-in-law, former

comrade in arms, fellow gladiator in fee

arena of the United Nations, political col-

league, and lifelong friend, said that when
news of Herzog’s death reached him, "I felt

as if the sun had gone down in the morning."

Winning cards
;

§

In yesterday’s Chance drawings, f ; /,!
the winning cards were the 7 of J

4.-_fV
spades, 10 of hearts, ace of dia-r.:.:

monds, and 7 of clubs; and: fee •
.

king of spades, queen of hearts, 9
of diamonds, and queen of clubs.

.

Nurses to strike tomorrow
By JUDY S1EGH.

Some 2,000 public health nurses
around the country will launch an
open-aided strike tomorrow. The
nurses work In 500 family health
{tipat halav

)

stations, providing
immunizations and early diagno-
sis of disabilities in infants, super-
vising pregnancies, monitoring
infectious disease in their area and
providing advice to fee elderly.

Nurses’ union chief Dana Cohen
said that due to a labor dispute
between the Health Ministry and
fee local authorities, fee entire

public health nursing service is in

danger.

The Bat Yam Municipality
recently announced the closing of
a number of stations in the city

after refusing to pay its share to

maintain them. The municipality

claimed feat after fee passage of
the national health insurance law,

the health funds are responsibility

for providing such services to

their members.
The first tipar halav stations

were established by fee Hadassah
Medical Organization in

Jerusalem; as their numbers grew,
municipalities took responsibility

for them. According to a decade-
old agreement wife seven munici-
palities (Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,
Ramat Gan, Petah Tikva, Bnei
Brak, Bat Yam and Holon), fee
ministry covers 70 percent of fee
costs, with the local authority pay-
ing the rest. fin other areas, the
health funds have for years had
responsibility for fee services.) As
a result, said Cohen, fee nurses
and the general public have
become “hostages" of this dispute.

Nine council heads
begin hunger strike

By DAVID HAHBIS

Nine local council heads yesterday
decided to stage a hunger strike out-
side fee Prime Minister’s Office as
part of their ongoing campaign for
more government funding.
The nine - from Sderot, Dimona,

Kiiyat Malachi. Yavne, Hazor
Haglflit, Gan Yavne, Nesher, Arad,
and Or Yehuda - said they well not
eat until Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu answers feeir demands.
The Union of Local Authorities

(ULA) claims that Netanyahu had
promised to discuss the issue with
Finance Minister Dan Meridor and
Interior Minister Eli Suissa on
Saturday night, but no such meet-
ing was held.

Now, the ULA said it will step up
its action in specific areas.

Today, the education system will

return to normal, ending three days
of strikes, however some 240 local

councils will remain closed, except
for emergency services and refuse

collection.

Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz
leant his support to the ULA action,

saying if called upon he will actively

cooperate with the local authorities.

Meanwhile, the Histadrut
announced that as soon as fee
authority heads end their strike, fee

80,000 local council employees will

walk off fee job. They will be
protesting the ULA agreement with
fee Finance Ministry that wages will
have to be lowered.

ISRAEL'S ECONOMY
IS ON THE MOVE.

We offer you a comprehensive and diverse range of

banking and financial services, based on sis decades

of unrivaled expertise. Talk tfl u» first, and profit

from a hilly informed picture with professional services

specifically tailored in your needs, including a special

program of highly competitive financing opportunities.

Open a tax free foreign currency account and enjoy:

• Strict confidentiality • Short A medium term

deposits in all major foreign currencies • Deposits

convertible into all major foreign currencies • Highly

compe; .vc imeresL rates • No estate duties, tax free

interest in Israel • Funds transferable worldwide.

Should you choose to diversify your assets, consider

investing through the Bank in bonds and slocks, traded

worldwide and on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

A real estate purchase in Israel entitles you to loans of

op to SOPa 1 60% under special circumstances) of the

properly value.

For details, visit any brand] of Israel Discount Bank, or

contact our Business Promotion& Marketing Department.

U> Mapu St.. Tel Aviv. Tel: 03-52 16223.5247279.

Fax: 03-5242343. E-Mail: meniS-netvision.ael.il

J> ISRAEL DISCOUNT HANK

INAUGURATION OFTHE
CAROLAND MELVIN S. TAUB

CHAIR INAPPLIED MEDICAL PHYSICS

Lecture;

Professor Avraham Katzir
Incumbent of the Chair

Light in Medicine
A Demonstration of Innovative Laser Techniques

on Wednesday 21 May 1997
Tel Aviv University Campus; Ramat Aviv

(By invitation only)

T€LAUIU UNIU6RSITV

INAUGURATION OF THE
TALI GORDONAND INBARATTTA

SCHOLARSHIPFUNDS

Lecture:

Professor Michael Keren
Dept, ofPolitical Science

Political Leadership in the 21st Century

on Wednesday, 21 May 1997 at 10:30 ajn.
at the Plenary Hall, Marcelle Gordon University Club

TelAw University Campus, RamatAviv

The public is invited


